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INTRODUCTION 

—_—- ——_- ——_ 

The first business of the missionary on arrival in 
China is to “get thelanguage”. And most missions now 
allow the first two years for language study. We might 
better avoid that word “allow”; saying rather that a 
minimum of two years is required by most missions for 
language study, during which period no other respon- 
sibility is put upon the new worker. I believe that we 
shall soon come to the point when no new worker will 
be given more than partial responsibility during his 
third and perhaps his fourth years, so that he may have 
large freedom for perfecting himself in the language, 
and in methods and principles of work. 

In the acquisition of Chinese, the ability to speak 
and to hear comes first in importance; much farther 
down in the scale comes reading ; and much lower still, 
the ability to write Chinese characters. All four proces- 
ses should be carried on together, but far the most 

~ emphasis placed on the first two, and the least emphasis 
on the last, at any rate in the first year. It is clear that 
a word ora sentence which we are able to speak and 
to hear, will be easily picked up inthe character. To 
reverse the process is like the study of the dead lan- 
guages. 

The principle that I have had in mind in the pre- 
paration of these sentences is the supreme importance 
of the spoken language, as compared with the char- 
acters. I believe that we should first study words and 
sentences, not characters, and not even idioms. This is 
surely the natural order; for man learned to speak long 
ages before he ever thought of writing. Neither did he 
learn idioms first; he began to speak, and when he had 
learned to write his speech, he began to discover or to 
make order and unity, and to designate some of his 
peculiarities of speech as idioms. 

But what words and sentences shall we study ? Now 
life is short, especially when we are dealing with a task 
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of such herculean proportions as ours. Then why not 
spend a good portion of our time during our first year 
on the mass of words, phrases and sentences, which we 
are virtually compelled to learn after some fashion, 
whether we would or no? JI mean those found in the 
conversations that we hold every day with servants, 
teachers, coal merchants, and many others,—all of whom 
we may adopt as our teachers of Chinese. 

At any rate I have here selected a few, which are 
among those that we shall have to use from the begin- 
ning, and which we shall have to keep on using every 
year, and almost every day of our lives, so long as we 
live in this land. Itis an effort to go straight to the 
point; to get at what weall need most, at least at the 
beginning,-—a free use of everyday language, in its sim- 
plest forms. 

Colloquialisms and Localisms.— An expression may 
be regarded as colloquial which is in use by the better 
classes of Chinese, regardless of its use or otherwise in 
books, papers or magazines. I see no reason why we 
should hesitate to make use of the thousands of expres- 
sions common on the lips of Chinese literary men. I 
well remember how one of my first teachers carefully 
explained to me the impropriety of the use of the vulgar 
words “DJER!” and “LER?!” (ja and Jjjpasoften pronounced 
in Chengtu); I should always say “DJE’” and “LA”, the 
regular dictionary pronunciation. A day or two later I 
had occasion to call my teacher across the courtyard; 
he promptly replied in a loud voice, “DZAI* DJER?!”’! © 

Undoubtedly there are many words and phrases and 
pronunciations in use by the most illiterate, which we 
would do well to avoid, especially in dignified language, 
as in addresses andsermons. But we shall fail dismally 
if we go to the opposite extreme of limiting ourselves to 
book words and phrases. Let us adapt our language to 
the circumstances and to our company; but to do this 
one’s range of knowledge, and therefore one’s ex- 
perience, must be wide. 

A localism is merely a word or expression ora 
pronunciation peculiar to a locality, usually a city and 
its vicinity. 

The pronunciation of the characters referred to 
above, ja and #, while good colloquial here, is undoubt- 
edly a localism. For one does not need to travel far 
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from Chengtu before he finds that these and such words 
as | — SHA’ Dz*, Jb BEM LA’ Mo* Go‘ or LANG? 
GO", Ze Hh HL Bi] DZAI* LA* GEN! TSIEN? or DZAI* LER! 
GEN! TSIEN“, etc., have ceased to be used. Chungking 
makes (® HER', and ends most sentences with a GO’. 
Kiating has so mauy localisms as to constitute almost a 
distinct dialect. Junghsien drops final Gin all words 
with the romanized ending ANG, etc., etc. Now the in- 
dication is to determine for oneself just where we will 
dtaw the line. Shall we learn and use all the peculi- 
arities of our own station? Most assuredly we are 
entirely at liberty to do so, if we wish. Some of us do 
this, and believe we are justified in so doing. Others 
of us again prefer to draw the line within wider limits; 
make the bounds of the localism coincident with those 
of the province, for instance, and freely accept such 
peculiarities as seem to be used pretty well over the 
province. For example # is pronounced JUNG? in most 
other provinces, but Szechwan calls it YUIN*. Certain 
variations prevail over a large section of the province. 
If we live within that section we shall probably elect to 
govern our language accordingly ; or we may prefer to 
keep to the usages of other provinces, coupled with that 
of the half of our own province. 

Chinese Teachers.—It is a good rule to regard one’s 
teacher as the authority, in case he and the dictionary 
differ. But we should keep an open mind; for one’s 
teacher should be changed at the end of the first year, 
and will probably be changed at longer or shorter in- 
tervals afterwards; and we soon find that teachers differ, 
often radically, even those who have grown up in the 
same city. In course of time we shall be able to forma 
judgment for ourselves, comparing what our teacher or 
teachers give us with what one or more dictionaries say. 

It goes without saying that we should always treat 
our teachers as gentlemen, and in so doing we shall 
seldom be disappointed. A little tact and kindly thought 
goa long way. Forinstance, a cup of tea in the middle 
of the long half day of study, especially in warm wea- 
ther, costs us little, and helps greatly towardsa friendly 
relationship. It is better to have fixed hours for study 
with the teacher, if possible, which are arranged on 
engaging him; just as we arrange the exact amount of 
his salary. Tact should be mingled with firmness in 
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requiring him to be punctual and regular at his work. 
Persistence in ignoring one’s wishes in these matters is 
best followed by dismissal, and change to another. But 
allthis may be without engendering ill-feeling on either 
side. Let us remember that some of our strongest and 
most successful ministers of the Gospel in West China 
began as personal teachers. Perhaps this new man 
whom we have engaged may arrive at this much-to-be- 
desired consummation! 

Dictionaries.—Begin with Baller’s Analytical Voca- 
bulary of the New Testament, and use it for all scripture 
reading. Forthis purpose there is nothing else to be 
compared with it. Thenfor daily reference use Grain- 
ger’s “Western Mandarin” and Baller’s cr Williams’ 
Dictionary, larger edition. I rather prefer the latter, 
because of its larger number of characters. The new 
Giles is too expensive; the difference between it and 
Williams is not worth the extraordinary cost. Get a 
Soothill for pocket use and fortravelling. Add another 
dictionary now and again, as you have opportunity and 
the desire to enlarge your library. After a year or two 
get a Kanghsi: it is invaluable. 

May [adda word on the use of the dictionary. I 
am firmly convinced of the value of one’s own personal 
use of the dictionary, even Williams or Giles. I mean 
in preference to having one’s teacher turn up characters. 
The study of the strokes and of the parts of the character 
necessary in order to enable one to find it, helps greatly 
to fix the form and meaning in one’s mind. I think we 
should use the dictionary constantly. Every time we 
happen upon an unknown character, or one that is only 
partially familiar, let us look it up; the result is much 
better than that of merely asking the teacher for sound 
and meaning. If the teacher is present, by all means 
do both; but in any case do not neglect to look it up in 
the dictionary. Sometimes a character seems to be 
peculiarly elusive; we forget sound or tone, or some 
aspect of its meaning, with monotonous regularity. The 
remedy is to “look it up” with the same “monotonous 
regularity”; and presently we discover that that char- 
acter has become a part of us,—so solidly that we never 
forget it again. 

Tones.—The day and generation that affected to 
despise the tones has gone by. But that of those who 



neglect them is still with us,—more’s the pity. For the 
tones are just as much a part of the words as are any 
other part of the sounds, and Chinese without the tones, 
or with inaccurate tones, is broken Chinese. 

Now so far as I have had opportunity for com- 
parison with the language of other provinces, I would 
say that our West China tones are marked, and our 
spoken languageis decidedly musical. Itisastonishing 
and lamentable what one misses who fails to get the 
tones, and to always getthem. I shall venture to quote 
a passage from the introduction to “Lessons in Con- 
versational Chinese”, by Mr. Warren, which is most 
apt:— 

“Remember this: you do not know a Chinese word 
unless you know its tone. You may reply: ‘How is 
it that the Chinese themselves do not know the tone of 
a word?’ The knowledge of the zame of a tone and 
that of the tone itself are two different things. The 
Chinese do know the tone; only the educated, and in- 
deed only the very highly educated, know the name of 
the tone ofany particular word. For us to ask a Chinese, 
‘Did you say shanug-pin or ksta-pin?? is very much like 
a Chinese asking us with regard to ‘bears’ and ‘ pears’ — 
‘Did you use a “surd or a sonant? The majority of 
Englishmen would be quite unable to answer this ques- 
tion. But if the Chinese were able to ask us, ‘Did you 
say “bear” or —— ?*any Englishman would answer 
at once. - 

“From the very first begin to train your ear to 
hear the tones. Never ask, ‘What tone is that word?’ 
Make yourself go the longer way of listening till you 
hear whattone itis. If you have not caught it, ask, 
‘Did you say ——?’ and give an emphasized first, second 
or whichever tone youlike. In this way you willstanda 
chance of learning te speak Chinese as the Chinese do. 
Any other way of learning tones simply gives you the 
chance of getting a good mark in answer to an examina- 
tion question. Outsidethe answering of those questions, 
it is nouse knowing that the Chinese word for ‘Heaven’ 
is in the first tone, and for ‘Field’ in the second, if when 
yousay ‘Tien’ you are not conscious whether you used 
either or neither of these tones.” 

All of which I most heartily endorse. Never ask a 
teacher for a tone; ask him to repeat the word, again 
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and again, if need be, until you can decide for yourself 
what tone it is in. 

West China is supposed to have all five tones; and 
for many parts this is quite true. Other places—includ- 
ing Chengtu and Chungking have only four, for the 
second and fifth are synonymous. A Chengtu man 
finds great difficulty in distinguishing a fifth tone. I 
have therefore ventured to follow the language of 
Chengtu and Chungking, by indicating four tones only, 
doing away with the fifth, and placing all these under 
the second. 

It is now generally accepted that the numbering of 
the tones, by the use of figures placed at the right hand 
upper corner of the romanized, is the quickest and 
easiest method. I have adopted this method. In cases 
where there are two tones, one usedin the book language 
and one in the spoken, the latter is given. 

Romanisation.—-That which I have used is the 
Standard, with a few modifications to adapt it for West 
China. I shall not attempt to open a discussion on 
romanisation. No onesystem is wholly satisfactory for 
all China, and in the nature of the case, no one system 
ever willbe. The Standard system has advantages over 
any other, in my judgment; and if this book had been 
intended for more than West China, I should have 
adhered to it wholly. Some of the changes that 1 have 
made in it might have been better not made; or atleast 
so | have come to think since these pages went to press. 

However, romanisation is to be regarded as a help 
during the early months of study only; itis no part of 
the Chinese language, and should be neglected and 
finally discarded, just as soon as the student can do 
without it. It should be suggestive only, of the sounds, 
not an authoritative record. The sounds must be learn- 
ed from the lips of a Chinese, or of many Chinese, be- 
cause we findthat not all pronounce the same words 
alike. And soit comes to pass in time that we must 
use our own judgment, aided by our experience and by 
our dictionaries, in deciding which sound of a character 
we shall adopt. 

Much depends upon the careful cultivation of one’s 
ear. We cannot reproduce what we do not hear. Some- 
times a new worker will spend hours in the effort to 
satisfy his teacher on a sound. He believes that he re- 
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produces the sound accurately, but is really unable to 
catch the fine distinctions that are heard and spoken by 
his Chinese teacher. Unfortunately the teacher is unable 
to explain just what is wrong, or if he does, we do not 
understand him. And so in some instances the teacher 
gives up in despair, and allows his pupil to continue 
his mispronunciation. Here is one of the times where 
thehelpofafellow-missionary is exceedingly valuable— 
at least it will be so if the tellow-missionary has already 
met and conquered the difficulty referred to. Here is 
one of the many advantages of the language schuol, or 
“Missionaries’ Training School”, such as is carried on 
as a department of the Union University at Chengtu. 

Learning Characters.—How to doit? There is no 
royal road to the acquisition of Chinese characters; but 
some roacs are better than others. Nothing else can 
ever take the place of dogged perseverance; it is review, 
and review, and then review again, until the characters 
needing review grow steadily less in number, even to 
the vanishing point. 

I don’t believe in the “pencil habit”, and 1 hope you 
won’t get it. I mean simply the practice of writing the 
romanisation, with sound and tone and meaning, whe- 
ther on the margin of the study-book, or on little squares 
of paper. In the former instance the pencil marks 
detract from the direct study of the character, and they 
tend to a distinct neglect of effort or a weakened effort 
at memorisation. Similarly with the squares of paper: 
sound, tone and meaning are too convenient; but the 
biggest objection to this method is the utter lack of all 
connection between the characters. All the advantage 
of context is lost. A far better method in my experience 
is the following: buy three copies of John’s Gospel, in 
large type; let your teacher use one, while you use 
another. After working through a few chapters, begin 
a review, marking all characters difficult to remember 
as you go along. Mark them by encircling each witha 
red mark, ink or pencil, but leave no indication of sound, 
tone or meaning. Review ail marked characters daily, 
invariably looking up in the dictionary all characters 
impossible to recognize. Never besatisfied with ability 
to give sound and meaning only; uncertainty of tone 
alone is ample warrant for turning the character up in 
the dictionary. 
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By the time you have finished the Gospel, you will 
have markeda goodly number of characters. Thentake 
up your clean copy and review the whole Gospel, once 
more marking all uncertain characters. Review the 
marked characters daily, until you have mastered every 
character in the book; that is to say, until you know 
every character, and you know that you know them. 
From that time forward, the study of characters will be 
perceptibly easier. 

What about writing characters? Use a pencil or 
foreign pen, and begin, as soon as you like. If you 
prefer the Chinese brush pen, use it. If you have 
aptitude for character-writing, give yourself a fair 
chance, and you will profit greatly by the exercise. If 
you seem to have little or no aptitude, you will not 
spend much time at it, but better keep pegging away, 
and however slow your progress, it all helps. No 
character is ever known perfectly until one can write 
it. Let us once fix a character in ourmemory by writing 
it, and it is with us forever. 

I have come to think much more of late years of the 
value of the ability to write characters. The foreign 
pastor finds his influence and his usefulness greatly in- 
creased by his letters to his Chinese assistants, written 
with his own hand. the contents of which are therefore 
not public property, as is the case when a Chinese 
amanuensis is used. The foreign teacher gains im- 
mensely in facility and efficiency when he is able to 
write his texts or his syJlabi on the blackboard. I 
venture to suggest that not many foreign missionaries, 
no matter what the department of work, will be other 
than distinctly and decidedly advantaged by the ability 
to write even a few characters. 

As to the best method for learning to write,—I will 
only suggest that in my experience a foreign pencil 
does very well; and that the student should sit beside 
his teacher, watch him write a very few characters 
daily, then attempt them himself, with his teacher as 
critic. Take particular pains to note the order of strokes; 
note all the minor differences between his characters 
and yours, as youcompare after writing. Then imitate, 
imitate. But do not under any circumstances spend so 

much time at character-writing as to interfere with your 
regular study of the spoken language. Speech first, 
reading next, and last ot all writing. 
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How to Use this Book.—The first chapter is intend- 
ed mostly for reference. There has been no attempt to 
put easier lessons first; you are at perfect liberty to 
begin literally anywhere, even in the middle of a lesson, 
if you wish. You will find, however, that the first hun- 
dred sentences have not only the romanisation, but also 
complete literal translation. The second hundred have 
dropped the literal translation, and the two hundredth 
sentence is the last to have the complete romanisation. 
After this, also, thecharacters printed separately beneath 
are reduced in size, and are not set out so markedly, but 
are run together with the English comment, making 
solid paragraphs, and taking much less space than 
before. 

Looking to the value of repetition, in order to 
facilitate study, l have not hesitated to repeat comments 
and explanations, even again and again. This practice 
will also conduce to the study of any chapter at any 
time. 

Please: do not hesitate to alter any sentence or 
phrase, to make it accord with the practice in your 
locality. I would suggest that these sentences be used 
to make conversation with one or another, thus securing 
several possible modes of expression, sometimes differ- 
ing slightly in shades of meaning, or they may be 
identical. Compare and decide for yourself. See that 
the tones as I have marked them agree with yours; alter 
them where they differ. Similarly, alter romanisations 
to suit your practice, or your preference. In a word, 
use the book in any and every possible way, so long 
as you derive some help fromit. For this is the only 
reason for its existence. 

Conclusion.—It is trite advice, I know, but never- 
theless I will say here that “the only way to learn to 
speak Chinese is to speak it!” Speak with teacher, 
with cook and coolie and woman-servant, and with 
strangers. Speak with fellow-travellers on the road, 
with farmers in the country, with fellow-guests in inn 
and tea-shop. Listen carefully to their remarks; pick 
up what you can, if only a word from one, or a phrase 
from another. Make notes when convenient, and in- 
vestigate on returning to yourstudy. It is a great boon 
to us missionaries that the Chinese practically never 
laugh at our blunders in trying to learn their language. 
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Therefore even the most timid of us need feel no 
hesitancy in using Any word, phrase or sentence that 
we have learned, or that we have only half learned. 

_ We will rarely meet with anything but sympathy from 
NK the Chinese in our efforts. 

‘~ * Néwver let your ears grow deaf! Always keep them 
*.open for new words and phrases; for only in this way 

will you not only make progress, but succeed in pre- 
venting yourself from losing ground. To stand still 
is to retrograde. Keep moving! Keep smiling! 

OMAR L. KILBORN. 
Chengtu, November, 19177. 
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LESSON |. % — jf 

la) BiG AE Ef 
Conversation with the Teacher 

le) 2 FB OE AE tt A 
A Conversation with the Teacher. 

TUNG?. GIAO! SHU! SIEN! SEN! SHO? HWA‘. 
With teach books teacher speak words. 

se 
GIAO! sHU! to teach; /it., to teach books. 

We, 7E 
SIEN! SEN}, teacher, mister ; /it., before or first 

: born. This most common desig- 
nation may now be used in addressing men— 
and even women teachers—in all grades of society. 

SHO”? HWA‘ to speak, to talk; lit, to speak 
; words. ; 

wld XE 2K 
‘s Please come in. 

TSIN® DZIN* LAI?. 
Please enter come. 
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TSIN® please,—very much used by all 
classes of Chinese. In addressing 

the teacher, it is properly used. If, however, one 
is speaking to a servant, one should say simply 
#£ 3 DZIN‘ LAI’, without the ‘please’. 

apy 212 

Please sit down. 

TSIN® DZO*. This is the proper phrase with 
Please sit. which to address teacher or guest 

after he has entered the room. 
This is also the expression one should use by way 
of excusing oneself, in leaving theroom. As we 
rise to leave the room for the moment, the teacher 
should rise too, at least slightly. But whether he 
does or not, we Lae this expression to him. 

oe HE 3 1B 
Good morning, Teacher. 

SIEN! SEN! DJE* MO® DZAO®. 

Teacher thus early. 

A 
It is not early. 

bi 

BU? DZAO?®. This is a modest expression, by 
Not early. way of reply to the compliment 

in the greeting above. 

Ie E Ex WE 
What is your name, teacher? 

SIEN! SEN! GWEI? SIN‘. 

Teacher honorable name. 
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CONVERSATION WITH THE TEACHER 3 

ra 
GWEI' honorable; #£ SIN‘, name ie., 

surname. There is nothing in 
the form of the sentence to indicatethat it is 
interrogative; yet this particular sentence is 
always so. Except to a child or sometimes a 
coolie, the # GWEI', honorable, should always 
be used. 

WE ike 
My name is Djang. 

SIN‘ DJANG!. Theexpression fi¥ #, BI‘ SIN‘, is 
Name Djang. not ordinarily used in Szechwan. 

me 
May I in turn ask your name? 

DJWAN® GIAO?*. That is”to say,-~ ‘May | inturn 
Turn instruct. be instructed?” which is the 

height of politeness, and is con- 
stantly used by all of the teacher or literary class. 
Note that this character #% to teach or instruct, is 
here used in its proper tone, the fourth. 

WE A 
My name is Li. 

SIN! LI? Again the entire absence of the 
Name Li. self-depreciatory term ft BI* or 

DZIEN‘=unworthy. These 
terms are sometimes used by men from the country, 
but not at all by those in the city. 

al Jt AE 4£ 3a FE AL 
Will you please sit here. 

TSIN® SIEN! SEN! DZAI‘ DJE* LI® DZO?. 
Please teacher here sit. 
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CHINESE LESSONS 

TSIN® please, is apt to be the opening 
word of the sentence, as here. 

LL FSF 

XE jz #2 
DZAI* DJE* LI*, Jit. in this inside. The whole 

phrase isthe common expression 
for here. In Chengtu the corruption DZAI* DJER! 
is much heard; or even the single word DJER!. 

t= Ail > Se [ie 7- 
wet a ne 

How is this character pronounced? 
DJE* GO* DZ* DU? SHA* Dz’. 
This character read what. 

wt 

sisi 
DJE’, with {ff Go’, the classifier after 

it =this. 

LA‘, with {ff GO‘, the classifier after 
it=that, 

+ 
Dz‘ Chinese character. 

SHA‘ DZ’, the interrogative what. This ex- 
pression is not found in Chinese 

books, but is good spoken language ‘almost 
anywhere in West China. It is constantly heard. 

DU? = to study, to read. Usually with 
the word #& SHU}, book, after it, 

lit. ‘study books’ ; commonly just=to study. 
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in 
Please say it again. 

TSIN® DZAI* SHO*. 

Please again say. 

Fi 
DZAI* again; much used, in all sorts of 

sentences. 

A a Io | 
SnO= to say, to speak. # sh SHO? 

HWA‘, to speak words, to talk. 
This sentence should be much used by the be- 
ginner to his teacher, in order to make absolutely 
sure of a tone, for instance, or of a sound. So we 
train our Own ears to know Chinese sounds. 

He BE Bh 
Dol say it correctly ? 

NGO?® SHO? DY” DUI! BU? DUT*. 

I speak (it) correct not correct. 

AK 
NGO” I, me. No change for case. 

Chinese is quite free from inflec- 
tions, conjugations. All such matters are de- 
termined by the addition of words, or by the posi- 
tion of words. 

Ay 
DY? a possessive particle, with words. 

or sentence understood after it. 
The construction is then,—The I-speak-words cor- 
rect not correct ? Or,—That which I speak, correct 
not correct ? 
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eI 
You are speaking correctly. 

Dul*. 

Correct. 

A MY 
You are not speaking correctly. 

BU? DUI‘. 
Not correct. 

BU? not, the most common form of the 
negative. 

DUI? correct, or correctly. Whether 
adverb or adjective, it is all the 

same in Chinese. 

. 3 pe $e Bt AY AS BA SEE 
pee ' 
If [ speak incorrectly will you please correct me. 

NGO* SHO? Dy? BU? DUI’, TSIN® ( SENYSIEN] 
GAI® I? HA‘. 

I-speak-(words) not correct, please teacher 
change a little. 

The phrase ‘NGO SHO’ qualifies 
or possesses the word ‘HWA’, words, understood, 
after the word ‘Dy’; and this little possessive 
particle is the connecting word. 

Note that the word ‘If’ is understood before 
the pronoun ‘Tl. This is a very common Chinese 
construction. It seems awkward at first, but one 
soon gets quite used to it. 
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GAI* change, turn, correct. 

I? HA' ‘a little’. A softening phrase, 
placed at the end. 

el Te) 65 Si AB A ME 
KU — FE 
Every time [ make a mistake, will you please 
correct me. 

HWEI”? HWEI* YIU* TSO‘, DU' TSIN* SIEN! SEN‘ 
GE! NGO® GAI® I? HA‘. 

Time time have mistake, all pleasé teacher 
to me correct a little. 

fey fey 
HWEI* HWEI’ time, time=every time. Very 

«» Common. 

YIU* have; we have, you have, they 
have, I have, he has; also, there 

is, there are, there was, there were. Hereit might 
well be translated I have, or there is. 

if 
bu! ‘all’. One of the many words 

meaning all. This is a curious 
idiom; it really just puts emphasis on the [8] [€]. 

fi HK 
GE' NGO® read GI? NGO®, but spoken GE! 

NGO* =to me, for me, e.g. &  FHK 
LA’ GE! NGO*, bring it to me; @ # KR GE! 
GE! NGO’, give it to me. 
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sa ALAC Th BE WE 
W hat is the name of this thing? 

DJE* GO! DUNG! SI! GIAO! SHEN‘ MO® MIN? Dz‘. 

This thing called what name. 

GO* the most generally used classifier; 
it may be translated piece, this 

piece thing. The idiom is exactly the same as 
ours in pane,—-this pane of glass. 

RR PG 
DUNG? SI’ (lit, east west) thing, article. 

GIAO" called, to call. 

He JK LLY 

SHEN* MO®* the interrogative ‘what’. Much 
used allover China. Largely re- 

placed in Szechwan by R — SHA‘ Dz’. 

od 
MIN? DZ? (lit, name _ character), name, 

whether of person or thing. 

an Je AE fs BA ise 
Will you speak a little more slowly, please. 

TSIN? SIEN! SEN! MAN‘ DIEN® SHO?. 

Please teacher slow a little speak. 
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fee Eh 
MAN? DIEN® (lit., slow little),a little more slowly. 

This phrase may be used in any 
connection, as eg. %& 2h % MAN‘ DIEN®* SIE’, 
write a little more slowly ;%% %§ <& MAN‘ DIEN® 
NIEN‘, read a little more slowly, etc. 

we JG AE a 
20 Will you please read. 

2I 

TSIN® SIEN! SEN" NIEN‘*. 

Please teacher read. 

SIEN! SEN? may be well translated ‘Mister’,or 
even by the one word ‘you’, as in 

these last few sentences. This isan all but uni- 
versal designation throughout China; it may be 
used in addressing men of any station inlife. Its 
literal meaning is “first or before born”, thus 
showing respect to a man as though he were my 
elder. 

am JG AE ae BY ae 
Will you please continue reading. 

TSIN® SIEN! SEN! GEN} DAO® NIEN‘*. 

Please teacher follow read. 

ie {8 
GEN! DAO® to follow. ffl DAO*, expresses 

completeness of action. 

& 
F) A 

NIEN* to read, is the most commonly 
used word meaning to read aloud. 

For reading without vocalizing, the word 47 KAN’, 
to look, to see, is used. 
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ai EAE HE BR APJ é 
Will you please read more loudly. 

TSIN® SIEN! SEN! DA‘ SHEN! SHO?. 

Please teacher big voice speak. 

DA* big, large, great. 

SHEN! voice, sound, tone. 
Lit., speak in a loud voice; but 

there is comparison with the present voice of the 
speaker, hence ‘more loudly’. 

i JG AE Jy BF Bh 
Will you please not speak quite so loudly. 

TSIN® SIEN! SEN! SIAO® SHEN! DIEN?®. 

Please teacher small voice little. 

SIAO” little, small. 

DIEN”® a little, a point. 
Note that there is no verb in this 

sentence. It may be used in asking the teacher 
not to speak or read or sing, etc., quite so loudly. 

nA JE PE BB a 
Will you please read a little more slowly. 

TSIN® SIEN! SEN! MAN‘ DIEN® NIEN?. 

Please teacher slow little read. 
This is exactly similar in construction to No. 19. 
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wa Jc ZE Pe Ba ae 
Will you please read a little more rapidly. 

TSIN* SIEN' SEN) KWAI' DIEN® NIEN‘. 

Please teacher quick little read. 

TR 
KWAIL' quick or quickly, the opposite of 

4% MAN", slowly. 

wd Jc AE ad Ha Be ates 
Will you please read while [ listen. 

TSIN® STEN! SEN! NIEN* GE' NGO* TIN*. 

Please teacher read for me listen. 

Be a ea IC 7E te 
Will you please listen while I read. 

NGO® NIEN‘, TSIN® SIEN! SEN! TIN!. 

I read please teacher listen. 

Note that the important words are placed first : 
‘Lread’; then when his attention is secured, the 
second clause is added. There is no connecting 
word. The connection is plain because the two 
clauses are placed together. 

tee Ae TE AY ah 
Is this expression constantly used ? 

DJE‘ SHI* SHANG? SHO? DY? HWA‘ MA! ? 
This is constantly spoken word? 
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This would be asimple declarative sentence, 
were it not for the H§ MA’, atthe end. The #& MA’, 
shows that it is interrogative. The answer to 
the question might well be expressed in the very 
same words, leaving off the H§ MA!?. 

Note the use of the possessive particle 
(Yj DY°; the phrase # # SHANG? SHO?, modifies 
or possesses the word jf HWA‘. The simple 
sentence is ‘This is word’; now put in the modify- 
ing phrase, and we have ‘This is constantly- 
spoken-word’. 

xe BS ot AY ah 
This expression is constantly used. 

SHIH* SHANG”? SHO? DY” HWA?. 

Is constantly spoken word. 

The pronoun is omitted as unnecessary; it 
is understood before the verb ‘to be’, SHIH?. 

KAR BB T 
We shall not study any more today. 

GIN! TIEN! BU? DU? SHU? LIAO®. 

Today not study books. 

& 
GIN! TIEN! today. 

LIAO” sign of past tense ordinarily. 
Here it is used moreas a finishing 

word to the sentence. It is untranslatable. 
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aly Jt AE WY DE 3K 
Will you come tomorrow, please? 

TSIN*® SIEN! SEN! MIN? TIEN! LAI?. 

Please teacher tomorrow come. 

WYK 
MIN? TIEN! ‘tomorrow’. Look out for the 

tones, they are always important, 
but seem especially so in this word. 

Ae 
LAI" come, to come. 

This sentence may be used to dismiss the 
teacher for the day, without the preceding. It is 
polite, and unmistakable in meaning. 

7° oe Gi 

Ay i 
We shall not study any longer. 

BU? DU? LIAO® This is a brief form of No. 30, and 
Not study. may be used at any time instead 

of that. Any one of these three 
sentences may be used. One of these should be 
used from the beginning, for another purpose,—to 
indicate that it is the business of the pupil to 
dismiss the 'teacher, and not vice versa. 

an OG ZE Pp ZF 3K 
Will you please come in the afternoon. 

TSIN® SIEN! SEN! HSIA* WU* LAL’. 

Please teacher afternoon come. 
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TF 
HSIA* Wu® ‘afternoon’. [| DZAO* SHANG', 

morning. 

a 
SHANG? BAN! TIEN! 

‘forenoon.’ fff | WAN* SHANG‘, 
evening. 

Fs BG ZE K KIL Bh Se ae 

Will you please come at nine oclock every morn- 
ing. 

TSIN® SIEN! SEN! TIEN! TIEN! GIU? DIEN® 
DJUNG! LAI?. 

Sh 

Please teacher day day nine points clock come. 

Rik 
TIEN! TIEN! every day; compare [@ [e 

HWEI” HWEI", every time. 

AL Bh ii 
GIU*® DIEN*® DJUNG! 

nine points clock, nine oclock,— 
the common form of expression for the time by 
the clock. 

Hy OG ZE 1k Bi) Sat BK OR 
Will you please come on time. 

meena 

u 

TSIN® SIEN' SEN! I! DAO® DJUNG! DIEN® LAI?. 

Please teacher according to clock point come. 
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x 8) 
I' DAO® according to; #4 #) pJAO* DAO’, 

same meaning. This sentence 
often comes in useful, and may have to be resort- 
ed to many times before the object is attained. 

VES .) Je AE 8 Ze 
Please walk slowly = Good Bye. 

SIEN! SEN! MAN* DZOU®. 

Teacher slow walk. 

One may use 7 3 7 <E MAN‘ pDzovu’, 
MAN* DZOU*, instead of the above. Constantly 
used in seeing a guest out. 

fi AE 
Please be seated. 

TSIN® DZO* Same as No. 3. Used here by the 
Please sit. teacher as he goes out the door, 

or down the steps, in response to 
the sentence above. Thatisto say,—“Don’t trouble 
to rise, please be seated”. 

ert 

>So 
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i tk B 
Hiring a Cook 

a Tk Bi 
38 Hiring a cook. 

39 

TSIN® HO? FANG?. 

Invite fire room. 

The same expression is used, TSIN®, in hiring 
_ teacher, cook or coolie. 

K 
HO*® FANG? cook. <A well-trained cook may 

be called a if -— CHU? Dz®. This 
term is given by the Chinese io one who is capable 
of preparing a feast. Do not under any circum- 
stances use J fifi 1 DA* SIH! FU‘. Thisis aterm 
used in the down-river ports, but not at all in 

Szechwan. 

HE 2K 
Come in. 

DZIN‘ LAI’ Same as No. 2 except that the 
Enter come. word a TSIN®, please, is omitted. 

We are ¢elling the prospective 

cook to come in, in this sentence; in No. 2 we 
were inviting the teacher to enter. There is no 
caste in China, but there are classes, and we shall 
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make it easier for ourselves and for the Chinese 
if we frankly recognize some of these things, and 
order our language accordingly. A good servant 
is often spoiled by treating him as though he were 
a literary man, or by using a designation that is 
too high for him, as e.g, Fc fi 7% DA‘ STH’ FU". 

Bt WE, WEE. 
What is your name? My name is Wang. 

GWEI‘ SIN‘? SIN‘ WANG” 
Honorable name? Name Wang. 

Although I have retained the # GWEI‘, hon- 
orable, here, it might have been omitted, as indeed 
it usually is, for all servants. No. 57 may be used. 
The cook is distinctly a better class servant than 
the coolie, and so may perhaps be allowed the 
¥i GWEI'. 

feet Sh AL A EK SE ATR 
Have you ever cooked for foreigners ? 

GE’ WAI’ GWEH” REN? DJU*® GO* FAN‘, MUH? 
YIU" ? 

For foreigners cooked food (rice), 
not ? 

Sp fd A 
WAI* GWEH® REN” 

Lit. ‘outside country men’, for- 
eigners. 

ast 
DJU® to boil, to cook. 

GO* sign of past tense. 
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Ak 

FAN! rice, food. 

MUH? YIU* ‘not have’. This phrase is ex- 
ceedingly common, indicating an 

interrogative. 

Yes, I have. 

DJu*® Go*. This word # Dju", to boil, is 
Cooked. used in the more general sense 

of ‘to cook’; just as the word #K 
FAN*, meaning primarily ‘rice’, is also used in the 
general sense of food. 

: » 
’ a 4if i HR — {iH 

For whom have you worked? 

BANG! GO‘ LA® I? GO! ? 

Helped whom? 

Ff 
BANG! to help, to work for; #8 j& BANG! 

GO", helped. 

AB tt 
BANG! MANG” same meaning, to help, but made 

into two syllables. Chinese 
spoken language tends to be dissyllabic. 

LA® I? GO? who, whom, with the character 
Hf LA®, in third tone; that, that 

thing, or that person, when #) LA‘, isin the fourth 
tone. 
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Ais 3 J AB AY 42 OE 2E 
{ have worked for Mr. Li of Chengtu. 

BANG! GO! CHEN? Dut DyY® LI* SIEN' SEN’. 

Helped Chengtu Mr. Li. 

Lit. ‘Helped Mr. Li’. What Mr. Li? ‘The 
Chengtu Mr. Li’. The two characters fk &f 
CHENGTU, are a phrase modifying the phrase 
4 46 4E Li’ SIEN! SEN!. The little particle f% 
DY’, in between, indicates this modification or 
possession. 

Ais ats A AE A 
How long have you worked for him? 

BANG! GO* TA! HAO® GIU®* ? 

Helped him how long ? 

fli 
TA! he, she, him, her; rarely, it. 

HAO’ GIU* lit., good long, i.e. longtime. In 
_ some mysterious way the char- 

acter 4 HAO’, here is translated by the English 
word ‘how’, of exactly the same sound. 

4G a At PH AF 
I have worked for him for two years. 

BANG! GO* TA! LIANG® NIEN*. 

Helped him two years. 
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BER B Be — TH A 
How much do you want per month ? 

YAO‘ HAO® DO! TSIEN? I? GO’ YUEH? ? 

Want how much money one (piece) month ? 

if ZB 
HAO® DO! ~how much; same construction as 

in No. 45. Similarly Kf Jc HAO® 
DA‘ how large; 4 #% HAO® KWAN’, how wide; 
kf %& HAO® “piuNG#, how pita. etc., all inter- 
rogative. 

TSIEN” money, cash, wealth. 

YUEH? moon, month. 

— "lal A 
I? GO* YUEH? one month, é.e., per month. 

4 J BE I BE, es Se 
i) 
I want four dollars a month ‘in addition to my 
board. 

MEI® YUEH? YAO! SIH' KWAI TSIEN?, CHIH? 
SIEN! SEN! DY? FAN?. 

Each month want four pieces money, eat your 
(Teacher’s) food. 

+3; 
MEI” each, every. 
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I> KWAI TSIEN? or—JG I° YUEN?,=$1.00; /it., 
‘one piece money’. This proposal 

is entirely in accord with the usual custom among 
the Chinese, that is, for servants to get a certain 
wage, and their boardinaddition. The employer 
provides food for his servants and his own family, 
perhaps all cooked in the one pan. 

+ 

KS Th Ht Bic HFA 
I will give you five dollars, and you provide your 
own food. 

NGO®* LA? WU? KWAI® TSIEN?, CHIH? NI? pz! GI". 

I bring five pieces money eat yourself. 

NGO?® LA? lit, I bring, I will give; con- 
stantly used in just this sense. 

wyAad 
CHIH? NI® Dz‘ GI? 

avery expressive phrase, not at 
all ambiguous. It is not necessary to place the 
word ‘you’ before ‘eat’; it could not be anyone 
else. 

BE TE, HS — KK BK tr. Hl 
All right. What day shall Il come? 

SHIH® DEH”. LA®* I? TIEN! LAI?? 

Use can. What day come? 

4 
bE 44 | 
SHIH® DEH? a very much used phrase, ‘all 

right, that will do’. Note the tone 
of the #§ LA®. Third tone for interrogative, fourth 
tone when it means that. 
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WYK — SK 
Come early to-morrow morning. 

MIN? TIEN? I? DZAO® LAI?. 

To-morrow one-early come. 
re 

I? DZAO? * early, really very early. It is 
emphatic. 

4 £32 A 1 ih 
Lao Wang,I have another word to say to you. 

- LAO*® WANG?, HAI’ yiu? I? GO* HWa‘. 

Old Wang, yet have one sentence. 

LAO*® WANG? | lit. “Old” Wang; the usual form 
of address to a coolie or cook by 

the Chinese. It may well be used by missionaries 
for cook and coolie on first engaging them; to be 
replaced later on, after a few weeks or months, in 
case they prove satisfactory servants, and likely 
to be permanent, by the three characters of name 
and surname. See No. 108. 

Ne 
HAI?" usually, in speech; HWAN?’, as 

usually read by the Chinese lit- 
erary man. It is, however, spoken HWAN?® in 
certain connections. 

Aaj 
GU* the classifier for words or sen- 

tence. 
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BE 4D Hi aie Jd RT BR A 
ek FE HK 
You must bring your pugai and live on the pre- 
mises. 

YAO* BA®* PU‘ GAI* BAO* LAI* DZAI* NGO* MEN* 
DJE* LI*® HSIE*. 

Want take “pugai”, carry come, at us here sleep. 

# 
BA* to take; note this very charac- 

teristic construction of a sentence 
in Chinese. Instead of saying “Bring your pugai”, 
they break the sentence into two shorter phrases,— 
“Take your pugai, bring it”. Make your Chinese 
sentences short ! 

oH itn 
Pu! GAI* PU‘ to spread, andGAI',to cover: 

the ordinary thick quilt which 
constitutes the bedding of the masses of the peeple. 
Foreigners have practically adopted this word, 
because we have no word that quite expresses the 
meaning. 

RE, BE Fel OK 
All right; I'll bring it. 

HAO®*; YAO* BAO‘ LAI’. 

Good; will carry come. 

ta, 
BAO?! to carry in the arms, as a quilt, a 

small box, or a baby. 
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fa 2 
BAO‘ LAI? to bring in the arms. 

fe & ff) ja 
DZAI* NGO® MEN? DJE* LI® 

: Note that the three character 
phrase 4 38 ## DZAI‘ DJE‘ LI’, is separated, and 
the pronoun 4% ff] NGO* MEN?, us, we, inserted 
between the parts; here, with us; z.¢., here at our 
house. 

IN 
HSIE? to rest, to stay over night, to stay 

at night. 
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ay +S HE 
Hiring a Coolie 

ati 40 HE 
Hiring a coolie. 

TSIN® DA® DZA?. 

Invite strike mixture. 

4 
DA® to strike, to beat. An exceedingly 

common word, used in all sorts 
of phrases, as #J 7K DA* SHUI®, to draw water ; 
FJ wy DA® yiu",to buy oil; 7] # DA* YU", to 
tish; FJ #§ DA® LUI’, to thunder. 

k Ps 
DZA? a mixture, mixed. Hence the 

coolie who does all kinds of work 

isa 4] #§ DA*® DZA°,or FJ Mt By DA®* DzA? Dy”. 

Come in. 

DZIN? LAI’. 
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wk WR 
OR RK RE RR NI? SIN‘ SHA‘! 

What is your name ? 

 SIN* SHA* DZ? ? 

Surname what? 

te 
SHA?* DZ” mentioned under No. 18, a very 

common localism in Szechwan. 
Itis not by any means confined to the unedu- 
cated; all sorts of people use these familiar expres- 
sions. And yet they are not always suitable in the 
pulpit, for instance. 

Vi FS 
SHA! DZ? ST! What is all the row about ? 

WK F aa 
SHA! DZ* HWA‘ What are you saying? This ex- 

pression is used both to indicate 
lack of understanding of what is being said, and 
also on occasion to show disapproval of a remark 
that is understood. 

WE 7 
My name is Djao. 

SIN‘ DJAO‘. 

See note under No. 7. 
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KF % 
59 What is your given name? 

60 

of 

SHA*Dz* MIN? Dzi*? 

What name? (i.e., ‘given name’) 

On learning the given name of two characters, 
one proceeds to call the servant by his three 
characters, surname first, followed by given name. 
This is quite proper for any man-servant. This 
shows more respect to him than the use of % 
LAO*. Some use the surname followed by fi si’, 
but this is better avoided; it puts him too high. 
This is the term constantly used by one servant 
in addressing another. Other people's servants 
may be appropriately addressed as “WANG Si”, 
“LSI”, etc. DA‘ Si! FUt,should NEVER be used 
for the cook. 

et LA 
My oes name is Djao Hsin Shwen. 

DJAO* HSIN' SHWEN’*. 

Instead of simply repeating his given name, 
as asked, he repeats the three characters of his 
name and surname together, in characteristic 
Chinese fashion. We shall call him Djao Hsin- 
Shwen in future lessons. 

At. Hs FR Ae 
Where do you live? 

DZAI* LA” 11? DZ0" 

Where sit, (i.e., live) ? 

AK 

DZO', lit., to sit, but constantly used for ‘dwell’. 
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fe. Fa I" b- 
At the South Gate. 

DZAI* LAN” MEN? SHANG?®. 

At south gate on. 

This means anywhere in the vicinity of the 
south gate of the city, and is about as definite an 
answer as one usually gets or, perhaps, expects. 

fer Dh We A, EY ake HE ok 
Have you ever acted as coolie for foreigners ? 

GE! WAI‘! GWEH® REN® DA® GO* DZA*, MUH? YIU"? 

For outside country men beaten mixture, (or) not ? 

FT 3th 
DA® GO! DZA” acted as coolie; j4 GO‘, sign of 

past tense. 

it A 
No, I have not. 

MUH? YIU". 

Not have. 

_ Compare # # ft) BU? SHI! DY”, no, it is not. 
It is clear that this latter phrase would be quite 
inappropriate here. 

You will have to learn (from the beginning). 

YAO* HSIEN‘* HSIOH?. 

Must now learn. 
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vy 
HSIEN* part of the very common word 

3 7 HSIEN‘ DZAI*, one of the 
most common translations of the little word ‘now’. 
This character is constantly spoken “SUEN*”, and 
has the sense given inthe translation above ‘from 
the beginning’. 

BE tr HE, VE He, Bik AK 
You will be required to sweep, wash floors and 
dust. 

YAO* SAO? DI‘, SI® DI‘, MA? HWEI?. 

Want sweep ground, wash ground, wipe dust. 

SAO* to sweep; #@ ff SAO‘ BA*, a 
broom ; note change of tone. 

DI* lit., ground, but constantly used 
for floor. 

MA° propetly MO’, but here read MA?, 
to wipe, as in dusting. 

HWEI' dust; 7k #& HWEI' CHEN®, the 
complete word for dust. 

DI* BAN® floor boards; #4 fi DI* DJEN* or 
fi, PK HR DI? DJEN* BAN®, com- 

plete words for floor. 
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VE 7k, HE 4 WS 
Can you carry water (with shoulder pole) ? 

DAN! SHUI®, DAN! DEH? MA! ? 

Carry water, carry can? 

iff 
DAN! to carry with shoulder pole. $k 

TIAO!, exactly the same. 

ve f- 
DAN?! DZ?® a man-load asso carried. Note 

change of tone. 

ni 
MA? note change of tone tothe first 

here. Constantly so changed 
for euphony. 

123 AA 
a FF 

Yes, Ican carry water. 

DAN? DEH”. 

Carry can, That is, | am able to carry. 

AB ait BE BE BRE AE ike TC TK 
FB BE AC WE 
No matter at what time you are called to do any- 
thing, you are to do it. 

BU? LEN‘ SHEN! MO® SHIH? HOU* HAN® DzuU* 
SHA‘ DZ”, DZIU* YAO* DZU* SHA?* DZ’. 

Not discuss what time call anything, then want 
do anything. 
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AN fit 
BU” LEN‘ avery common phrase meaning, 

‘It is matter of indifference’, ‘I do 
not care’, etc. 

te BR AF 
SHEN* MO*® SHIH”? HOU?; still more colloquial, 
We He WE SHA* SHIH? HOU". 

4H we 45 
All right. 

YAO‘ DEH’. Docan. Orin expressive pidgin 
English, “Can do’. This is a 

much used phrase, and very expressive, as is also 
its negative, BE A 7 YAO‘ BU? DEH?, that will 
not do ar all, it is very bad, etc. 

48 WU MAT — 4) BEBE 
es 
Djao Hsin-Shwen, I have an important word to 
say to you. 

DyJAO* HSIN! SHWEN' YIU? I° GU* YAO‘ GIN® Dy? 
HWA‘. 

Djao Hsin Shwen there is an important sentence. 

— FH an 
I' GU* HWA‘, a sentence, a remark. 

RR 
YAO* GIN* ‘important’. This word modifies 

the word #4 HWA‘, as indicated 
by the possessive particle #4 DY’. 
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It is true that this sentence does not state 
clearly who is going to make the important re- 
mark ; but nevertheless there can scarcely be any 
ambiguity. 

she FF BA AY GD 
BE He iF 
If (or when) you come to work for us, you must 
not pilfer. 

LAI? BANG! NGO® MEN? DY? SHi? HOU‘, SHOU® 
GIOH? YAO‘ GAN! DZIN?. 

ae WD 
BANG! DZU‘* the full word meaning to help, 

here cut downto one syllable or 
character. 

(i 
DY? SHi? HOU‘, best translated by the relative 

‘when’; a much used and useful 
phrase. 

}- ° 

F ae AF 
SHOU® GIOH? GAN? DZIN*. 

Avery expressive phrase, much 
used with this meaning, honest, no thieving, no 
pilfering. 

Je AE TiC a 
You, sir, may rest easy (on this point). 

SIEN’ SEN! FANG* SIN?. 

Teacher place heart. 
Or as it is sometimes translated, ‘Let your 

heart down’. A very common expression, used to 
reassure one under any uncertain or distressing 
circumstances 
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AR AF WS te Ke 
74 Mr. Hsii recommends me. 

75 

Y1u*® Hst? DJANG* GWEI‘ GU* GIEN* NGO’. 

There is Hsii Proprietor recommends me. 

= He 
DJANG*® GWEI', proprietor of a shop, and used 

as aform of direct address in 
Chengtu. Elsewhere mostly % #% LAo*® BAN’. 

Fe 
GU® GIEN* torecommend. This always in- 

cludes the taking of more or less 
responsibility for the character of the one recom- 
mended, by the one who does the recommending. 
Hence this statement by the prospective coolie. 
He understands that you are well acquainted with 
Mr. Hsi, and will be satisfied with his recom- 
mend. 

KE, WY KOK Bh F- 
Very good; come to-morrow to begin. 

HAO? ; MIN? TIEN’ LAI? DUNG* SHOU*®. 

Good; to-morrow come move hand. 

i) + 
DUNG* SHOU® lit, move hand, to begin, to 

commence, 
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REE is GUNS 

Hiring a Woman Servant 

77 

ne Us 
Hiring a woman servant. 

TSIN*® LAO® PO? DZ’. 

TLL 

Invite (old) woman. 

LAO® PO? DZ?® lit, old woman, a_ general 
term used for women of the 

working classes. If she is under forty the woman 
servant should be addressed as “Yang Sao’, ‘Li 
Sao’,etc. If over forty she may be called ‘Yang 
Da Niang’, Li Da Niang’. 

Be ans MA eT 

I want to hirea woman to wash clothes. 
YAO! TSIN® I? GO* LAO? PO? DZ? SI*® I! SHANG’. 
Want invite a woman wash _ clothes. 

KK 
1! SHANG” the commonest word for clothes. 

KK Nk 1! Fu’, clothes, also much 
used. 
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JE ZE FR EG EK — fil BF A, 
TK 75% FB) WS, ER AS FB 
Can you help me to find a good woman? (iit., 
person). 

SIEN! SEN! BANG! NGO’® DJAO* I° GO* HAO? 
REN’. DJAO® DEH” DAO® MA!, DJAO® BU? DAO?*? 

Teacher help me find a good person, can find (or) 
not find ? 

FE 
DJAO* to find, to search. 

Fe 43} fe) WG, FeO BI 
DJAO® DEH? DAO® MA’, DJAO® BU” DAO*® 

can you find (it, her, him, etc.,) or 
not? 

HAO® REN” good person, ie.a good servant 
woman. 

AA +k Fe 
I can find youa good woman. 

DJAO® DEH? DAO’®. 

Find can complete. 

43 (Bi 
DEH” DAO® expresses completion of the 

action. 
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HK WA HK AE fe — Tl OK 
I shall recommend one to you to-morrow. 

oe MIN? TIEN! GU® GIEN* I? GO* LAI’. 

to-morrow recommend one come. 

ERPS 
The woman arrives. 

LAO® PO”? DZ’ LAI? LIAO®. 

Woman has come. 

‘ \ 

WN FU HE AR 
Call her in. 

HAN? TA! DZIN* LAI’. 

Call her enter come. 

WK Ht 
HAN? TA! to be used of servants, not of a 

teacher. 

7? BH, 

yA 
What is your name? 

NI*® GWEI* SIN*? 

You honorable name? 

Note that the character {f— NI°, is applicable 
to servants only. One need never be afraid to 
use it in addressing servants, and yet it is often 
used by beginners much more frequently than is 
necessary. 

Although you are addressing: a servant here 
yet the phrase 4% WE'GWEI' SIN! is quite permis- 
sable. 
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HK WE By 
84 My name is Yang. 

85 

86 

87 

NGO* SIN‘ YANG’. 

I name Yang. 

The #& NGO®, may or may not be used in her 
reply. 

Ax. Hh HE AE 
Where do you live? 

DZAI* LA® LI* DZO*? 

Where dwell ? 

Ak Ae Pe Sil a8 Gr A 
On the Brass Wire Street, near the North Gate. 

DZAI* BE? MEN? SHANG‘, TUNG? Si! GAI' DzoO"*. 

At North Gate, Brass Wire Street sit (or dwell). 

vee <p id ape 
DZAI' BE? MEN” SHANG* 

Lit, on the North Gate. This ex- 
pression is constantly used of a large section of 
the city in the vicinity of the North Gate. 

ff 303 Sb BA A 
Have you ever worked for foreigners ? 

BANG! GO* WAI* GWE? REN? MU? YIU®* ? 

Helped foreigners not ? 
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) : Ve 7A FR sl 
I have never worked for (foreigners). 

MU? YIU? BANG! GO?. 

Not helped. 

AS bth i BE BL 
There is much work that you will have to learn 
for the first time. 

YIU* DO! SHAO® HO? LU‘ YAO‘ SUEN‘* HSIO?. 
There is much work want for the first time learn. 

BZ » 
DO! SHAO® ‘much’; also used in the inter- 

rogative,—‘how much? but not 
so common as % 4% HAO?® DO!, how much? 

iG if 
HO? LU! Lit. ‘living road’, work; practic- 

ally limited to manual labor; 
common. 

i 
HSIEN* but in this sense pronounced 

SUEN*, and meaning ‘for the first 
time’, or ‘from the beginning’. 

De AE tah BE fees Be we, Be Bi 
#7 7A 
BE FF 

(If) Master and Mistress (will) tell me, then I will 
know. 

SIEN! SEN! Si! Mu® GE! NGO® SHO’, NGO* 
DZIU* HSIAO” DE?. 

Teacher (or Mr.) Mrs. to me say, I then know. 
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’ a % 

fn Fx we 
GE! NGO® SHO?®,tell me. 4 je JE GAO* SU* NGO” 

tell me, is the proper expression 
for the eastern provinces, but is not used in 
Szechwan. Better not spend time and energy 
trying to introduce it. 

_iLJy v i BE A Hy RE DE Be 
Your work will be chiefly that of washing. 

Ho? Lu‘ DA‘ YO” DZIU* SHi* SI? I’ SHANG?. 

Work chiefly (or probably) then is wash clothes. 

KK OR 
DA* YO” chiefly, for the most part; very 

common. 

K E 
I’ SHANG? clothes. Also #K J I’ Fu’, the 

same; equally used. 

ti Ae 3e, BAS a, dias HH, 
Bik AR 
Ironing clothes, making beds, sweeping (and) 
dusting. 

YUIN‘ I}, SHANG’, LI* CHWANG? PU!, SAO®* DI’, 
MA” HWEI?. 

Iron clothes, set in order bedding, sweep ground, 
wipe dust. 

PEK Si 
LI® CHWANG? PU! 

Lit, set in order bed bedding. 
Often cut short by omitting the last character, 
JH YK set in order beds, i.e. make beds. 
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fit HH 
SAO? Dia * Lit. ‘sweep ground’, sweep floors. 

MA°” to wipe. This character is read 
MO! but spoken MA?. 

xa oR VA OD 1 
Are you willing to do this kind of work? 

DJE* DZUNG! HO? LU# NI® KEN® BU? KEN? 
DZU‘ ? 

This kind work you willing not willing 
do? 

| sag 

ZI 

DZUNG! sort, kind ; the classifier here for 
ih B& HO? Lut. 

, | tk. 

Hh AAS EY 1 
Who would be unwilling to do it! 

LA® YIU? BU? KEN® DZU?! 

Where are those (who would be) unwilling to do 
(such work)! 

This exclamatory sentence expresses the utter 
absence of any possible unwillingness. 

a ABE 
Whatever you tell me to do | will do. 

Si’ Mu? HAN® DzU' SHA‘ DZ’, DZIU' DZU* SHA‘ 
pz*: 

Mrs. call do what, then.do what. 
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Wik 
HAN® to call, to tell, as from superior 

to inferior. The fj -- SHA‘ DZ’, 
repeated might be translated ‘whatever ... that’, 
whatever the Mistress tells me to do, that I will do. 

ty WL, BEE BS BE— Ml A 
Mrs. Yang, how much to you want per month? 

YANG? SAO*, YAO* HAO’® DO! TSIEN? I° GO* 
YUE? ? 

Yang Mrs., want how much money one month ? 

ne 
SAO* the best designation for a woman 

servant up to forty years of age. 
Over forty, better call her #% Jc 4% YANG? Da‘ 
NIANG?. 

— {ll 
I? GO* YUE?” one month, per month. 

Bed 4H Fa BE et SS, BL Ae US 
As you please about the pay, and I shall be 
satisfied. 

SUI” BIEN* Si’ Mu® GE! TSIEN?, DZIU‘ SHI! LO’. 

Follow convenience Mrs. give money, then all 
right. 

ha 
SUI” BIEN’ as you please; much used. 

a is 
GE! TSIEN” to give or pay money. 
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i. », BE 

Re ze 
DZIU* SHI‘ LO?, and that will do; that is all there 

is about it. 

The servant never addresses his master or 
mistress by the second personal pronoun {ff NI’. 
That would be rude. Sometimes they use it 
especially with the new missionary, thinking that 
they will go uncorrected. 

By LY OR 1K il — Ff 
You may come and work for a while. 

KO? I* LAI? DZU‘ DAO? I? HA’. 

May come (and) work away for a while. 
The use of the WF LJ Ko* 1’, softens the order 

or request greatly. 

ik ff) 
DZU* DAO® to do definite work. 

— 7 
1” HA* a while, for a little. 

» sana = Y 
* aicaiuad = << 

i ee | RK, 4 oe _L. $e 
After ten or twenty days we shall again talk about 
wages. | 

Go! I? IR! SHI? TIEN!, DZAI* SHO”? GUNG’ TSIEN”. 

Pass over one (ten), two tens days, again speak 
(about) labor money. 

The number of days intended to be expressed 
is ‘from ten to twenty days’. But the expression 
is not definite, it might be even over the twenty. 
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Oh Fy HiT ame YR Ft 
100 Have you bedding ? 

101 

102 

NI® yru* Pu! GAIt MU? DE? ? 

You have pugai not? 

SH ite 
PU! GAI‘ pu', to spread, and GAI* to cover. 

; = AROS 
Yes, I have bedding. 

Yiu? pu! Gar". 

Be FE SH Pa ed OR, Te ee BE 
BA HK 
You must bring your bedding and lodge on the 
premises. Jit, in the compound. 

YAO‘ BA® PU! GAI* BAO‘ LAI’, DZAI* TANG? LI® 
TOU? HSIE’. 

Be 
YAO' in this connection, ‘1 want’; ‘it is 

required’. 

BAO* LAT? carry in arms come;to bring by 
carrying in the arms. 

IN 
HSIE?, to lodge, to sleep, to rest, to stay. 
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cx 
TANG? that is the jim @ % Fu’ Yin! 

TANG’. We used to regard all 
Mission premises as Fu Yin Tang, but now the 
term is almost restricted to a church or chapel. 

I FF BE RB) -F- 
When shall I come to begin work ? 

SHA‘ SHI? HOU! LAI? DUNG! SHOU? ? 

Tk (Be iF 
SHA‘ SHI? HOU* corrupted from SE BR WE ER SHEN* 

MO” SHI* HOU’. 

Hy) -F- 
DUNG! SHOU* See No. 75. 

HK WY Hh oe FR, BE Tt JB 
I shall come to-morrow morning, will that do? 

NGO® MIN? DZAO® SHEN” LAI’, SHI*? DE? MO!? 

Wy A 
MIN? DZAO® SHEN” 

or 8H &t fF MIN? DZAO? SHANG,‘ 
equally used. 

2 

(i 45 
SHI® DE? Lit. use can; that is, can do; 

but with the interrogative particle 
BE MO' or BR MA}, it is clear that the meaning 
is,— ‘Will that do ?’ 

These final interrogative particles BE MO’ MK 
MA! are usually in a high tone, Ist or 3rd; but 
they may fall into almost any tone, for euphony’s 
sake. 

i 
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Be Ae, WY AY ise OR 
105 That will be satisfactory ; come to-morrow morn- 

ing. 

YAO' DE”; MIN? DZAO® SHEN? LAI?’. 

Unfortunately the Chinese are only beginning 
to punctuate. Polished Chinese is supposed to be 
spoiled by the introduction of even one punctua- 
tion mark. Nevertheless the newspapers are 
steadily using a little punctuation, and the New 
Testament in its latest version has a great deal. 
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Wi He Be SL Ye WG 
Giving the Cook His Orders 

to Buy Things 

WX Te Be EL AC Day 
106 Giving the cook his orders to buy things. 

HAN*® HO® FANG” MAI® DUNG! sI!. 

Uk 
HO” FANG? the most generally used term for 

cook in Szechwan. 

MAI? to buy; @ MAI‘ to sell; BB 
MAI® MAI’, business, usually used 

for business on a small scale. 

Ba Pt 
DUNG! SI! lit., east west; things. Constantly 

used for unclassified articles, ex- 
actly like the English word ‘things’. Better never 
use the word }#~ PY DUNG! SI!, to or of a person; 
so used itexpresses supreme contempt. See No. 38. 
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Wik 2 E 3K 
Call Lao Wang to come. 

HAN”® LAO* WANG? LAI’. 

We have not previously asked his given name 
or 4% Ff MIN? Di‘, therefore we call him for the 
present 4 = Lao* WANG’. But this form of 
address is best reserved for the new coolie 
especially if he is a coarse, uneducated man. 
Therefore in No. 108 we proceed to get the cook’s 
given name. 

yp ER PB » _ 

zo ap. Pp IK 

Lao Wang, what is your given name ? 

LAO* WANG*, NI* GIAO* SHA‘ DZ* MIN* DZi*? 

This is not a disrespectful question to ask any 
servant. On the contrary heusually feels rather 
pleased because you take this interest in him. 

’ 

He WF TE BS 
{am called Wang Chang-Hsin. 

NGO* GIAO WANG? CHANG® HSIN‘. 

See No. 59. 

F. Je Wl, Be BE Pr _b Hh Be >») } ~ 

Wang Chang-Hsin, | want you to go on the street 
to buy things. 

WANG” CHANG* HSIN!, NGO* YAO?* NI* SHANG? 
GAI' MAI® DUNG! sI'. 
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E & J 
SHANG* GAI' to go on the street. {[t mav have 

a a 2% CHU‘ added, becoming 
£ #& 4% sHAnc! Gal’ cnv"*. 

BEL AR, Je, AK Bill, BS FE, 
He 
mi 

| want you to buy firewood, coal, flour, eggs and 
salt. 

YAO‘ MAI® CHAI’, TAN’, HWEI! MIEN‘, GI! DAN’, 
YEN’. 

Note the absence of any personal pronoun at 
the beginning. It might be “I want” or “You are 
required to”, or both. Perhaps a comprehensive 
translation would be, “It is required to buy, etc.,” 
which covers both parties concerned. Note also 
the absence of any word corresponding to our 
‘and’. Still the Chinese constantly use the little 
word #@ GE’, for ‘and’, whereit is specially needed. 

GI! DAN‘ hen’s eggs. The 4 DAN* may 
be used without the 44 GI’. 

ad fel, 5 HE, — te EL RF 
B 
Will you please tell me how much | am to buy of 
each ? 

TSIN® WEN‘, SIEN! SEN!, I? YANG* MAI*® HAO® 
Do!? 
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ari fed 
TSIN® WEN‘ lit, please ask; a most useful 

phrase to be used by the mis- 
sionary in asking one’s way on the street, for in- 
stance; or in asking for any information from a 
teacher, a guest or a stranger, but not when asking 
a servant something. These two characters are 

- always placed at the beginning. 

— & 
I? YANG4 one kind or sort, i.e. (of) each kind. 

HAO® DO! how much or how many ; the most 
common phrase in use in West 

China having this meaning. 

Ac PY LL Pa iA, be — 
Ir 

You may buy two bundles of firewood and one 
thousand catties of coal. 

CHAI” KO®* I* MAI® LIANG*® KWEN®, TAN‘ I* 
TSIEN! GIN?. 

tte 
AS 

CHAI? firewood, usually done up _ in 
bundles. 

Wy YU 
KO® 1° may, with ‘you’ understood. The 

use of this phrase greatly softens 
the order. 
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wy 3H 
LIANG’ KWEN’®, two bundles. 

Note the peculiaridiom: the noun comes first, 
and what is to be said or done about it, afterwards. 
This is an extremely important idiom, and should 
be carefully noted. Put the important word in 
the sentence first; that is the article or the question 
being discussed, and at once the subject of con- 
versation is clear. 

AR Hii Fk Or BS BE PR — 
Tb fel 
Buy ten catties of flour, and twenty eggs. 

HWEI' MIEN* CHEN! SHi” GIN', GI' DAN?’ GIEN* 
ER‘ SHI” GO’. 

Here again the nouns come first. Note the 
special terms used for the purchase of various 
articles. The Chinese do not use ‘buy’ for every- 
thing ;e.g., flour is ‘weighed’, # CHEN‘; and eggs 
are ‘selected’. # GIEN*. These have exactly the 
force of ‘to buy’ in these cases. It is not at all 
impossible to use the word 9 MAI’, for all kinds 
of articles; but the-use of these special words is 
much more apt, and therefore causes one to be 
more readily understood. 

BS ay DAR — JT eb oe 
If you buy a catty of salt that will be enough. 

YEN? KO? I® CHEN! I? GIN!, DZIU' GOU* LIAO®. 

am ayy 
DZIU* GOU* LIAO® 

‘then enough’. f LIAO’, is by’ 
way of a finishing-off word. It often indicates 
past tense, but not here. 
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pas pie ie EA AS =) 
Be A — hl fe ey 2 He 
I shall need to buy a basket, shall I not ? 

YAO‘! MAI® I? GO* KWANG! KWANG!, SHi'‘ BU” 
SHI‘ ? 

ff 
KWANG! KWANG'!,a more or less general word for 

basket. 

te A Ze 
SHi‘ BU” SHi’ iit., ‘is not is’,is it not, are they 

not, will I not, ete. In constant 
use, but corrupted in pronunciation most com- 
monly to SHi* BU? SA”. There are many varia- 
tions of the sounds heard for this little phrase, 
some of them unintelligible at first. 

fe: AY, WS LA — Fal He 48 
Yes, you may buy a market basket. 

SHi' Dy’, KO® I® MAI® I? Go! TI? Dou!. 

i 
SHI' DY” ‘yes’. This is the one word with 

this meaning, but not so frequent- 
ly used, because of the Chinese habit of repeating 
the phrase used in asking the question, by way 
of ae answer. 

te 
TI* pou! a long basket, with a handle by 

which it is easily carried on the 
arm or in the hand. 

WY) K xe BE BE tx 
To-morrow [ want you to buy several other things. 

MIN? TIEN! HAI* YAO* MAI* GI* YANG*. 
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BA OK 
MIN? TIEN! to-morrow; # K HOU! TIEN’, 

day after to-morrow ; HE K pzo? 
TIEN}, yesterday, 4 & GIN! TIEN!, fon day; ft Kk 
TSIEN” TIEN!, day before yester day. 

4 4e Be Ee 
GI? YANG* several sorts or kinds. Now this 

little word #& GI", is constantly 
used in the interrogative sense, as well as declar- 
ative. The sentence would be equally correct if 
translated, ‘How many kinds of things do you 
want me to buy to-morrow?’ You distinguish by 
noting who makes the remark, of course, whether 
master or servant. #€ GI*, then means ‘How 
many’, and usually refers to small numbers, most 
commonly under ten. 

rk fi. — Mil, PE AP Or 
A water crock (or jar) and ten catties of potatoes. 

SHUI® GANG! I? GO', YANG? YU? SHI? GIN’. 

WK EL 
SHUI? GANG! water jar; which is a perfectly 

good English word, entirely 
suitable to apply to the vessel so much used in 
China. And, therefore, the frequent use ot the 
Chinese ere tT. GANG!, (often corrupted to ‘gong’) 
when speaking English, becomes inexcusable. | 

once heard a good missionary, upon whom this 

habit had become fixed, areue that ‘gong’ was a 

real English word for jar! 

YANG? YU? lit., foreign potatoes. [lj 4 SHAN* 
yU‘, is a better name, but the 

former is pretty well fixed by usage. 
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AP PA ll — 7, =F POT, 
Tt AY iy 

120 You may buy a catty of beef, half a catty of mut- 

122 

ton, and twelve ounces of pork. 

NIU? RU® GQ? I? GIN’, YANG? RU” BAN* GIN’, 
DJU! RU® SHI* ER* LIANG?. 

“F 
NIU? RU? lit, cow méat, and so on through 

the list. The word &W RU’, is 
constantly corrupted in many parts of West China 
to ROU’, with the change to fourth tone. But the 
pronunciation RU? is understood. In Chinese we 
have no ‘quarter of a catty’ or ‘three-quarters of a 
catty’; we must use the number of ounces. 

> an ¥ ——— 

we BE Ah Th ith = Jr 
You are also to buy three catties of lard. 

HAI”? YAO* CHEN! DjJU! YIU? SAN! GIN!. 

Note the idiom by which the name of the 
object comes first after the verb, followed by the 
quantity. 

led ie ak HK ths 3K 
Bring it home and try it out. 

LA? HWEI?” LAI? DZIU* NGAO? CHU? LAI”. 

soer 

NGAO* ordinarily in this tone, but con- 
stantly spoken in the first tone. 
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AR 
What fruit is there in the market now ? 

HSIEN* DZAI‘, SHI* SHANG’ YIU® SHA* DZ* SHUT® 

GO?*? 

Di FE 
HSIEN* DZAI* about the’ most used term for 

‘now’; 4 4 RU? GIN!, is also 
much used, and is usually supposed to refer to 

longer periods of time,—as now in relation to last 

year, or zow in relation to last century, etc. 

Hh _E 
SHI* SHANG? market on, in the market. 

Ik AS 
SHUI® GO* lit, water fruit, as distinguished 

from. 8 3&8 GAN! GO® dry fruit, 
that is nuts. 

SHAE kK RAR Be, AOR he 
Ff RE A 

Just now there is not much fruit; there are only 

oranges, (two kinds). 

HSIEN‘ DZAI‘ SHUI® GO® BU? DO!; GI® YIU? GU? 
DZ*®, TSEN? GAN!. 
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R 
GI* only ; always used at the begin- 

ning of a sentence. Other com- 
mon words having this meaning are 3% GWANG'!, 
i DAN!, % 3 BU? GO’. 

i BE AA WA -F- 
What (fruit) will there be after a while ? 

How! LAI® YIUu*® SHA‘* DZ*? 

Z 
te RK 
HOU! LAI* afterwards. Other common words 

are LI RR 1° Hou’, j& HB co* 
Hou’, k& # sur? HOU‘, all much used. 

BAK A PAE, BLA, FF, 
BEY, 4E RL, PEAR, ahd Ze, 
mt, FT, 6 FR 
YF, Aa Ria, el A 
After a while there will be cherries, loquats, 
apricots, peaches, apples, sweet apples, grapes, 
persimmons, plums, “hairy plums”, pears, pom- 
eoranates, and pumelos. 

Hou‘ LAI? YIU* YIN' TAO?, PI? BA!, HEN‘ Dz’, 
TAO” Dz*, HWA! HUNG’, PIN? GO*, PU? TAO?®, 
SHI‘ pZ* bie? MAO? EL. Dz, LI? DzZ°, SHI 
LIU’, CHI* GAN’. 

This is merely a list of some of the most com- 
mon fruits, without any attempt to be exhaustive. 
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Re Wk | ! 
YIN! TAO? constantly corrupted to NGEN' 

: TAO? or NGEN! TER?. @ fF LI? 
DZ’, pears, also constantly called LI? ER’, possibly 
to distinguish readily from the term for plums. 
aii 43 PU? TAO”, grapes,—the second character is 
most often put into the first tone, for euphony’s 
sake. 

AR A Hib BE bik 
What vegetables are there (just now)? 

TSAI* YIU? LA® GI® YANG? ? 

aR 
TSAI? the common word tor vegetables 

of all sorts. 
Note the third tone of #§ LA*, here, because 

it is interrogative. 

eT VGN a aE 
We have a great many different kinds of vegeta- 
bles in Szechwan. 

NGO® MEN? Si! CHWAN! DY? TSAI‘ DO!?. 

Lit. Our “Szechwan vegetables are numerous”. 
The little possessive particle fj Dy’, is understood 
after # 7} NGO*® MEN’. The meaning is really 
that the kinds of vegetables are numerous. 
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oe MIE THe 
KOA, PA JDM, dt Fa PA 
There are potatoes, sweet potatoes, peas, yellow 
beans, corn, carrots, turnips, onions, celery, green 
vegetable, Chinese cabbage, cabbage, cucumbers, 
winter squash, squash, egg-plant, kohl rabi, 

This also is a very short list of some of the 
commonest vegetables, of which there is such an 
abundant variety in Szechwan, 

zB 
YU‘ ME” corn, so called at and about 

Chengtu only; elsewherethe term 
#1 # BAO! GU”, generally prevails. 

YIu® YANG? yU‘, HUNG? SHAO’, WAN! DOU?, 
HWANG’ DOU’, ¥0* ME’, (BAO? GU”), HUNG? 
LO”? BU‘, BE? LO* BU‘, TSUNG! DZ*, TSIN? TSAI?, 
TSIN! TSAI‘, BE? TSAI‘, LIEN” HWA! BE, HW ANG* 
GWA’, DUNG! GWA!, LAN? Gwal, CHIE? DZ*, 
PIE? LAN?. 

— ’ 

+ $e Ell, Ay A AAR 

mF, at We 
Wang Chang-Hsin, you may buy an account- 
book (in which) to keep your accounts. 

WANG? CHANG” HSIN!, KO® I* MAI® I? BEN® 
DJANG‘ BU‘ DZ® GI? DJANG*. 
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DJANG? account. Se #} -—— DJANG* BU‘ 
Dz°, account book. 

a 
GI* to record, to remember. 

BEN” classifier for book. 

KK We Ee BES We 
We shall reckon accounts every evening. 

TIEN! TIEN’ WAN® SHANG‘ YAO* SWAN? DJANG?. 

TIEN! TIEN! day day, i.e. daily. 

He 
WAN?® SHANG‘ evening on, i.e. in the evening. 

vs 
SWAN* to reckon, to calculate. 

Some people take accounts once a week, 
others once a month only. Others again who are 
fond of accuracy in keeping accounts prefer to 
reckon daily. 

x 7A 4) BE SA WY sh 
I have another important thing to say to you. 

HAI? YIu? I? GU* YAO’ GIN® DY? HWA%*. 

Lit., Still there is one sentence important 
words. 
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4) 
GU* classifier for sentence or phrase. 

YAO? GIN® important. Very common, as is 
also the negative, A #B ge BU? 

YAO‘ GIN®, it is of no importance. A very similar 
phrase is {% Ae GA MU? LAI” TOU’, it does not 
matter. 

| td 

Ve Ak UE BS BS, BEE SB 

You are to report exactly the amounts you 
spend. 

N1* HWA! HAO® DO! TSIEN”, YAO* BAO* HAO® 
DO! TSIEN?. 

Lit., You spend how much money, want report 
how much money. 

At 
HWA! tospend; flowers. 76 # HWA! 

TSIEN’, to spend money,—very 
common,—both phrase and act, in China. 

Hh 
BAO* to report; a newspaper or mag- 

azine. 

BAB BY WE ih 
You must not under any circumstances make a 
“e 

squeeze”’. 

Lit., Ten thousand not can eat thunder. 

W AN‘ BU? KO® CHI? LUI’. 
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ea 
WAN* 

AF 
BU? KO® 

Ee NZ, aE 
CHI* LUI? 

CHINESE LESSONS 

an emphatic particle,—in con- 
stant use. 

you may not, you must not. 

lit., to eat thunder,—one of the 
commonest phrases meaning to 

make a profit out of funds that do not belong to 
one. 

( BAR ACS tic FF PD, 
Ph th BE aE tae FF A 
Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto 
you, even so do ye also unto them. 

NI® YUEN‘ I* REN? DZEN*® YANG* DAI* NI”, NI” 
YE® YAO! DZEN® YANG‘ DAT‘ REN?. 



LESSON 6. & XK # 

fi He 
Sweeping the Floor 

fa He 
130 Sweeping the floor. 

137 

SAO® DI’. 

Si 
DI? ground, but constantly used in 

this connection for floor, proba- 
bly because most Chinese floors are just the earth, 
board floors being limited to the homes of the 
rich. 

ed SL MN, SE tar TLL 
Djao Hsin-Shwen, bring the broom. 

DjJAO* HSIN! SHWEN‘ LA” SAO‘! BA®* LAI?. 

fi 40 “ 
SAO* BA® broom. Note that the same char- 

acter is read SAO*, fourth tone, 
as the noun, broom, and SAO®*, third tone as the 
verb ‘to sweep.’ 
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ef KO pg He, BE tine 3a TA HL 
138 You are to sweep this floor every morning. 

139 

MEI® TIEN! TSIN! DZAO* YAO* SAO® DJE! GO’ 
DI* 

MEI® TIEN! each day, every day. Also K K 
TIEN! TIEN!,same meaning, very 

common. 

rs 
TSIN' DZAO® bright and early; 54 DZAO®, early. 

Re 
YAO" want; | want you to; you are 

required; etc. 

Ke Pe BE aE Pil ti 
You must move things out of the way when you 
sweep. 

DuNG! SI! YAO* DZAN® KAI! SAO®. 

RY 
DUNG! si! lit., east west, things, articles. 

DZAN® KAI! lit, move open, i.e. move away 
from their original place. The 

genius of the language seems to require a final ti 
SAO*, in order to round off the sense. 
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Ker BE EU) ht 
You must move the chairs while you sweep. 

[* DZ* YAO* DZAN® KAI' SAO*. 

Exactly the same construction as the last 
sentence, but specifying chairs. Note that the 
important word in the sentence, ff chairs, 
ehaizs, comes first, and what is to be said about 
them afterwards. 

AE BS TE BH tit Pir LC 

You must move the tea-tables when sweeping. 

CHA? GI! TAI” KAT! SAO*. 

a 
CHA? GI! lit, tea bench; the little square 

’ tables always placed between two 
chairs in a Chinese guest room. 

Ly 4a EA 
TAI* KAI! lift aside. Not “move aside” as 

before but lift aside. Same con- 

struction as before, only that the 2 is omitted. 

FA FHL BE tak He BL GR 
Ary 
You should sweep the corners very clean. 

GO* GO* SHANG* YAO* SAO® GAN! GAN! DZIN‘ 
DZIN* DY*. 

a 
GO* a horn of a cow or sheep; here a 

corner. The word is constantly 
duplicated in this,way inspeech. The | SHANG‘, 
is the ‘on’ or ‘in’ the corner. 
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GAN! DZIN‘ clean, the commonest every-day 
word having this meaning; here 

duplicated for emphasis. Very common. 

pA MN ih oy 

When you have finished sweeping put things back 
where they belong. 

SAO*® GWEI! I? LIAO® DZIU*‘ BA® DUNG! SIF} 
HWAN?” YUEN?. 

oe 

GWEI! I? finished, completed, all in order. 
Very common. 

yam 

NE 
HWAN? to replace, restore. 

Jet 
YUEN? origin or original. 

Be HB) opt Dik Ak 
Then proceed to dust immediately after. 

GEN’ DAO?’ DZIU‘ MA” HWEI!. 

ef) 
GEN’ DAO* lit., to follow after; hence the use 

here,—‘Follow right after’ with 
your dusting. This little phrase is in very common 
use in just this meaning,—say ‘immediately’, or 
‘at once’. 
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MA” HWEI! wipe dust, Ze. dust,—the verb. 

fine OY NF Pe, BEE tis TE PF 
{Bi dtr 
When sweeping, you should press down on the 
broom. 

SAO* DY” SHI* HOU‘, YAO* BA* SAO* BA* TSEN® 
DAO® SAO’. 

Note the relative ‘when’, fy JK ® py? sHi? 
HOU*. This phrase never begins a sentence. 

+¥ 
TSEN® to press down. fff DAO®, makes 

it into a dissyllable, and also 
shows completed action. This character is adapt- 
ed to this meaning; that is to say, this word 
TSEN*, has no proper character, although it is a 
common word in conversation. 

AR BE AL IK BE RE BK 
Do not cause the dust to fly up. 

Bu? YAO! BA® HWEI! TIAO! CHI® LAI?*. 

TIAO! properly to carry on the shoulder 
by means of a pole; but adapted 

or borrowed here to express this meaning. 

HE A 
CHI® LAI* to rise, to get up,—in the morning 

for instance. Here applied to 
the rising of the dust in the air. 
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IK UB AS SE BR ER, RE UE 
The dust should not rise up in a cloud... 

HWEI! CHEN? BU? YAO‘ PU? CHI® LAI? TSAI? 
HAO?®. 

IK BE 
HWEI! CHEN? | the full word for dust, constantly 

cut short by the use of the one 
word AR HWEI!. 

PU” CHI® LAI” to rise in a cloud, as dust and 
therefore slightly different from 

Hk #2 ZE TIAO} CHI’ LAI’, to flirt or beat up into 
the air. 

78 
TSAI® then and not till then; a most 

useful little word, and compre- 
hensive. It may often be translated by. the single 
word ‘then’, as here: #& 4 TSAI” HAO®, then 
good, then it will be satistactory. 

40 AK BE tii iq — Se 
Sweep the dust into a heap. 

BA® HWEI! CHEN” SAO* CHEN? I? DUI!. 

ta IM 
SAO® CHEN” sweep into; Jit., sweep become. 

i? Der a pile, a heap. 
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= the FE 
Bring the dust pan. 

LATSO2 GI" BAI", 

tix FE 
TSO* GI' dust pan, whether made of tin or 

of woven bamboo. 

4U AK Tie #2 BK 
Take the dust up in the dust-pan. 

BA*® HWEI' TSO* CHI® LAI*. 

Tix 
TSO” to scoop up as by a scoop or 

dust-pan. Hence i #€ Tso? GI’, 
scoop basket, dust-pan. The Chinese dust-pan is 
properly made of woven bamboo. 

Sig FY Sb BAZ AB 
Carry it outside and empty it. 

DWAN! DAO! WAI‘ TOU? CHU‘ DAO’. 

iets 
if 
DWAN! to carry with the arms extended 

in front, as a package, a lamp, or, 
as in this case, a dust-pan. 

Sp BA 
WAI! TOU? outside; 3 SH LI* TOU?, inside; 

TSIEN? TOU", in front; #@ 58 
HOU‘ TOU’, behind. Each one of these is very 
commonly preceded by #£ DZAI", in, at,on; #€ Sh 
fA DZAI* WAI‘ TOU?, on the outside; #£ BA 
DZAI* LI® TOU", on the inside; etc. Here we 
have 3 4) #9 DAO* WAI* TOU®, to the outside. 
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8) 
DAO?* to empty. 

UY dat AU, HR VE, ue 
Put the broom and dust-pan carefully away. 

BA® SAO‘ BA®, TSO? GI’, GIEN*® HAO?®. 

GIEN® to put away, to pick up, to select; 

a very common word in someone 
or all of these senses. 

GIEN* HAO® perhaps a little more accurately 
translated, ‘put away properly’, 

A variation is #f 4 ee HAO® SEN! GIEN’, lit, 
carefully put away, a most excellent little phrase 
much needed by the missionary who has a servant 
in training. It may be used in regard to any 
article whatsoever. 

Note the absence of any word representing 
‘and’ between broom and dust pan inthis sentence. 
Chinese idiom does not require it; but the use of 
the little word # GE’, ‘and’ is quite allowable and 
much used in just this situation. 



LESSON 7. % ct ih 

Ue He 
Washing the Floor 

Oe He 
153. Washing the floor. 

Si* Die: 

sI° to wash, and }f§ Di‘, the ground, 
the earth, the floor. 

BE HE Hit 
YAO! SI* DI* I want you to wash the floor, you 

are to wash the floor, or I am 
about to wash the floor. All are equally good 
translations. It all depends on who the speaker 
is, and what are the circumstances connected with 
its use. 

vey GAL IA, 3 OE — 
154 Djao Hsin-Shwen, come over here. 

DyJAO! HSIN! SHWEN‘, GO! LAT” I? HA?*. 
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U8) 
GO! to pass over; HE LAI’, come; 

j& 2E Got LAI’, come over here— 
a very mild way of calling your coolie or cook to 
you. The command is still further toned down 
by the addition of the — Ff I” HA’, a little, ze. 

fora moment. The Chinese official says Aas 

the business man j#& 2€ GO* LAr’; and the 
kind-hearted employer #4 38 — “F GO‘ LAI? I° 
HA*. There is no question as to which form the 
missionary should use. 

es TH HYP, BE KE BEE — 
le] 
I want you to wash this floor daily. 

DJE’ GO‘ DI* DJEN‘* MEI® TIEN! YAO? SI* [? 
HWEI?. 

HH Pa 
DI* DJEN* the dissyllable for floor, con- 

veniently used when one is speak- 
ing of more than one floor. It is more particular 
in its meaning than the single word #§ DI‘, which 
is very general. 

— |B] 
I> HWEI" one time, once; very common. 

} Lit, each day want wash one 
time. 

=) ——— - 7 AN) . pe WN BZ YP ik AR 
Bring a pail of clean water. 

TI? 1° TUNG’ GAN! 'DZIN* SHUI” LAT?. 
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be 
Ti" to carry; used of any article 

which has a handle or bail, as a 
pitcher or a pail, and which is carried with the 
arm hanging straight down. If the pitcher is 
small and is carried with hand extended in front 
of one, as one carries a lamp, then we use 
DWAN!, (See No. 151). Asa matter of fact, the 
article carried does not need to possessa handle ; 
a sedan chair is carried sometimes when empty 
by the men with arms hanging straight down, Pe 
Tt: 

I> TUNG® a pail, one pail. Literally, ‘Carry 
a pail clean water come.’ 

JASE A Ai Be 3M 
Fi may use this cloth as a floor cloth. 

YUNG‘ DJE* GO* BU! DZO? SI* DI* PA* DZ*. 

Hi 
YUNG* | use, to use; very common. 

{il 7h 
DJE* GO! BU? _ lit., this cotton cloth, ie. this piece 

of cloth. ff£ DZO?, as, to act as; 
WW -— PA* pz?, cloth, any kind of a towel, wash 
cloth, handkerchief, serviette, etc. Here it is 
HE kh WA - si° pit pA* Dz*, wash floor cloth. 
Ye Ke #§ st® Lren* pa+, face cloth, which every 
Chinese carries. #% 9A -- GAN! PAs DZ*, lit., dry 
cloth, ie. towel. FF #4 4 sHOU* PA‘ Dz? hand- 
kerchief. =f jf} SHOU* GIN’, serviette, a name 
adopted by many to distinguish from E3 iy -f-. 
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& Mi $7 UE 7k 
158 Wet the floor cloth. 

159 

160 

LA” BU* DA® SHI” SHUI’. 

it, ‘Bring the cloth, strike wet water.’ 

LA* to carry, as any light article may 
be carried in the hand. 

DA® SHI? to wet. It is curious that the 
word JK SHULD, water, should 

be usedafter the #J #% DA® SHI’, to wet; because 
wetting rarely occurs with anything other than 
water. QOnecan only say that itis not an absolute 
ee IK SHUI®, may be omitted. 

Wring it a little. 

GIU* I? HA‘. 

AM 
GIU* to wring; ordinarily in first tone ; 

and its usein this sense of to 
wring, is rather strained. But this is a common 
word, spoken always in the third tone, whether 
this is the proper character, or whether there is 
any character. 

SR FE He BE AN ae ta YE 
Wee 
Bring it (the cloth) and honestly wash the floor 
boards clean. 

LA? LAI? BA® DI* DJEN* BAN® REN?! DJEN! SI? 
GAN! DZIN*. 
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F HK 
LA? LAI* bring; here rather in the nature 

of an introduction. 

Hil Fee A 
DI* DJEN‘ BAN® floor boards. #% 4X REN‘ DJEN’, 
lit., to be in earnest, to be faithful, faithfully, 

honestly. A common phrase. 

v 
y —_—s UE — FP He Bie, 9€ BE 4 A 
F OE Bt 
After washing the floor for a little, you must wash 
the cloth clean. 

SI® I? HA‘ DI‘ DJEN‘, YIU‘ YAO‘ BA® PA* DZ? SI® 
GAN! DZIN?. 

YIu* also, again; perhaps the most 
; common word having this mean- 
ing. Note the non-expression of the word ‘after’ 
at the beginning; or if it were expressed in 
Chinese, it would most likely come after the first 
phrase, as £L] #@ 1° Hou’, or #& # Go* HOU‘, 
However, Chinese spoken language most fre- 
quently leaves such words as ‘after’, ‘if? ‘when’ 
understood, not expressed. Chinese is nothing if 
not brief, condensed. 

met HY FF ie, Ge ih He 

When the water is dirty, carry it out and get clean 
water. (Lit, ‘exchange’ for clean water). 

SHUI® DZANG! LIAO® DY? SHi? HOU‘, TI? CHU? 
CHU! HWAN‘. 
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Bye 
DZANG' dirty, about the most common 

word for this meaning. Note the 
fy He — DY? SHI? HOU‘, relative ‘when’, always 
at the end of the phrase, not at the beginning as 
in English. #£ Hi 3 TI? CHU? CHU‘, to carry out; 
lit, carry go out go; surely clear enough and 
strong enough. #@ HWAN’, to exchange, to change, 
very common. 

DE HE ASHE fie, BE FUL Ae Da 
ED Ob 
When you wash the floor you should move things 
aside in order to wash (thoroughly). 

SI® DI‘ DY” SHI? HOU‘, YAO* BA® DUNG! sI? 
DZAN?® KAI! SI’. 

See No. 139 for this construction. The words 
‘in order to’ are understood before the last 
character JE sI*. % Yao’, here translated ‘you 
should’. 

De sa, BL BE set DA 
After you have washed (the floor) you must put 
things back (where they belong). 

SI? GO* LIAO?, DZIUt YAO* HWAN? YUEN’. 

we 
DZIU* then, immediately, not translated 

here. 4 YAO‘, here translated 
‘you must’. 3% HWAN®, replace; Jf YUEN?, 
original; from which the meaning of the com- 
bination is easily deduced. 
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FR PY be BE WE AE OE St FF 
You must be careful to wash the corners clean. 

Go? GO? SHANG! YAO* HAO® SEN! sI® GAN! 
DZIN‘. 

See No. 142. # 4E HAO® SEN!', be careful, 
carefully ; perhaps the most common word for ‘be 
careful’ in use about the house. J@ # BA® sr‘, 
be careful, take care; also very common. 4Jy hy 
SIAO® SIN!, be careful ; ## ot SI* SIN!, be careful. 
The last two are used, but not so frequently. Note 
that the word # 4 HAO® SEN!, comes before 
the verb. 

DE YY BF ABR, st PAI JAI AS 
+S it 
When you are washing (the floor), you must not 
dirty the legs of the table. 

SI® DY” SHi? HOU‘, DJO”? DZ? GIO”? GIO! BU? YAO* 
DA® DZANG!, 

ie J 
DJO” DZ? table. JH) foot, whether of a person 

or of a table or chair. It is very 
commonly duplicated in this way, when used of 
a thing; and single, usually, when used of a per- 
son. J # DA® DZANG!, to dirty ; #] # S fy DA®* 
DZANG! LIAO® DY’, it is dirty or dirtied. 

Ik ABE AB 
Do not use too much water. 

SHUI® BU? YAO* YUNG‘ DO! LIAO®. 

Note that the sentence begins with the most 
important word, JK SHUTI®, the thing being talked 
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about. }j YUNG*, touse; 4 DO', much; % J Do! 
LIAO’ too much. The other common expression 
for ‘too much’ is K 4 TAI* DO!. Or even Kk J 
‘— TAI* DO' LIAO’. But the first is most used, 
simply 8 Sf DO’ LIAO’. 

fi BE Bik We Bt OE Bet Pik 
Wipe it dry as you wash. 

SUI° SI® SUI? MA? GAN!. 

fis 
SUI” to follow; in book and pulpit 

language often combined with 
BE GEN!',as JE fj GEN! SUI’, the dissyllable mean- 
ing to follow. Here the two characters [i SUI” .. 
i SUI’, may be translated, as...so,as you wash, 
sO wipe; i.e. wipe as you wash. #{ # MA? GAN’, 
wipe dry. 

HB WZ Tah BE Ey AS AB AE 
A), BE HE 
When the floor is dry, one should not be able to 
see any streaks. 

DiI* GAN’ LIAO*, DZUNG® YAO* KAN* BU” DAO®* 
HWA! DY” TSAI” HAO’. 

The three character phrase, fj I #£ Dy? SHI” 
HOU‘, when, is understood after the character J 
LIAO®*. #4 DZUNG?, an emphatic particle. 

A” fh 
KAN? BU? DAO’, cannot see, 7£ BY HWA! DY”, lit. 
‘flowered’, here ‘streaked’ or streaks. : 

This little character #§¥ DY’, although in the 
second tone, is constantly spoken in the first 
tone, as here, for euphony. 
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ise UF 
TSAI? HAO® then that will be satisfactory. 

Vs EPS BS, Hh He OE Fe iz 
We RF WY 
I prefer that you work a little more slowly, and 
wash the floor very clean. 

TSIN? YUEN* MAN! DIEN® BA®* DI‘ SI® DE”? GAN! 
GAN! DZIN*‘ DZIN‘* DY”. 

‘a We 
TSIN? YUEN’ I prefer, we prefer, to prefer; 

rhea Tl 

MAN‘ DIEN® more slowly; Jit, slow a little. 
Note the emphasis on the word 

‘clean’ by duplicating the characters. 

let Bs, 2 5, Er BG, Me B55, 
sek BE Hl HB 
The kitchen, dining room, study and bed room,— 
all these floors 

CHU” FANG’, TSAN' FANG’, SHU! FANG’, SHUI‘ 
FANG’, DJE* GI® GO* DI* DJEN* 

je 3 (A He Pe 
DJE* GI* GO?* DI* DJEN* 

these several floors. This is only 
part of the sentence, being continued as No. 172. 
It is therefore awkward to translate. 
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KR FB BE GE 
should be washed every day. 

TIEN! TIEN! DU! YAO? SI’. 

This is the completion of No. 171. @f DU’, 
all; one of the many terms for ‘all’ in Chinese. 
One would suppose that it would be quite sufficient 
tosay IK. KK TIEN! TIEN!, daily. Butthe Chinese 
seems to need an ‘all’ to properly emphasize the 
idea of ‘daily’. This sort of construction occurs 
again and again, with words for ‘all’ and with 
other words. 

7 Ja HEE, — ATA) A DH OE 
PY lel 
The floor of the parlor is to be washed twice a 
week. 

KE? TIN! DI* DJEN* I? GO?* SIN! CHI! SI® LIANG? 
HWEI’. 

5 Mis 
KE? TIN! parlor or sitting room. This is 

much better, than & %# KE? 
TANG’, which smacks of a temple. % #& KE® 
TIN’, or #6 §& HWA! TIN’, is the term used by 
the better class Chinese for their guest rooms in 
their compounds or 2 #£ GUNG! GWAN' ?. 

= WY 
SIN! CHI! week, the new term which is 

superseding ji@ Ff LI® BAI‘ in 
this sense. jf@ ## LI® BAI*, has been used in at 
least three senses; it isa welcome relief to get a 
new term so happily chosen as # #§ SIN! CHI’ 
which if not Christian is certainly not non-Chris- 
tian, and may be unhesitatingly adopted. 
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40 Be Hl Se BE OE Lk — 
174 When you have finished washing the several 

175 

floors 

BA® GI® GO! DI' DJEN* SI* GWEI’ I” LIAO’. 

This sentence is not complete; it iscontinued 
and finished in No. 175. The phrase AY WR & 
DY” SHi? HOU" is understood at the end ot this 
sentence, ‘when’, which in English is placed at the 
beginning. In English another word is properly 
understood, ‘these’ <E DJE*, between #2 BA®* and 
#@ Gi*; it would then read, “When you have 
washed these several floors”. Chinese idiom pre- 
fers to omit it. 

hI) .) ans a 

BL FL WA OE He VaR, HS ate 
Then wash the cloth clean and hang it out to dry. 

DzIu‘* BA® PA‘ Dz® SI? GAN! DZIN* LANG?* CHI*. 

It iscurious that the word & #4 GAN! DZIN‘, 
clean, seems to be required in Chinese after %§ 
sI*, every time. I think this is an illustration of 
the constant tendency on the part of spoken 

Chinese to get away from the monosyllable. %€ sI°, 
is too small and short a word to stand all by itself; 
hence the ever-recurring & 8 4 SI° GAN! DZIN‘. 
Why should we not say Bt 98 ~ siI* PA‘ pz*? 
So we may, but not ZE WA F # MH sr® pat dz? 
GAN! DZIN‘; this construction is quite contrary 
to the genius of Chinese. We must break it in two 
with a 7G BA®, as above. 

LANG?* CHI* to hang up or out to dry, whether 
in or out of the sun; fig #8 LIANG‘ 

CHI", exactly the same; both much used; (& #€ 
SHAI* CHT to hang out inthe sun. 
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4 zk fe J FE T 
176 Carry the water out and empty it. 

177 

BA® SHUI? TI? CHU* DAO?* LIAO?®. 

bE 
tie tocarry, with arms hanging down 

and the article suspended, as a 
pail. fi] DAO‘, to empty. #£ # TI! CHU", carry 
go, ie. carry out. Whythe f LIAO® after the fF 
DAO*? It is certainly not past tense here. I think 
about the best hint is that here again we see an 
evidence of the effort to get away from the 
monosyllable, to a polysyllabic form, or at least 
to a dissvllable. 

4 ah Aiki Bex HF 
Put the water pail away properly. 

BA” SHUI® TUNG® GIEN*® HAO’. 

Compare No. 152 and No. 164. 
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Hik Pk 
Dusting 

Hii Ak 
Dusting. 

MA? HWEI'. 

MA- to wipe, constantly used in 
speech, but rarely met with, if at 

ali, in the written language. IK HWE!', dust; the 
complete two character word is A H HWEI' 
CHEN”, which is used freely, as well as the single 

character. 

BEE di HE, BS SE 7k OK 
DE 
You are required to sweep first, then bring water 
and wash (the floor) ; 

YAO‘ SIEN! SAO* DI’, HOU* TSAI* LA* SHUI* 
RAL ssio: 

SIEN! first, a most useful little word, 
much needed by beginners. 
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1% 
HOU‘ after, afterwards; the two char- 

. acter word is very common, LI & 
1® HOU", or #4 #% GO HOU‘. Compare No. 161. 
4 TSAI, then, or in full, ‘then and not till then’. 

At. By TK DK 
and finally to dust. — 

DZAI* HOU* MA” HWEI! 

ti 
DZAI* HOU‘ at afterwards, 7.e. finally. 

= Gk AK WAT OR 
Bring the dust cloth. 

LA” MA” HWEI! PA? DZ®* LAI’. 

It is not sufficient to say A WA -— HWEI! PA‘ 
DZ*, lit., dust cloth, as we do in English; we must 
say #& 2 tg fF MA”? HWEI! PA‘ Dz*, wipe dust 
cloth. & 3E LA? LAI”, to bring, used for any light 
article; # 36 TI? LAI’, to bring, as a pail; 44 HE 
TAI® LAI’, to bring, asa heavier article, as a 
chair, a bench. Note how the two parts of this 
verb are separated, and the name of the article - 
inserted between. 

Ai Fe WYK, BE BC FF 
You are to dust the table clean. 

DJO* DZ* SHANG* DY” HWEI! YAO‘* MA? GAN! 
DZIN*. 

Lit. The on-table’s dust, want wipe clean. 

The full phrase for ‘on the table’ is #¢ #4 -f- 
_E DZAI‘ DJO? DZ* SHANG‘, here cut short bv the 
omission of 7 DZATI‘. 
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Ai Fb WY HE VG, Pe — PR 
— WY SE AE OR, 8 Sh AK 
In order to dust properly, you should take the 
articles up one by one from the table. 

DjO* DZ* SHANG* DY” DUNG’ SI', NGAI’ I? NGAI’ 
ER‘ DY? LA? CHI® LAI”, TSAI? MA? HWEI!. 

Lit., The on-table things, in regular order take 
up, then dust. # — # — #J Ncal' I? NGAI 
ER* DY’; ‘tn regular order, one after another. 
& it AE La? 2 LAI”, to take up; @ 2K LA? 
LAI*, to bring; & fj LA? DAO?®, to take hold of. 

UH AR AY RF AR, oie Bae HEY 
Ail Be SF AE OR, Bk ce et be 
When dusting, everything must be taken up or 
moved to one side. — 

MA® HWEI' DY* SHi? HOU’, YANG* YANG* DUNG’ 
SI! DU! YAO‘ LA” CHI® LAI”, HWE” SHI* DZAN* 
KAI’. 

ye 2) 

YANG* YANG* each kind, every kind or sort. 
Lit: sort, sort. Note the use of #} 

DU’, again, after ‘everything’. Compare No. 172. 

me Ge 
DZAN* KAI’, move aside; very common. 

Art FJ A, BE BK ec HF 
You must dust the table legs clean. (Compare No. 
166). 

DJO” DZ* GIO? GIO! YAO* MA? GAN! DZIN‘. 
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Nes 
GIO? is ordinarily in the second tone; 

but as often happens in these 
duplicated characters, the second one falls into a 
different tone for euphony’s sake; it would be 
hard tosay Ji JH] G10? GIO”, bothin the low tone; 
but it becomes easy when the second one goes up 
into the first tone. 

Kot F Be Bk We HF 
The chairs are to be dusted clean. 

I? DpzZ® YAO* MA? GAN! DZIN’*. 

ain We 
het FAY) HER) EA, tt i, Se 
A & ke HE HE f ae ) Yo 7 ADE: > 

We 
The legs, cross-pieces and backs of the chairs, to- 
gether withall the crevices, must be dusted clean. 

I? pzZ® DY”? GIO? GIO' KWAN* KWAN], KAO?*, BEI‘, 
GO? CHU! FUNG‘ FUNG!, DU! YAO* MA? GAN! 
DZIN‘*. 

=m 3+ 

Ke 78 
KWAN* KWAN! cross-pieces. The tones are mark- 

ed as spoken. This character 
is adapted, being ordinarily read HWANG” or 
HWANG", or HWAN?. 3 79 KAO‘ BEI‘, thelean- 
back,ie.theback. # & €8 GO? CHU‘ FUNG! 
FUNG}, lit., every place crevice. Again the tone of 
the second FUNG is marked as spoken,—for 
euphony’s sake. 
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ma as Ty AA, Dik ic ef 
The book case and the cabinet are to be dusted 
clean. 

SHU! GIA’ DZ*®, GWEI‘ DZ*, MA? GAN! DZIN‘*. 

ih ® F- 
SHU! GIA* DZ’ book case ; lit., “book frame-work’. 

ik -- GWEI* Dz, any kind of a 
cupboard, cabinet, dresser, sideboard, etc. 

Ki 7 ty SAAD St Sf, th BE 
ik ic 
The mantel above the grate is alsoto be dusted 
clean. 

Lu? Dz? GAO! TOU? DY? TAI’ TAI!, YE® YAO* MA? 
GAN! DZIN‘. 

We 
LU? Dz® stove, grate; fy JA GAO! TOU’, above; 

= E TAI? TAI’, ledge, platform. Lit, 
‘The above-stove-ledge’. 4, YE®, also; very simi- 
lar to X Yiu'; but the sense of ‘again’ is rather 
prominent in & YIU‘; it is not in 4% YE*. Note 
change to firsttone of the second & TAI®, for 
euphony. 

ee ES be) WY oe VG, Be & 
ws 

The articles placedon the mantel must be moved 
in order to dust. 

TAI’ TAI! SHANG‘ KO* DY? DUNG! SI?, YAO* LA? 
KAI! MA? HWEI?. 
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& ii 
LA” KAI! to take away, to remove; thus 

differing slightly from the expres- 
sion #& hi] DZAN® KAI! ; the latter indicates rather 
a moving toone side, just shoved over, perhaps. 
Compare Nos. 163, 183, 184. 

bik DK WA BE As BE AY SE 
ff) Yh BA De, Bb 
Take your dust cloth outside occasionally and 
shake it clean. 

MA” HWEI! PA* DZ,* YAO* BU? YAO* DY° LA® 
DAO® WAI? TOU? CHU‘, TOU® GAN! DZIN*. 

Dk Pe WA 
MA? HWEI! PA‘ DZ? may be shortened to J ZK WA 

MA? HWEI! PA‘, if you prefer. 2% 
A EE fy YAO! BU? YAO! DY”, occasionally, every 
now andthen, a very common phrase and very 
useful. 

fH) BK 
GIEN* HWEI’ has exactly the same meaning, 

and isa trifle more ‘polished, I 
have marked the #4 DY’, in second tone, as usual; 
but asa matter of fact it is very apt to rise to 
first tone for euphony’s sake. 

: dik ik — 7, aU AB 

When you have finished dusting, hang up your 
dust cloth. 

HWEI! MA? GWEI! I? LIAO’, BA® PA! DZ? GWA? 
CHI’. 
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Note the beginning of the sentence with the 
noun AK HWEI', which tells us at once the subject 
of the remark. ‘When’ is, as before, the transla- 
ation of fj }§ f—& DY® SHI? HOU‘, understcod 
after J LIAO’. 

dip 4 
GWA* CHI*® to hang up, asa cloth, a garment, 

etc. 

ik Die, 88 AS Wp J ga = 
When dusting, you must not on any account use 
a feather duster. 

MA* HWEI', WAN‘ BU? KO® YUNG* DAN*® pjou! 
DZ’. 

Againthe relative ‘when’ BY J f& by” sHi* 
HOU‘, is understood after Hk A MA? HWEI!. 
WAN’, /it., ten thousand; here an emphatic particle. 
A VW FA Bu? Ko* YUNG‘, (you) may not use. 
fH aR -f DAN® DJOU! Dz*, feather duster. Better 
give your new servant this warning, else he will 

likely make use of this very objectionable article 
all on his own account. Apart from its insanitary 
qualities, well known to us all, the feather duster 
in China is almost always made and sold by the 
poorest of the poor,—people who live amidst filth 
and disease. 

le} le) BE HD WA a BE A 
You are always to use a cloth to dust. 

HWEI” HWEI”’ YAO! YUNG* PA‘ DZ* MA? HWEI?. 

fe) Je) 
HWEI° HWEI® _ every time, always. 
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Be Diy As BE tet 
195 You should wipe, not flick the dust. 

YAO! MA?’, BU? YAO* CHAN’®., 

The emphasis is on the two verbs of course. 
The word for ‘dust’ is understood. }% CHAN®, 
to flick, to beat or strike. This character is not 
much used, but the word is very common. It is 
used also in the sentence ‘Beat an ege”’, ft 4h 
CHAN® DAN‘*. a 

Ae HEL HE A, FB 
WA Je BE ae Gt, ba OE 
De HE Pit 

196 You should first take the rugs all outside and 
shake them clean, before washing the floor. 

SIEN! BA® DJAN! Dz* GI* CHWANG®, LA? DAO? 
WAI?! TOU* CHU* TOU® GAN! DZIN‘, SUI? HOU+ 
TSAI?” SI? DI? DJEN*. 

ic} BE T 
DJAN! Dz? rugs; sometimes called  B£ p14 

DJAN}, Lit., ‘First takerugs several 
sheets, etc.’ }§ CHWANG?, bed, sheet, etc., here 
the classifier for rug. #} TOU’, to shake, as a rug 
or a table-cloth; to tremble. 

BE Hh Be BE, BE MM 
197 The rugs are to be both shaken and sunned. 

DJAN?! Dz® YIU? YAO* TOU®, YIU’ YAO! SHAI?. 
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YIU* Z yiu‘, both....and; very 
common, i SHAI‘, to sun, to 

hang inthe sun; a very handy word, but this is 
no good reason why it should be incorporated 
into one’s English vocabulary, even to the in- 
clusion of ‘shai-ed’ and ‘shai-ing’. 

sth 48 Se HK SR 
Afterwards bring them in and replace them. 

Go' HOU! LA? DJWAN® LAI? HWAN* YUEN?®. 

3) 4% 
Go* HOU! afterwards. See No.179. & #& 

2E LA? DJWAN® LAI”, bring back. 
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HK ia mR A 
Arranging the Furniture 

Kwa me HA 
Arranging the Furniture. 

NGAN! GI‘ Gra! GU! 

NGAN? Gi! to place, to arrange, to settle. 
' Gia! GU!, furniture, tools. fA 

GU‘, is in the fourth tone, but in this phrase 3 -A. 
GIA! GU!, is commonly spoken in the first. 

qu ti Y da HE FR 

N 

Carry the table in. 

BA® DJO? DZ® TAI, DZIN* LAI?. 

tii 
TAI* to carry; used almost wholly of 

things carried by two or more 
persons. 4 36 TAI’ LAI’, bring, when speaking 
of such large or heavy articles. #4 #£ 36 TAI? DZIN* 
LAI’, lit., carry enter come, i.e. carry in. 

del ZE jek HE 
Put it here. 
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jf) KO‘, to put, to place; $f FANG‘, has ex- 
actly the same meaning, and these two words are 
constantly used, for all kinds of articles. ‘It’ is 
understood. 

dal 42. fh, 1% A 
Is it placed firmly ? 

fz ie WEN* DANG", firm or firmly, steady, 
stable, solid, etc. Very common. % 4 MU? YIU?, 
indicates that the sentence is interrogative. 

As & he te 
It is not very firm. 

Lit., Not much firm. 7A. 4 BU? DO’, is con- 
stantly used in this sense of ‘not very, not much’. 

6 AH) Se Pe We 3 TA ERD 
Get something to put under this leg. 

$& DJAO",to seek, to look for, to get. # 
DIEN*, to place under, to wedge, an exceedingly 
useful word. It also means a cushion, and the 
connection between the two meanings is obvious, 
cushions are to be placed under people. The under 
sheet on the bed is # #9 DIEN* DY®, just as the 
upper one is the @ AY GAI* DY’, ie. the covering 
sheet. 

40 tH Ft TR BY 
The table is wedged firmly. 

To translate this sentence, ‘You are to wedge 
the table firmly’ would be equally correct. One 
must just judge by the preceding remark as to 
which is meant. 
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40 XK: det El Jet Bg Be 
Carry the cook-stove into the kitchen. 

+ DZAO*, the Chinese range, built of brick 
or stone, and therefore this term is appropriately 
used for the foreign cook-stove. The ordinary 
foreign heater or the grate may be appropriately 
called Mig — Lu? pz’. 

jst Bf CHU? FANG’, kitchen, a little more 
polished term than XE ff DZAO* FANG’, but either 
may be used. The word # LI’, is omitted before 
#H TOU? ; the whole phrase would be ¥] lit 
3 SH 26 DAO! CHU® FANG? LI*® TOU®* LAI’. 

a3) 
Put it down. 

fi FANG‘, to put, to place; fff DAO®, here 
expresses completed action. Compare No. 201. 

5 a 
Fit the legs into place. 

fH) JH Gio? Gio}, legs of a piece of furniture. 
Note change of tone of the second character. 3@% 
DOU, to fit together, to put into place, as a tenon 
into its mortise. This character can hardly be so 
explained; it has been borrowed because its sound 
and tone are right for this word. 

Hold it up carefully ; you must not let go. 

if 7E HAO® SEN’, carefully ; 44 #8 TAI? CHI, 
to lift up, to holdup; JK FANG‘, here ‘to let go’. 
Lit., let go must not hands; ie. must not let go 
hands. 
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JP A SE aT, aR A ate, 
ee fa AE OF 
When the feet are in place, lift the stove and 
move it over against the wall. 

32 RE DOU‘ HAO® LIAO’, fitted into 
place; #& fii DZAN® LUNG®, move to or against. 
Lit. move arrive at. 4 ff Bie ToU', partition, 
i.e. the Chinese partition made of bamboo wattle 
with mud and lime plastered on one or both sides. 
In English we are apt to call the side of the house 
‘wall’, whether made of plastered wattle or of 
brick. 

Note change of tone of 34 Tou’, to first, for 
euphony. 

WA LF 
Pull towards the right hand a little. 

4] CHAO”, towards; very common. [a] SIANG# 
has the same meaning and is used almost as 
frequently. #4 YIU‘, right; A Dzo’, left. #% 
LA}, to pull, to drag; #k CHE* has exactly the 
same meaning, and the two are about equally 
used. The latter also means to tear,—as to tear 
paper, to tear cloth. 

We BH IK — FP 
Push towards the back a little. 

#% 3H HOU! TOU?, back, behind; the whole 
phrase is 7% #@ 3A DzZAI*t HOU* TOU?. Pk SUEN’, 
to push, using the hands; a very common term, 
$4 HSIAO!, to push, is equally common ; this term, 
however, may include the use of hands, shoulders, 
body, etc., in the process. #f£ TUI’, to push, as a 
wheelbarrow, an oar, etc. Used in this sense only 
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for the process of pushing a vehicle or a utensil. 
This word #€ TUI’,is the one wenli word meaning 
to push. The first two are rarely if ever found in 
books. Compare #f{ SUEN', to push, and }® 
SHWAN|!, to tie a knot. The tones are the same, 
but the sounds, while very similar, are yet quite 
distinct. Do not confuse them. 

he, SY OY 
Good; that’s right. 

This use of # HAO?®,is very similar to the use 
of ‘good’ or ‘very good’ in English, meaning that 
it is satisfactory. %f DUI‘, right, correct. 

BL Je: 3a Tl tie TF 
This is exactly right. 

Lit., ‘Then is this way’; ie. ‘this is the sort or 
fashion’ which I wanted. 

x — BF, A pe 
Now put on the stove-pipe. 

fo PT F DE! I> HA‘ DZ, now, now then, 
an introductory word or phrase to the sentence, 
having no particular significance, any more than 
these English equivalents. ‘8 *? YEN’ CHUNG!, 
smoke-pipe or brick chimney, and used also for 
the common iron stove-pipe. The word § TIEH’, 
may be prefixed to indicate the latter: & # 
NGAN! CHI’, to putinto place. 3% #2 DOU* CHI’, 
is also to put in place, but carries more of the idea 
of making a more or less firm connection. 

40 ta te Hal HP 
Put the covers on properly. 
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% #4 GAI* GAI', a cover, a lid, whether 
singular or plural; # -F GAI‘ DZ’, is about equal- 
ly used. jf & KO* HAO’, to place properly. 

40 He "Yar ate 
Hang the stove door. 

Lit., Take fire door hang up. 

= Wi) FOR, FEAL Mil) Be 
Bring the brush and brush the stove clean. 

iil) -— SHWA? pz*, a brush, whether stove- 
brush, boot-brush, clothes-brush, etc. But a hair 
brush is a #& -- MIN® DZ’, and to brush the hair 
isto f— #8 Sé MIN* TOU" FA*. We would not 
ki] BH 32 SHWA? TOU? FA?, unless we had got 
dust into it! 

FAKE aes, UKE hill $e 
Use stove blacking and brush the stove till it 
shines. 

i # DZAO* ME?, lit, stove ink. fil] FS: SHWA? 
LIANG", to brush (till it) shines. 

ja — FF tk a Be — T 
Now then we have finished with the cook stove. 

3 LUNG!, properly in the fourth tone, but 
here used in the first; this is a very useful all- 
round character; it may be translated ‘to prepare’, 
as food; to put to rights, to fix (in the North 
American sense). {it — GWEI' I°, finished, com- 
pleted, made neat or tidy. 
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SE RA 
Piling Boxes 

HE AH F 
Piling boxes. 

Hf DuI', to pile, a pile; used as noun or verb 
indifferently. #4 -{ SIANG! Dz*, boxes, a box; 

fo HSIA? HSIA!, a small box, the cover of 
which draws out at the end, e.g.a match-box, a 
cake-box; # - HO” DZ*,a small box, the cover 
of which lifts off, e.g. a baking powder tin. It may 
be round or square. 

40 FHF, det 3k FR 
Carry the boxes over here. 

33 3% BE TAI? GO! LAI’, lit. carry pass come 
therefore ‘carry over here’, 

K WY, PAL AL dB ges 
Two men may carry each of the large boxes. 

Ke fj DA* DY”, with ‘boxes’ understood, the 
large boxes, the large ones. PM (ff /\ LIANG® 
GO! REN”, two men, two people; {fl GO‘, is the 
most common classifier. If you don’t know any 
special classifier for a character, use fff Go*. H 
KOU®, mouth, the classifier for box. 
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“\> BY, — fl A Ft — Al 
One man should carry one of the small boxes in 
his arms. 

J. f¥J SIAO® Dy”, the small ones, same con- 
struction as in 223. 4 BAO‘, to carry in the arms, 
as a box, a baby, anything which one carries by 
putting his arms around it. In this sentence we 
have an excellent illustration of the freedom of 
use of the classifier {fff GO’; in No. 223 Of Kou’, 
is used as the classifier for box ; here {@ GO’ is 
used. Therefore [ff] GO* may be used in many 
cases where there is a special classifier. 

Aa BH A, PF FE sa A A 
F-, 4 th HK 
Djao Hsin-Shwen, you carry this box over on your 
shoulder. 

#% LAO’, to carry on the shoulder, as one is 
upt to carry a hoe or a spade, or a gun, or a bag 

of grain. 

hE HE, AS BE He 
Be careful, don’t drop it. 

if 4 HAO® SEN!, be careful; see 165. i 
DIAO’, to drop, to lose; very common. 

TH $0 el HE Ve 
I fear you would break things (in the box). 

iy PA‘, fear, to fear; whole word is © {A 
HAI‘ PA‘, used much the same as in English. 7J 
iid DA® LAN?, to break, to smash; Jit. to strike 
broken; very common. 
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Put the big boxes here. 

7 it I 
Place it flat, or ‘on the flat’. 

2F PIN®, level, flat, even. 

set {Tl SE OR He ok 
Put this one on top of that. 

& ZE LA® LAI’, bring along. # jf CHUNG? 
CHI*, to place on top, a most useful word. To 
place any article on top of any other articleis 
#i CHUNG? CHI*®. @ is the ordinary character 
meaning ‘heavy’, and in this sense is pronounced 
DJUNG*. 

i — Hi, wf YD BB eK 
This box you may place on its side. 

{lj i DZE* CHI’, sidewise, on the side; also 
means ‘to incline’ or ‘to tip’. 

Jes — Jee a Bie HAY 

You must certainly put the big ones in the bottom 
layer. 

k&  DI* HSIA‘+, beneath, the bottom; it has 
the little word 7 DZAI* understood. /# TSEN?, 
layer, story, tier. #4 DZUNG®,an emphatic particle. 
— #2 I? CHI®,a sort or kind. That is to say, ‘the 
big sort’. 
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L548, SE A) 
You may pile the small ones up in the several 
layers above. 

Bf SHANG‘ TOU?, above; the character 7 
DZAI* is understcod before the [| ff. #& B ci" 
TSEN*, several layers. #f CHUNG’, to pile on top. 

Te i H1, 4th ith Ae, or, ee Ti 
Drag this one over and place it on end. 

di; TO', to drag, very similarto #& LA’. wf 
#2 LI* CHI’, to stand up, to place standing up. 

sa — 1 EA 4B 
Place this empty box upside down, (or mouth, 
downwards). 

¥ KUNG!, empty. A. 7 2 BU? DE? KUNG‘, 
I have no leisure, I have no time; note the change 
of tone in this sense. [{] | KOU? DAO’, to place 
mouth downwards; this character ff] is only bor- 
rowed from its proper use to indicate this sound 
and tone. There seems to be nocharacter for this 
word. 

AB, ARB 
That is not right! 

¥} DUI*, right, correct. The duplication in- 
dicates emphasis. 

MM st 2K, OM fe 
Turn it over and place it mouth downwards. 

##/ FAN’, toturn over. The whole phrase @ 
j& 36 FAN' GO? LAI’, is best translated by the 
very same phrase, ‘to turn over’. 
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xa {Hl 4A, BE FT Be 
This box is to be opened. 

4J fj) DA® KAI’, to open, whether the lid is 
locked, nailed, or not fastened at all. Very com- 
mon. 

im F 4: b BA, Be BET 
The cover side should be up; /it, The cover should 
be above, and then it will be satisfactory. 

fi -— MIEN‘ DZ’, the cover, the upper or out- 
side surface. 3 74 YAO* DE’, satisfactory. 

SF) SE, it PE ST St BK 
Bring the hammer and the nail-puller. 

$y #& DIN' CHUE”, hammer; commonly cor- 
rupted to DIN' CHWER”. #& 37 SH GIA? DIN’ 
TSIEN”, a rather foreign term, which, however, is 
clearly self-explanatory; it is the ‘pinch-nail- 
tongs’. 

1 2] F, — RRA 
PR iB IK 
Pull the nails out one by one. 

$y — DIN! Dz*,a nail, nails. The character 
$J DIN‘, is also the common verb, to nail, but note 
that in thissense itis in the fourth tone. #t GEN’, 
a root, here used as the classifier for nail; it is the 
proper classifier for bench, — # #% BE 1° GEN? 
BAN® DEN‘; and for cow, —- # “F 1° GEN‘ NIU”. 
— #it — #L BY 1° GEN! I? GEN! Dy’, one by 
one,—usable with regard to anything for which 
#i GEN! may beused as the classifier. #é #2 3 
GIA” CHI*® LAI’, lit, pinch up come, ze. pull out, 
as by a nail-puller. 
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, ital tes noicivclan 

Be careful, lest you break the board in prying it. 

4" $f BA®* SI‘, be careful. See 165. RR T- 
BAN® DZ*, aboard. fR i J CHIAO* LAN* LIAO’, 
pry broken, 7.e. break in prying it. 

EJ FRE TL 7u 3 ) { A 
Have you got all the nails out? 

Lit. Have you pinched the nails completely 
or not? 5¢ f WAN? LIAO’, finished, completed, 
avery common term. 

PK TET FU 
I have them all out. 

The personal pronoun ‘I’ is of course under- 
stood. 

48 3 TFA te — 3 
Place the cover to one side. 

# F Gal‘ pz*,acover. See216. 7 — # 
DZAI? I? BIEN', at or on one side. 

He BE HE PG 
I want to take things out. 

iz CHU*, to take away, to take out or down. 

WG #8 ket 4 AH A 
There is still another box there. 
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4h FLAY LI®, there, with 7£ DZAI* understood 
before it of course. If we change one tone, LA? 
LI*, to LA® LI®, the whole sentence is changed to 
‘Where is there another box ?? §# HAI”, often read 
HWAN’, still, yet, again, etc. 3% 4{ HAI’ YIU’, 
there still is. Note that the little character — I?” 
is omitted before {ff GO*. This sort of omission 
often happens in free conversation. 

He ih, HRS 
Is it heavy or light? 

# DJUNG‘*, heavy; see 230. #@ CHIN’, light. 
The little character !#§ MA’, just indicates the in- 
terrogative, and is conveniently translated ‘or’. 
This is an extremely common idiom; fixit in your 
mind. 

AS He 
It is not very heavy. 

Lit., Not much heavy. See 203. 

ry — MA AY el As gd ae 
Can you carry it alone? 

— {fH J 1° GO' REN?, one individual, with 
the accent onthe ff GO’. Fa @ # BAO! DE” 
CHI*, I can carry it; fa A dt a BU? CHI’, I 
cannot carry it. The latter half of the sentence 
might have read: “BAO* DE? CHI” MA) BAO‘ 
BU? CHI® ?? See 248 for idiom. , 

tt) Te He 
I can carry it, 
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RE, Sed HE WE HB) Be 
Good! Pick it up and come along after me. 

Ri fi] GEN! DAO’, to follow; the mostcommon 
term for thisexpression. J ff 9% 26 GEN’ DAO’, 
NGO® LAI’, /it., follow me come, which is suffici- 
ently clear. 

ek Ae HS AE WC 
Put it down right there. 

WE DZIU*, then; here appropriately translated 
‘just’, ‘exactly’. 

Ht AEE TC 
Place it on its edge (or narrow side). 

Hg LEN? a wheel, torevolve; here ‘edgewise’, 
the same in its effect here as {ii ‘ie DZE* CHI’, in 
231. 

32 BS a 
This end is broken. 

7 9H DANG* TOU”, the end board of a box. 

JS I Bi) HF 
The bottom, however, is all right. 

i f& DI* DI* or K -F DI* Dz*, bottom. Fy 
DAO’, here ‘on the contrary’. 

S) 9B Se 7A FAT, VE 7B 
Are there still (any) boxes outside ? 
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Ah) SH WAI* TOU’, outside, with 7 DZAI’*, 
understood beforeit. 7% 7% MU? DE!,a corruption 
of 7% 4% MU? YIU®, heard all over West China. 
The character # DE? in this phrase drops into 
almost any convenient tone, according to euphony. 
It is very frequently in the first tone, instead of the 
second. 

1448 
258 No. (There are none). 

259 

260 

‘ Anextremely common phrase. Thecharacter 
{% MU? passes through all shades of MU", MO”, and 

i, — i — Pe 
fit 
The boxes are all piled up. 

— jt if — PF © BA® LIEN? 1? HA4, ‘all’, em- 
phatic and all-embracing. Common. 

HK MM AAEM FP A 
(Now) we shall all rest for a little. 

K FR DA?* GIA}, everybody, all. Hk HSIE?, to 
rest, to take a rest, to stay over night. “P HSIA‘, 
here HA‘, with — I? understood before it. Hk #& 
HSIE? CHI*, to rest one’s breath, to rest; very 
common. 
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a ii 
Buying a Sedan Chair 

i + 
Buying a sedan chair. 

BW MalI*,to buy. # F GIAO‘ Dz’, a sedan 
chair. daa : 

Sia Mtb 

Wang Chang-Hsin, | want to buy a sedan chair. 

This is in case you send your cook: You may 
prefer to go in person, which is quite-all right. 
— 3— 1? CHEN’, one piece;.#€ CHEN’, the classi- 
fier tor sedan chair. 

I a FB $0 as, 5, 

Which do, you want to buy, a two-man chair ora 
three-man chair? 

— iW #& ER‘ GU! LU’, a two-man chair; called 
% HE WE -- DUI* BAN! GIAO‘ DZ* or DUI* BER! 
GIAO! pz’, in many parts. = J 4 SAN‘ DIN! 
GWAI*, a three-man chair; constantly heard as 
as SAN! DIN! GWER®*. Most of the characters 
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aside from the figures in these two names are 
rather difficult of explanation. But what is’ of 
much more importance is that the words are ex- 
tremely common. One longs for the day when 
our Chinese friends will perhaps, not emphasize 
CHARACTERS less, but will emphasize WORDS 
more. 

PW te Af Be 
I want both kinds. 

x iB bx Sian YANGi, two kinds; #} DU’, all; 
- YAO*, wanted. 

hl me PS 
ay {Et 
I shalltell you(what I want), and you (may) go 
and argue prices. 

Ht 1% Bt GE! NI* SHO’, tell you. 4 jp GAO* 
SU‘, is not used in West China. i ‘8 GIANG® 
GIA‘, argue prices. Fra GIANG’, is the common 

word to preach, explain, lecture ; {& GIA‘, prices. 

= T Thy Ee og BS 
I want the three-man chair to be an open chair. 

i WE LIANG” GIAO‘, lit., cool chair, because 
not bpey in. 

ZW BERT 
I want the two-man chair to be of the old fashion- 
ed sort. 

#§ GIU*, old, applied to things. t# 5a YANG! 
DZ’, sort, fashion. 
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HY Fe, ab BE Ty AFF 
Both chairs should have bamboo poles. 

PY FE LIANG* CHEN?, twosedan chairs, using 
the classifier only. f/f DJU*, bamboo; 4 -— GAN! 
DZ*, poles. Note the use of 4$ DU’, all, both, thus 
making sure that the f§ LIANG® includes both 
chairs! 

Th =F, BE Mill FRE ith 
The bamboo poles I want painted black and oiled. 

iil] SHWA?, to brush ; & HE’, black ; # Tso’, 
torub with the hands; jf YIU2, oil. Oil is rubbed 
on with silk waste in place of a brush. 

(i Fier AF BS, BE ae Hl 
I want the shoulder-piece and upright to be of 
oak. 

{ik -- CHWAN? DZ’, the heavy piece of wood 
resting on the shoulders of the two men who carry 
the front end of a three-man chair. #F JR CHU® 
PI°, the lighter piece of wood used to support the 
front end of the three-man chair while the men 
change shoulders. #7 #§ CHIN! GANG’, oak wood 
or tree. § GE', and. If you are in need of a 
word for ‘and’—and most of us foreigners are— 
here we have the best word in Chinese spoken 
language. It has also the common meanings ‘to 
give’, ‘to pay’, but is constantly used as ‘and’. 

iy Tel AB BE be oe, He ih 
I want both to be colored and oiled. 

6 44 YEN? SE’, color; _- #4 #& SHANG* 
YEN” SE”, to put on coloring. 
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ie JAF et Fr, BEG A 
[ want the cross-pieces between the ends of the 
chair-poles to be strong. 

#@ Ja DAN‘ GIEN! DZ*, the cross-piece 
which is made of bamboo, and which is bound to 
the chair-poles by string orrope. Lit, DAN‘, 
a burden, or DAN’, first tone, to bear a burden; 
ii -— GIEN! Dz’, shoulder. - JT TSIEN! GIN’, 
the cross-piece made of wood, not bamboo, mor- 
tised into the front ends of the poles of a three- 
man chair. Lit, fF Jf TSIEN! GIN!, thousand 
catties. #4 #f GIE” SHI’, firm, strong. 

40 BE Be A LE 
The rope loops are to be made of bark rope cov- 
ered with leather. 

#1 KOU!, the pair of rope loops by means of 
which the three-man chair is suspended in front; 
a character borrowed for this purpose. ‘#i SHI’, 
use; #3 #f DZUNG! SHWEN?, palm-bark rope. J 
BAO’, to wrap up; J¥ PI”, skin, leather; i.e., leather 
wrapped. 

ih 45, BH Hie, BY He AB BE 
Both chairs should have rain curtains made of 
oiled cotton. 

th ti YIU? BU‘, oiled cotton; fj ff yo" 
LIEN”, rain curtains. Note the regular appearance 
of the character #§ DU! after numbers: fig 3€ Af 
3% LIANG® CHEN? DU! YAO‘, both chairs all want. 

ypie ls 
Y ae PEN Lk WEG, AG hy BE — 2S HRD Hie 

The open chair requires, in addition, a set of cur- 
tains made of finely split bamboo. 
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it Sh GE? WAI‘, in addition, besides; very 
common. — 4 I* TAO‘, a set. # SHA’, lit, 
gauze; used for the fine bamboo curtains as well. 

to tx Ni TP, BE — BS TA 
is 
The old-style sedan chair requires a set of glass 
windows. 

#§ Gru‘ YANG‘, old style or sort; HE Hf 
BO'!LI", glass; @. -— TSANG! DZ’, windows; pro- 
perly pronounced CHWANG! DZ*, but the corrup- 
tionor localism TSANG! DZ*, is more or less general 
over West China. 

LE— Bw E 
It also requires a set of gauze windows. 

Q yiu', also. # % SHA! TSANG!, gauze 
(or any fine mesh stuff) windows. 

Be — ZS ml Se F 
I want a set of silk curtains. 

#H -- CHOU? Dz*, the general name for all 
kinds of silk. 

me UE BE Ze te HB, Be 
Inside I want placed a flower vase and a mirror. 

BS HA LI*® TOU’, inside, with 7 DZAI‘, un- 
derstood before it. @ NGAN’, to place. 7E 
HWA! PIN?, flower bottle or vase. €& FS GIN‘ 
DZ*, a mirror. 
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KW F.C BE He TF if 7K TIF ’ MX XK, 

The old style chair also requires cushions covered 
with flowered sateen, (foreign). 

4é #2 HWA’ YANG? DWAN*, flowered 
foreign satin, which we commonly call sateen. 
* -f- DIEN* DZ3, cushions. See 204. 

KM, Se A, AR, AB Be 
The “heavenly tent”, back-support, hat rack,— 
all are required. 

K Hi) TIEN! PUNG?, lit, heavenly tent, the 
little shelf placed under ‘the forward end of the 
roof of the chair. 3 7#§ KAO‘ BEI’, /it., ‘lean back’, 
the back support inside the chair. tg 2 MAO! 
GIA*, hat rack, placed under and attached close 
up to the roof of the chair. 

a in Ft BE — fd AC 
sR ie 

The old-style chair also requires a big rain curtain. 

RY tt yU° WEI’, rain curtain, which is put 
around three sides of the chair in case of rain. 

PA Ste Ra, AB AY Do TA 
Both chairs are to have tile tops. 

H% JA wa? DIN’, tile tops, ie. tile-shaped 
roofs. ‘Lhese are lighter and cheaper than the 
more elaborate style. 

ay 4 JW AF OE A TE ah Ms 
Ask him to use good foreign cotton to make the 
oil-cloths. 
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i= 4i YANG? BU‘, foreign cotton, ie. cotton 
cloth. 

HS Mel Ais 49 AS 47 
That very thin cloth will not do. 

i; HSI', thin, open, sleazy ; # fK HSI* FAN‘, 
thin rice, 7.e. porridge, this is the name ordinarily 
used by foreigners for porridge. A. #7 BU* HSIN’, 
will not do, will not work ; a very common phrase, 
most useful for every-day purposes. 

ne AT YY AVE Ao, BE GE Ee Bt 
The seat of the open chair is to be plaitedina 
convex shape. 

4E fit DZO* WEI"*, a seat, lit, sit place. HE jt 
GUNG® CHI*, to bow or bulge up, to be convex. 
#5 BIEN’, to plait, to weave. The seat is of plait- 
ed cane or rattan. 

Ay Bhi 7P 9 
It is not to be plaited level. 

Lit, Not plait level. Then why the character 
fj DY’? Because the complete sentence would 
have about three more characters, beginning, 4 
fit 3% DZO* WEI' SHI’, seat is ..... To make 
this sentence absolutely clear we must add that 
AE fig DZO* WEI’, is again understood after the 
ity DY*. The perfect sentence would then read 
4“ fir BK HE Wy 4 fit the seat is a not- 
plaited-levei seat. 

¥ Se Ze ae — TP 
[al AR ie 
Wang Chang-Hsin, you go and argue a_ while, 
and come back and report. 
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la] 3 HWEI* LAI’, toreturn; #§ 3€ DJWAN?® 
LAI’, same meaning exactly, and possibly a little 
more used. jf SHO’, speak, say, report. 

AK Ap 
I will go this afteroon. 

Lit., | to-day afternoon go. 

Be JT FR WS 
(Wang reports) I have been and come back. 

Lit. I went came. J LIAO’, sign of past 
tense; If LO’, exactly the same as the last; per- 
haps originally a corruption of Sf LIAO®. 

=e Mt we, PY He i , y A ) 

= + Bit 
The proprietor says that he wants thirty dollars 
for the two chairs. 

i¢ Hi DJANG® GWEI"*, proprietor of a shop, a 
term pretty well limited to Chengtu. In other 
places mostly 4% #R LAO*® BAN*®. = + HR 
SAN! SHI? KWAI? TSIEN’, Jit, thirty pieces money, 
thirty i.e. dollars. 

Be et TA — -b te Bit 
I offered him twenty-five dollars. 

Lit., | gave him $25.00, which is the usual way 
of saying, ‘I offered him $25.00’. 

Mik AR 
(But) he would not sell. 
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That is to say he did not take up my offer. 
The conjunction is almost always omitted in such 
a case; I have included it in brackets. 

Kaa Be FW GR, 

AL EE Bl 
I think it will take $26.00 or $27.00 to buy (the 
two chairs). 

#4 NGAN?’, to think, guess, conjecture. Note 
the way we say ‘$26.00 or $27.00’, — +r ct & 
ER‘ SHi? LU? TSI? KWAI’; the ‘or’ is understood, 
as also the word for ‘dollars’ at the end. 
44 fi] TSAI? MAI® DE? DAO’, then, and not till 
then, they can be bought. 

Seer + Be 

You may go and offer him $26.00. 

j@ HWAN’, to offer; same character as else- 
where read HAI”, with the meaning ‘still’, ‘yet’, 
etc. 
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AL i F- 
Sedan Chair Riding 

a tie 
296 Sedan chair riding. 
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Lit. Sitting in a. sedan chair, which is the 
Chinese way of saying ‘riding in a sedan chair’, 
or ‘travelling by sedan chair.’ 

ASV") BE, ike PG ATH FL = AK 
Gateman, call two chair-bearers. 

4#q KAN*, to see, to watch; F9 MEN?, gate, 
door; Jf TOU’, head; ‘watch-gate-head’,=gate- 
man. The third character is often corrupted to 
TER’*, and the accent is largely on the TER”, KAN* 
MEN’ TER*! One’s gateman may be so addressed; 
or any gateman whose name one does not know. 
It is better, however, for one to use his own gate- 
man’s name, either with his HAO’, or, if the gate- 
man is fifty years of age or over, using the style 
DA‘ YE’, as DJANG! DA‘ YE”. If HAN®, to call; 
used for any servant, or for any laborer or any 
one of that class, not fora teacher. FS 3- SHWAI® 
SHOU’*, lit, swing hands, ie. empty-handed men. 
This pre-supposes that one owns his own sedan 
chair. 

We AE st BB 4b FE 
Where are you going? (Asked by the chair- 
bearers). 
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jf GO*, to go, to pass, to go over; the whole 
verbis 34 = GO* CHU*, a combination of the two 
words meaning to go, with the word Hp 3 LA’* 
LI*, interrogative ‘where’, inserted between. This 
is perhaps the commonest method of asking where 
one is going. 

BE 8 PY AE ond HE 
I want to go to Si Shen Tsi. 

This may be translated, ‘Iam going to SiShen 
Tsi’. The name is that of a street; in Chengtu 
the premises of each Mission is rarely known by 
the Mission name, but by the name of the street. 

ph 35, 5, SE al 
fis Pigar to “ a round trip or a single trip? 

ie 3% DAN! BIEN!, single side; M§ MA}, or, 
and sign of interrogative; 2 LAL? HWEI’, 
come return, i.e. round trip. This extremely brief 
form of expression is much used, and is perfectly 
understood, in just this sense, 

FE [al 
(It is to be a) round trip. 

4 is J F| ee 
Tip the chair up. 

F| #2 SHEN! CHI’, raise up, elevate; the 
common expression always used when one wishes 
the chairmen to tip the chair up from behind in 
order that one may step easily over the front pole, 
into the space between the poles, and so enter the 
chair. If one is standing beside the chair ready 
to enter, the first three characters may be omitted. 
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tt 7 
Let the chair down to the level. 

J| SHEN!, elevate; 2£ PIN’, level; this is one 
of the beautiful inconsistencies of this language. 
Of ccurse it can be explained; in the first sentence, 
F| SHEN’, refers to the back end of the poles; in 
this sentence, to the front end! 

4 RE 7 
Start ! 

Lit., Lift up walk, i.e. pick up the chair and 
start. 3 DZOU®, walk, go. 

fl 7a Fah 
Turn the corner to the right. 

fi] DAO®, to fall over, to turn a corner; @ 
YIU‘, right; 4 SHOU®, hand; 4§ GWAI’, corner, 
to kidnap. This is the character used in the name 
of the three-man chair, see 263. 

Te ¥- 8) a7; 
Turn the corner to the left. 

Either form of expression, 305 or 306 is good, 
and they are about equally used, I think. 

Sh BP 
Stand still a moment. 

yi; DJAN*, to stand; ff] DAO’, implying com- 
pleted action; P HA’, a little, a moment. The 
last is a character borrowed for this purpose; its 
usual meaning is ‘beneath’, and it is pronounced 
HSIA*. Note the omission of the — I°, before “PF 
HA‘. Itis not at all wrong to insert it, but this 
form 34 i] PF is as usually spoken. 
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HE 
Go on. 

This expression is much used in this sense, 
just the single character 3: DZOU*, often repeated, 
3+ 3 DZOU*, DzZOU*, by a member or members of 
a group who have stopped to look at something 
on the street, or who have come into a chapel to- 
gether. One says 3£ DZOU*, and another answers 
+: 3E DzOU*, DZOU*, and the whole company of 
four or five or more rise and leave together. 

De wa XE 
Walk a little faster. 

He Kwal', fast; fi DIEN®, a little; Jit, ‘fast 
a little’, but really ‘a little faster’. Very common. 

te Bi 
Put the chair down. 

This is the expression to use when you wish 
your chair put down so you may get out, and is 
usable under all circumstances and conditions. 

40 Sie FH te 
Take off the curtains. 

#§ #2 DZIE” CHI®, or #§ fj DZIE? KAI’, to 
open, to take off, as a cover to a box or a dish. 
if -—- LIEN? DZ*, curtains. 

4 Sie #8 BA 
Take off the lower curtain. 
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P HSIA‘, beneath, lower; ff LIEN’, curtain. 
Note that when the ff LIEN’, gets another word 
before it, the adjective F HSIA‘, thereis nolonger 
the same necessity for the -- Dz*®. Thereal object 
of the -f DZ® is to make the word into a dissyl- 
lable, and this is secured by the addition of — 
HSIA §. 

40 ii OTT ite 
Tip the chair up. 

Same as 302, only that in this case you are 
inside the poles, and wish to step out. 

3: AE BE HB ECA, WB HE 
How long will it be before you leave? 

4% i] DAN! GO’, to delay, to hinder, to stop 
work; a very common phrase used by the servant 
when he wishes to be let away from his work for 
an hour or a day. Here the meaning is, ‘How 
long will you delay (or stay) before going?’ 
2, HAO® GIU*, how long (in time)? Very com- 
mon. But it is declarative as well as interrogative. 
This #4 Go? of ${ i DAN! GO? is the same 
character as we use for KO%, to put, to place, only 
that the latter is pronounced with a different 
sound and different tone. See 20I and 320. 

Di dis] — Bhi Be 
I am going to stay an hour. 

— i g# 1? DIEN® DJUNG!, one hour, one 
o’clock; lit, one point o’clock. How do you 
distinguish between these two meanings? It is 
difficult; you do it by the other part of the remark 
and by the conversation generally. Judging by 
this phrase alone, it is impossible. 
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4 Wi AY, XE I 
Chair-bearers! We are going. 

46 8 F &3 TAI? GIAO‘ Dz? DY’, carry- 
chair-men, with A REN? understood after (fj DY”; 
i.e. Chair-bearers. This is your call to the chair 
coolies to come, because you wish to start. 3 & 
DZOU®* LO’, lit., gone; that is to say, ‘lam starting’. 
This expression differs from the single character 
3E DZOU*, in being more emphatic, in expressing 
one’s own determination to go, rather than an ex- 
hortation to them to start. 3 DZOU*, is used 
among equals, #¢ 4 DZOU* LO? by the master to 
his employees. 

K BEV Wa, TE AS ET 
It is going torain, shall we put on the rain curtain ? 

This is said by the chairmen. Lit., ‘The sky 
is about to drop rain’. "PF fj HSIA‘ YU*, and #% 
f§ Lo’ yU*, are the two common expressions 
meaning ‘to rain’, ‘it is raining’, ~ HSIA*, and #& 
LO’, both meaning to drop, to fall down. #f 
GWA‘, to hang up, as a curtain, a hat, a garment. 
Hh A. Hp GWA* BU? GWA‘, hang up not hang up, 
i.e. shall we hang up? 

wy YY ae ae 
You may put it on. 

hi fe 98 
We have arrived home. 

fii LUNG®, to arrive; 98 S LUNG* LIAO’, we 
have arrived; e 3 WU? TOU’, said by some to 
be the best term in Chinese for ‘home’, although 
not having anything like the wealth of meaning 
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attached to the English word. [% Wu’, is room, 
family, home; 34 TOU’, is the last word of the 
three-character phrase 7: BE JA DZAI‘ LI® TOU?, 
inside, and has the same meaning as the whole 
phrase. 

48 a I dl af 
Put the chair away properly. ) 

fH] KO*, to put, to place. Why not haveused 
i Hf GIEN® HAO’, as in 152 and 177? So we 
might, only that the sedan chair seems rather 
bulky to be ‘put away’ like a cloth or a pail! 

es . ~ > v 

E fe Ml ay LY iat hy BE 
Wang Chang-Hsin, you may pay the chair money. 

# GE!, to give, to hand to; to offer; also 
‘and’, see 270 and 292. i GIAO’, chair; $ 
TSIEN”, money, cash. 

an af 2D Be, 76 7E 
How much shallI pay? (Asked by the cook). 

#& GE), give; #f 4 HAO® DO’, how much; 
$8 TSIEN”, cash. 36 42 SIEN! SEN!, Teacher, 
Mr. Sir, but better not translated here. 

NA Be FE ot Be, BL xe T 
Pay according to the custom, simply. 

i DJAO*, according to; $i #4 GWEI’ GU", 
custom, rules, regulations; HE # J Dziu* SHI* 
LIAO’, ‘simply’, ‘and that’s all there is about it’. 
This phrase of three characters is extremely com- 
mon, and extremely handy for finishing off a 
sentence in this way. Like most of the rest of the 
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Chinese language, it is very difficult tolearn from 
books ; but by listening closely, and by beginning 
as soon as possible to make use of it, one seems 
to grow into the knowledge of it. 

vy et +i 
is AN YAS ay . $e 

Shall ladd tea money? (Asked by the cook). 

ifs TIEN’, to add; 4% CHA’, tea; $8 TSIEN?, 
money. 

Be A, ay LABS AE BZN 
7N 

When the road is bad, you may add tea money, 
six cash to each man. 

fy i BE DY? SHI? HOU*, when, is eae 
after the first two characters. he LU*, road, 
street; If LAN*, muddy, broken, ‘smashed ; F 
GO?, each, every; 7< fff LU? GO‘, six (cash, un- 
derstood). 
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A i FE Set FD 
Travelling by sedan chair. 

Ht CHU", to go out; # YUEN*, distant; PY 
MEN”, gate, door. Therefore ‘to take a long 
journey by chair’. 

FERRE LY, 
Wang Chang-Hsin, Iam going on a journey. 

4% NGO*, I; #B YAO’, am about to; Hi FY 
CHU” MEN’, to go on a journey. Lit, to go out of 
the gate, the city gate, presumably. 

JE AE sth HB FE FE 
Where are you going? 

See 208. 

BE 5 = ae 2 Ww AK 
Iam going to Jenshow. 

I want to go to Jenshow, Iam about to go to 
Jenshow, would be equally good translations. 
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WY YH ik = HL aA 
330 You may go and call three chair-bearers and two 

load coolies. 

See 297. #k 3 TIAO! FU’, carry-with- 
shoulder-pole men, load coolies. Also commonly 
called | — GIO? Dz*. Hk TIAO’, to carry by 
means of a pole across the shoulders. 

» Fi AG vt — as = th Jz ite — Pb 1 Ted 2 
331 You goand argue prices for a little, and come 

back and report. 

See 288. {§% GIA‘, price; used asa dissyllable 
as fa $ GIA} TSIEN’. 

E, $e SAL Tel BE BD TF HR se 
332 When Wang Chang-Hsin returned, he said 

fh EAB Ft 1 

333 he wants 650 cash a stage. . 

The cost of chair-bearers and load coolies is 
usually reckoned by the stage, and this varies 
from 80 to 120/i a day. — #4 I° DJAN‘, a stage, 
one stage. Same word as we had in 307, meaning 
to stand still. 

DT KA: 
334 For less than this, they will not go. 

> SHAO®, less. 
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4h Tel sty Be TA ab 
At how many shops did you ask ? 

Lit, You asked how many shops? [i] WEN‘, 
toask; jf GO‘*,signof pasttense; #€ {ff GI® GO‘, 
how many, especially when the number is under 
ten; #4 -— PU‘ DZ*®, shops. Itis quite proper in 
China to ask prices in at least three shops, in order 
to form a judgment as to the real price. 

[it Py = Be 
I asked in two or three places. 

KS) = JE LIANG® SAN! CHU‘, two three 
places, i.e. two or three places. 

AR WK ON BE BE A 
Some asked 800 cash a stage; 

Aj YIu*, has either 4 HSIE*, or fy DY? un- 
derstood after it, and means ‘some shops, or 
people’; MK HAN®, to call, to ask a price; there is 
included in this word a little of the idea of arguing 
or haggling prices; that is to say, more was 
‘called’ than they really expected toreceive. See 
297. 

A wk 4 BE 
some asked 700 cash a stage; 

v= 

FAA 3a — Je st 1 3a JB 
oy sk 
only this one place talked as satisfactorily as this. 
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2 ai*, only; 4 YIu*, there was; if — # 
DJE* I? CHU‘, this one place; we BY SHO* DY’, 
spoke, talked ; in BR DJE* MO*, thus, in this way; 
4> x{ HO? SHit, satisfactory, suitable, agreeable. 
The last is a common word, and very useful ; it is 
applied especially to things. 

RE, BE TE 
Good! That will do. 

fi #4. SHI? DE’, that will do, “can do” in 
pidgin English; very similar to BE #4 YAO* DE’, 
but the latter is stronger, much. 

BY AACS Hh A Be J 
Ae TE. BE 
= may take this 500 cash and give it as earnest 
money. 

& + LA? CHU‘, take away, as opposed to 
‘bring’. % GIAO!, to hand over, to deliver, a very 
useful word for everyday purposes. %& §$ DIN* 
TSIEN”, ‘fix’ money, =earnest money. 

Je Hl 3a 3a —-h T+ [i] $57 

— HF 3K 
Now then, Wang Chang-Hsin, you come with me; 

%@ — PF FS DE‘ I? HA‘ Dz’, now, now then; 
see 216, 220. [a] FE — TUNG? NGO® I? LUS, 
‘with me oneroad’, along withme; 2 LAI’, come. 

He 1") Bl Ay Te bs BA SZ 
We will go to the store room. 
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4% fF] NGO* MEN’, we; #J DAO‘,to; # EF 
LIN? HO* FANG’, store room, Jit, 2 LIN”, odds 
and ends; #{ HO‘, goods; ff FANG?, room, house. 
§H TOU’, as in 319, part of the three character 
phrase 7 3% BA DZAI* LI*® TOU?, meaning ‘in- 
side’. + CHU‘, to go. 

x — PE SE AE Se 
This pair of bamboo baskets you may take out. 

A pair of containers used by the carrying 
coolie is always called — $k I? TIAO!; not a 
‘man-load’, but what is used in carrying a man- 
load. # MI’, strips of bamboo; $# LOU’®, basket; 
& HH & La? CHU? CHU’, ‘take go out go’, which 
effectually disposes of all possible ambiguity! I 
have called these ‘baskets’, because the heavy 
bamboo box used for baggage is called #& #4 MI? 
SIANG!, not # #§ MI? Lou?®. 

nek VE FR A HH BE Sth ZE 
This pair of bamboo boxes is also to be taken out. 

; FY MI? SIANG!, bamboo boxes. 4d YE’, 
also. 

j 3 N WIS PH Pk AB BE Ph We 
Both pair (of baskets are to be shaken clean (of 
dust). 

#1 TOU®, to shake, as a rug or a tablecloth; 
to tremble, as from a fit of ague. 

Fk GB BE 
Take a newspaper and paste it in as a lining. 
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#i BAO‘, newspaper, magazine; #£ Gi’, pa- 
per; #]) HU’, to paste, corrupted very generally 
in West China to FU’. Note the change of tone 
as well as change of sound. This change from 
HU” to FU? is common to a great many characters 
of this group, although the tone does not usually 
change. #L f L1* Dz*, lining, as the lining of a 
garment, 

we He Ae He AK BN FB 
You are to make paste, and paste the paper firmly. 

4% GIAO®, to stir; Hf -- GIANG‘ Dz’, paste 
made with flour; # 4 -—- GIAO* GIANG‘ Dz*, to 
make paste. #% WEN’, firm; see 202, 203, 205. 

Bl ae OT oh SH OE IM 
When you have (the lining) pasted, take (them) 
out and sun (them). 

‘When’ is understood. 

% A Be AK alls 
(I want youto) buy a good number of ropes. 

4g po!, much, many; & MAI’, buy; # GI’', 
several; #t GEN!, a root, the classifier for ropes ; 
4 -—.SHWEN? DZ*, a rope or ropes, cords, strings. 
% -f sO? DZ*, is another very common word for 
ropes, and usually implies one of larger size than 
ti -—- SHWEN?® DZ’. 

The idiom of this sentence is peculiar. There 
is a distinct idea of comparison inthe 4 ® Do’ 
MAI? ; here, it is that several more ropes should be 
bought than usual for such a trip. 

Bi tr fl fs KF 
It will be better to buy the bark ropes. 
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ee 

You may also buy several fine hemp ropes. 

#] SI*, fine, as opposed to coarse #| TSU’. 
lit MA*, hemp; 3 -— SO? DZ’, ropes. 

3 ME FE TK ET 
This load we shall make the food load. 

BE F TIAO! Dz’, a man-load, baggage; {E 
DZO*, to be, to act as, “we shall make”; tk # 
HO® SHI?, food supplies, the usual term. 

BH be Tb Be 
Put ten odd catties less (than custom) into one of 
the baskets (ends), 

— 17, one; §H TOU’, end, ie. basket; 4} 
SHAO’, less, few; 4 DJWANG’, to fill, to put in; 
+ #6 FF SHI? Gi® GIN’, over ten and under 
twenty catties. 

dee 46 GL PEK 28 
so we can place a folding cot on top. 

tf HAO®, good, convenient, “so that it will 
beconvenientto”; 7£; fi] | DZAI* MIEN‘ SHANG‘, 
on top, on the surface; f= DA’, place, lay; iE 
CHWANG?, bed; 22 - GIA‘ DZ®, frame. This # 
DA”, to place, differs from tH KO! and ‘fii FANG* 
in that the last two words are general in their 
meaning, whereas #* DA? usually means to place 
an article on a special kind of a support, as a 
towel on a towel-rack, a garment over the back 
of a chair; it might be translated ‘to suspend’, ‘to 
hang over’. 
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4 — HT & BE WO I 
In each end pack a maximum of forty catties. 

$j. MEI®, each; — J I? TOU?, an end, ie. end 
of a load, a basket; Jf # DIN® DO’, the very 
most, the maximum; #& DJWANG|!, to fill, to pack. 
Mee GIN', the catty or Chinese pound. 

os pk A Tr bh, > 

‘it, Be Ar 75 
For each load eighty catties is the limit; you may 
put in less but not more. 

f WEI°, as; when this character is part of 
Ki # YIN‘ WEI', it is in the fourth tone, and 
means ‘because’. Not infrequently it is met with 
alone in the fourth tone, meaning ‘because’. [ft 
HSIEN*, a limit, tolimit; 4% #4 SHAO* DE’, lessen 
can, i.e. ‘it may be lessened’ using the word ¢f¥ 
SHAO® asaverb; % A # DO' BU? DE’, increas- 
ed not can, i.e. ‘may not be increased’, using % 
DO!, as a verb, ‘to increase’. 

All (the baskets) are to be weighed. 

He DZIN‘, all, entirely ; #$§ DU’, all; two ‘alls’ 
coming together surely make the meaning clear! 
j& #F GO* CHEN}, lit., ‘to pass the scales’, ie. ‘to 
be weighed’. # CHEN* in this tone=‘scales’; fj 
CHEN', to weigh. 

E42, WK de B38 
a 
Wang Chang-Hsin, to-morrow we shall start for 
Jenshow. 
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#2 4 CHI* SHEN!,to start on a journey; Ut, 
start body. 

fe Jet OL ME A 
You may go to-day to call that sub-manager. 

4% "fF DJAO' FU’, to call, to beckon; = ¥& 
kh ER‘ DJANG*® GWEI‘, No. 2 proprietor or man- 
ager, sub-manager. 

re 4h wot WY KK KBE A 
Tell him that we want the men to-morrow at day- 
light. 

i ft #E GE’ TA’ SHO?, tell him, see 265. HY 
J MIN? TIEN!, to-morrow; K 3 TIEN! LIANG, 
dawn, lit, ‘day light’; #% A. yao‘ REN?, want men. 

Be AN AS Se ah HB IE A aR 
HE -¥ 
We shall get up before dawn, to get the loadsinto 
shape. 

Fe: WEI‘ LIANG‘, not yet light; # 36 CHI? 
LAI’, to get up, to rise in the morning; I 7 
SHOU! SHI”, to put to rights, to repair, asa house; 
ik -f TIAO! Dz’, the loads. 

Te HE BE We Ah ae ie HE Mh 
Do you want to take breakfast before starting? 

Lit., Teacher want eat early ricethen go? 
PR DZAO* FAN‘, breakfast. § 3 TSAI? DZOU’, 
and theh go. M§& MA}, sign of interrogatiye. 
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we WY, Be FE Jas BE NC A 
364 Yes, | want to take breakfast at home. 

365 

 @§ SHi‘ DY’, yes; but ‘ves’ in Chinese does 
not seem to carry very strong conviction; it needs 

the affirmative of the remark added, to make sure. 
4. He BE DzZAI* wu? LI’, at home; #% CHI’, to 
eat. 

EB WF ee D Ok AA 
And then we shall be subject to less delay when 
we get on the road. 

 # SHANG‘ LU‘, to go on the road, to 
actually get out on the road as we start on the 
journey. #€ TSAI’, then; the use of this character 
here indicates at once a connection with the pre- 
vious sentence. “S $f jf SHAO* DAN! GO’, less 
delay. 
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LX 

On the Road 

La 
On the road. 

Lit., Going on the road. 

ERM HT ERR 
{uA 
Wang Chang-Hsin, are the loads all properly 
packed ? 

The phrase § — GWEI' I’, carries some- 
thing of the idea of ‘ail’ in its meaning of com- 
pleteness. 

ge bt — J 
They are all packed properly. 

Mia — POF BB 
Good; now then they should be locked, 

#% sO3, to lock, a lock; #4 ff) SO® DAO’, to 
lock up. 
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A — FL SHE AB SE aE H J 
The boxes are all safely locked up. 

#§ -- SIANG! pDZ?, boxes; —- J@ j# I° BA® 
LIEN”, all, see 259; @$ DU’, all, another instance 
of two ‘alls’ placed together. 4  HAO*® LIAO’, 
gives the idea of ‘safely’, as well as that of com- 
pletion. 

wy LA Wik Ak 1 aE BE AY 
HE 3K 
You may call the load coolies in. 

42 pk -F fy DAN! TIAO! Dz* Dy’, with A 
REN? understood after it = carry-load-men, i.e. load 
coolies. Why not have used the characters #ff # 
LA‘ HSIE!, ‘those’ instead of fj ff] TA’ MEN’? 
One can only answer that the demonstrative 
adjectives 3 DJE‘ and #} LA‘, especially when 
made into the plural by the addition of 2 HsiIg’, 
do not seem to sound very well when: applied to 
persons. The two characters (| #4] TA! MEN’,as 
in this sentence, might well be translated ‘those’, 
although they are well left untranslated, as I have 
done. This is a very common construction. # 
3~ DZIN‘* LAI’, come in. 

4 RF 4S Ut 
Put the ropes around carefully. 

45 TAO‘, to loop over or around, as a rope 
arounda boxor parcel. # HAO®, carries theidea 
of carefulness and completeness. 

ye AE SE BL YE ET, 
ie A kt 

373 This load is too heavy, we can’t carry it. 
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@ S DJUNG* LIAO’, too heavy; #£ DAN!,to 
carry with shoulder-pole; #2 % # DAN! BU? 
CHI®, (I) cannot carry it; Jit., carry-not-come up. 

AS Fe HE, ae AD Fp ale HY 
It cannot be too heavy, every one of them has 
been weighed. 3 

The phrase 4% 7 Hf BU? DE? DJUNG‘, has 
J LIAO? understood after it; hence ‘It cannot be 
too heavy’. #f CHEN!, to weigh; j& GO‘, sign of 
past tense. 

‘ie — BL AR St 
Each basket is not over 40 catties. 

Lit. Each end cannot pass over 40 catties. 

if! ite AE, HE te 
Get started, get started with the loads. 

#2 #2 3E DAN! CHI® DZOU’, lit. lift up on 
your shoulders, start, go. Acommon way of urging 
the load coolies to make a start. 

8 Bi Be hes PP A] ist Tl ih 
Wait a minute, I want to say a word to you. 

78 i MAN! DIEN?, slow a little, ie. wait a 
minute; 4 — “F DENG? I? HA‘, differs from this 
by being used in the sense of ‘await (my pleasure) 
a little’; await rather than wait. The word ‘want’ 
is not expressed in Chinese; the thought is so 
rapid that it is not needed. j& HWA*, words; 
here a ‘word’, in exactly the same sense as the 
English word. 
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OS A Ti ABLE Be Tn, 
el [AB BE Ia) = A HE 
WG 19 HE — WB: 

378 Youtwo load coolies must eat every time in the 

379 

380 

same place with the three chair-bearers. 

fe] [2] HWEI? HWEI?, every time; 4f DU’, all, 
joined with the HWEI® HWEI’, to make absolutely 
sure of the inclusiveness of theorder. [fj TUNG*, 
with, together with; = fa 34 #§ + #5 SAN’ GO* 
TAI? GIAO! DZ® Dy’, three carry- -chair-men, the 
JA. REN? understood, Se I DZAI* I? > CHU!, in 
in one place; Ié fi CHi? FAN‘, to take food. 

fe fe We BG Be Hs Hs BR BY 
You must always keep right along with the 
chairebearers, 

ts tp SHANG? SHANG’, always; the more 
commonly used expression for ‘always’ is {& fF 
CHANG? HSIN’. J | GEN! DAO?,to follow; but 
here this phrase combined withthe — ff I° Lu‘, 
one road, i.e. travelling together. 

40 ah ae Wa 28 A 
Do you understand clearly what I have said? 

## TIN', to hear. There are very very few 
Chinese characters that may be pronounced at 
will in either of two tones, but this is one. It is 
both first and fourth; and yet conditions of 
euphony have an effecton it, determining whether 
itshall be the one or the other, i in many instances. 
iH 46 TSIN' TSU®, clear, plain; very common and 
very useful. 
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quia 2e 
We have heard clearly. 

fit, 45 tHE 
Good, now start off. 

= oth NE 9 OE Jha AN fa E J, MSE VE de 
Wang Chang-Hsin, put this washbasin under the 
seat of the chair. 

HE We 7% st° LIEN® PEN?®, /it., wash face basin. 
Ke GIEN®, put away; 7£ ## KE PP DZAI* Har? 
DI* HSIA‘, under the seat of the chair; Uit., ‘at the 
bottom of the sea’! See 281 for the “heavenly 
tent”. Chair-bearers are fond of high-sounding 
names. 

en eee 
a AK 

Here are also this small basket, my rubbers and 
umbrella. 

#§ #4 DOU! DOU!, basket, ageneralname. Fj #¢ 
YU® HAI”, rubbers; Jit, ‘rain shoes’. # GE’, and; 
see 270. 4£ SAN*, umbrella; also called #2 ¥ 
TSEN! HWAl!, corrupted to TSEN!' HWER}?. This 
last expression is especially used by those who 

_ are superstitious about using the word SAN?®, with 
its suggestion of scattering, fH. 

AB BE Sete WG TUE 
All are to be put into the chair. . 

f—£ DZAI*.... BA TOU", has # L1I® understood 
between: in, inside. 
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Sit ie SE Ze i  T- ) i. » a 

Take this pugai and cushion the chair with it. 

Note the opening of the sentence with this 
most important word in the sentence, # # PU’ 
GAI*. (Thisis one of the few Chinese words which 
we may be forgiven for incorporating into our 
English, because of the lack of any reasonable 
equivalent). 4 BA*, to cushion the chair; to 
spread one’s bed, as in i #f BA‘ PU', an ex- 
tremely common phrase. 

es aatuliee ST. 
Ae FE Hi 

Now then, everything is in order, let us make a 
start. 

Fh FY MEN? MEN’, everything ; lit., ‘sort sort’ 
4g #2 3 TAI? CHI® DZOU®, start! Said to chair- 
bearers ; Jit., lift-up-go. 

DE HE, Aa =F FE BE 
The right pole is a little weak, 

ik RWAN®, weak; also ¥# PA?, more used. 

a CL Bi) Zc J 2A 
will you please sit close up to the left side. 

This is the continuation and completion of 
the previous sentence. — fj BA’ DAO’, to get 
close to, toreston; A = DZO* SHOU’, left hand; 
AE DZO%, to sit. 

Ve fil, Te HE Lb 
Put the chair down, and I will walk up the hill. 
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There is no ‘and’ expressed; it is not needed. 
-E SHANG‘, to go up; $€ Po’,a hill, anincline,a 
bank. These two words [ 3&€ SHANG‘ PO!, are 
exactly what one says when he wants to go ashore 
from a boat. 

a I Ge 4B, Be Be Ae 
Put the chair down, I want to ride. 

Note the beginning of the sentence with the 
most important word, the noun #§ -- GIAO‘ DZ’. 

7; 2, aS pe A pf BE Pp A ZF x 15 
If you will only travel fast on the level parts of 
the road, 

FH aci’, only; 4 # PIN? Lu‘, level road; i 
KWAI*, fast. 

FX cae MG AY WBF Pe & 
I shall be willing to walk much. 

This is the continuation of the previous 
sentence. Lit., I yield chair times numerous. That 
is tosay, I shall be pleased to relieve you of my 
weight many times. Note the entire absence of 
any conjunction between the two halves of the 
whole sentence; it does not seem necessary to use 
one in the English however. Note also this new 
use of the now familiar phrase fy i f& Dy° 
SHI? HOU‘; here it can scarcely be translated - 
‘when’, unless one were to say, ‘The times when I 
yield the chair (will be) numerous’. 

Bi BN, FT A AS ¥F 
Stand still; support the chair on the upright piece. 
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4) (A #& # DA* GO* WEN?® CHU’, strike a 
firm upright piece; ie. allow the front end of the 
chair to rest on the upright stick for a time, instead 
of on the men’s shoulders. In case it is a four-man 
chair, the whole weight of the chair may be sup- 
ported for a time on the two uprights. 

fll ES AY 4 HE 
Front carrier, will you please buy ten cash worth 
of peanuts for me? 

fui HA -f- TIAO* TOU? Dz’, lit, change-header, 
or ‘change-ender’, the man who carries at the ex- 
treme front of a three or four man chair. jg 
TSIN’, please; quite properly used to one’s chair- 
bearer, in asking him to do some unusual service. 
at 4% GE! NGO, for me, to me; %# 4E HWA! 
SEN!, peanuts; the large peanuts are XK 7 4E 
DA* HWA! SEN!. -- {ff $8 BY SHI? GO* TSIEN? 
DY’, ten cash worth; the whole phrase modifies 
4E 4 HWA! SEN! 

Oa ey Vb, det XE 
Thank you; travel on. 

5 Ff LAO? WEI'*, thanks, thank you; used 
for service rendered, never in acknowledgment of 
a gift, for which 34 ##f DAO* SIE‘, or & 7 DO? 
SIE* is the proper word. This is an important 
point to remember. Probably no real meaning 
can be taken from these two characters, they are 
rather borrowed to express the sounds and tones. 
It may have been originally # # LAN? WEI’, 
which approaches in meaning the common phrase 
ff #€ DZO? LAN®, to obstruct, to make it difficult 
for. 
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i By BL HT we 
When we reach the village I want to take a lunch. 

iE LUNG®, to arrive; $$ CHANG’, village, 
market; ‘when’ understood. 3£ YAO‘, I shall, I 
will, I want, lam about to. #7 48 DA*® GIEN?, to 
strike a wedge! Totake aninterimlunch. Very 
common, both phrase and act. 

BE De — Ml Be RG a AY 
Ik F 
I want you to look for a clean light inn. 

¥ $% YAO* DJAO®, want look for; the order 
is to the man or men addressed, presumably the 
chairmen. 8, @f GAN! DZIN!, clean; 32 Bf 
LIANG‘ SAO‘, light; JR DIEN! DZ* inns This 
is better than to request that a good ii be found, 
because Chinese ideas as to what constitutes a 
good inn probably differ from ours. 

BEGG HES, A FE Bt be te 
I want you to carry me in, not put me down on 
the street. 

43 #£ 4 TAI’? DZIN‘ CHU‘, carry enter go, 
carry into theinn. This is only ordinary politeness 
to the traveller. If the chair-bearers suspect that 
the foreigner does not know the difference, they 
will prefer to place the chair onthe street, thereby 
avoiding the work of carrying into and out of the 
inn. Ladies should insist on always being carried 
into the inn, whether for rest or for lunch, unless 
the place is a very small hamlet, and the day a 
non-market day. 
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40 SP EF HG ath HK 
Bring the food load over (here). 

$e HL, TE BA aU tt Yi 
ike 
Wang Chang-Hsin, hurry up with the setting of 
the table. 

He #i KWAI* DIEN®, quickly, a little more 
quickly ; ## #2 BAI® CHI’, to set, as a table. 

40 ais Yt ite 
Make the tea. Or, ‘Steep the tea’. 

4 CHA’, tea; }@] PAO+4, to steep, to soak. 

AY pig Hl 28 
Fry two eggs. 

BE DzIEN!, to fry. 

Te Wak ZF 4 BBW ai EE 
Ns 
First call the waiter to bring water for face wash- 
ing. 

Z, fii f&{ YAO! si! Fu‘, the general name for 
the individual who waits on guests, whether in 
inns or restaurants. ffi] 7K 3€ DAO* SHUI® LAI’, 
empty water come, i.e. pour water into a basin and 
bring it. #€ J siI® LIEN®, to wash face. 
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He Ve RE Bir — YZ AA 
Have you put things all out on the table? 

ie Bir — J 
Everything is spread. 

SE AE WG ABE AR AR 
Will you have some rice? (Asked by one’s own 
servant, or by the inn waiter). 

4 MI®, hulled uncooked rice. fg FAN‘, 
cooked rice, but its meaning is extended to food 
generally. Therefore the correct translation is 
‘rice food’. 

WY LD as TH AP ai AK A BR 
You may bring mea half bowl of rice. 

YW TIEN!, toadd; this is the appropriate word 
to use in asking for rice in inn or restaurant. 
BAN‘, half; #& WAN®, bowl; but this expression, 
‘half bowl’ usually means half of a heaping bowl, 
and therefore about one level bowl of rice. 

FHT 
Now I have finished. 

5. S WAN? LIAO®, finished; #% § SHA? 
GO’, om 4% f@ J SHA” GO? LIAO’,same meaning; 
very much used. 

fee A AE AE VA OE 3th 
Hurry with the washing of things. 

= 2 GAN® GIN®, hurry! Lit, ‘Take things 
(and cause them to be) washed’. 
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Kear ei T- SH 
Put them away in the boxes. 

BE 48) es He BK 
412 Then quickly catch up with us. 

413 

414 

§E |) GEN! DAO’, has twocommon meanings 
(1) to follow, and(2) at once, immediately, quickly. 
Either would be admissable here, but the latter 
sense is better. #® NIEN*, to chase, to catch up 
with. 

z i) 5A, BK Fe fie 4a FE ib 

Can we reach Dzi Tien Pu before dark ? 

A Fi) & Bu? DAO‘ HE’, not arrive at dark, 
before dark; #k HSIE*, to rest, to stay over night; 
RE LUNG®, to arrive. Bk FE ae HSIE? DE? LUNG®, 
is a curious idiom, best eeabincd. perhaps, by this 
literal translation, ‘Can (we) arrive (in order to) 
stay over night?? The § MA! indicates the in- 
terrogative. #% fq 4 Dzi? TIEN? PU’ is the half 
way village between Chengtu and Jenshow. 

AA AH rik 
d AS A 46, aK FE TBE 

Don’t be afraid, we can arrive (before dark). 

A tA # BU? PA* DE?, not fear can, do not 
fear; hoaieetly it should be : ta & BU? PA! DY”, 
but the common colloquial uses # DE* mostly. I 
believe it to be a corruption, certainly; it has 
probably come into use more because it is a sound 
more easily emphasized than fy DY”. 
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fie Zi, ve 7 AE & IB 
How many i is it still to the village? 

fit 36 LUNG® CHANG?, arrive village, ie. in 
order toarrive at the village ahead. This sentence 
may be used anywhere on the road, as an enquiry 
for the distance to the village next ahead, without 
knowing at all the name of it. 3% HAI’, still; @ 
YIU*, there is; &f 4 HAO*® DO', how many; Hf 
LI°®, the Chinese mile, of which there are ap- 
proximately three and a third tothe English mile. 
But the length of the di is only approximate, 
varying in different parts of the country. 

xe 7 Be 
There are still more than ten ii. 

Bi kk ARK FG Dt 1x TF 
Is there a good inn in the village? 

_. 3% CHANG? SHANG‘, in the village; like 
#iy _& GAl! SHANG‘, on the street. 

A, 1 BK AL OG 
There is; the Benevolence-Righteousness Inn has 
an upper official room. 

This to the average Chinese expresses the 
difference between an ordinary low-class inn and 
a good inn, “it has an upper official room”. In many 
cases we prefer to place our cots outside said 
upper official room, in order to get better air and 
less dust! 

Heh BE — A Se ea SH JBL AY 
Bi Wel, ise BE 
I must have a light airy room. 
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#4 DZUNG’, emphatic particle; i J TUNG’ 
FUNG’, permeate wind, ie. well-ventilated, airy ; 
i [@l FANG? CHUEN', room, especially a bedroom. 

¥. Se GH, wy iy BE he 
BF FT 
Wang Chang-Hsin, you may run on ahead, (in 
order to) secure the inn. 

J] CHAO’, towards; ff J TSIEN? TOU?, in 
front, ahead; By PAO’®, to run; FJ J}; DA* DIEN‘, 
lit., strike the i inn; secureroom orrooms in the inn. 

fie SOE, PY iF 
We have arrived at the inn and got out of our 
chairs. 

T HSIA‘, to descend from; commonly used 
for getting out of one’s chair; H} AE CHU? LAI’, 
come out, is also used for the same act. 

Pk F A, hal 34 7 
The loads have also all arrived. 

#& TSI, all, together, complete; very common. 

HERI FO 
You load coolies, don’t be in a hurry for a minute. 

Lit, Loads! Not hurry alittle. Thatistosay, 
don’t be in a hurry to place the loads for the night. 
A {fi BU? MANG?, don’t be.in such a hurry ; often 
has % DO! added,—A%A t= 4 BU? MANG’ DO!, 
same meaning; the character DO!’ is quite 
meaningless here. 
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Je ARP OG TB 
I want to look at the rooms first. 

Good! I shall occupy this one. 

Bk HSIE*, to stay over night in; [A] GIEN!, 
classifier for room. 

HE Bk HG HE ae 
Bring the loads in. 

#2 ¥£ 36 DAN! DZIN‘ LAI’, carry enter come, 
bring in. 

40 FHF DE UF 
Arrange the boxes properly. © 

#E PAI’, to place in order, to arrangeina row. 
HAO’, orderly, in a convenient way. 

oH In) Yh BE, AF FT be 
(Place them with) the locks towards the outside, 
for convenience in opening. 

$4 SO®, locks; fa) HSIANG‘, towards; Ah 5A 
WAI* TOU?, outside; # HAO®, for convenience 
in; 4] ff DA® KAI!, to open, as a box, a door; 
lit., to strike open. 

RT Ab Be Me Ge 
429 (I want) all the ropes untied. 

fi Bj GAI® KAI}, to untie, to loosen. 
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Jan VE, 2b OK, UK Ae 5a FEA Fi) hy plas ’ 

TH Fe 
Put your carrying poles and rain hats here, no 
fear. 

ja ?@ BIEN® DAN%, ‘flat load’, carrying poles, 
which are flattened in shape. =}+ “4 Dou® LI’, 
rain hats, the big wide-brimmed hats made of 
bamboo, well woven so as to shed the rain, and 
in a measure also to shelter from the hot sun. 

¥ SEM, WT LAE BRAK, 
fh ZE SSP Bi 
Wang Chang-Hsin, you may make up my bed 
outside here. 

fj BA‘, to make up a bed, to place a bed; see 
386. The character if TSIEN? at the end of this 
sentence is almost certain to be pronounced inthe 
first tone, for euphony’s sake. 

qb Bh te 
Hang up (my) mosquito net. 

& F- DJAO! DZ’, net, a lamp-globe; ip ia 
GWA?* CHI, hang up. 

40 PF HE 
Set the table. 

40 3a — Gt AS, EE PAE 
Take this tin of vegetables and heat it to boiling. 
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f— HO’, a small tin or box, whose lid lifts off, 
#t RE”, to fat: used here asa verb. (% GWEN’, 
adod 

to boil, to Bubble as boiling water. 

in ¥. Av : Be Bz, AY WR Lk BE er ds 
The inn money you must pay to-night. 

He $& HAO* TSIEN’, lit, registration money, 
inn charges; 4 W& [| GIN' WAN® SHANG", this 
evening; jf TSIN’, clear, i.e. in their entirety. 

FU D we Ba ot EL 
How much inn money shall I pay? 

mer AL TS ATA a, UI A AS 
Argue prices with him, that’s the only thing to do. 

#% GE}, here ‘with’; P¥ {ff LIANG® GO?, two; 
Ht SHO?, here ‘argue’, discuss’. #4 (4 PY {M GE! 
TA! LIANG® GO‘, with him the two of you....a 
beautiful idiom, clear and expressive. Inns have 
no fixed charges. 

mh te: PE SE WG A 
BY A 
Of course it will be one hundred odd to two 
hundred cash per chair. 

45. FE WE F- MEI® CHEN? GIAO* DZ%, each 
chair. The ‘to’ after ‘odd’ is not needed at all in 
Chinese. 

eS hee DB Fill 4 88 “Pr 
ae 

To-morrow morning give the waiter several tens 
of cash as tea money. 
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By} — —£ MIN? DZAO*® SHANG‘, to-morrow 
morning; 4 $% C tA? TSIEN’, tea-money, tip. 

wy YA iar Ab YDS id, 
K xe Fe 
You may tell the coolies that we shall start early 
to-morrow. 

J -f FU! DZ’, coolies, ie. HG F GIAO‘* Fu’, 
chair coolies, and #k 3é TIAO! FU’, load coolies. 
FL pzAO®, early. For the construction (i #9 #& 
- TA! MEN? FU! DZ*, see 371. 

KAS se, Be TM AB AE WK 
ie | 
Before daylight we shall get up and put things 
into shape. 

A WEI’, not yet; #2 AE CHI? LAI’, to getup; 

HK HE Wh, IE We, A 
Daylight, daylight! Get up! 

The addition of the 4 LO? after K FE TIEN? 
LIANG", implies that it is not merely about to get 
light, itis already light. The use of the fF LIAO*® 
with #& 36 CHI® LAI? greatly softens the call, 
whether to one’s own servants or to the chair and 
load coolies. 

xe Ht 45 AR OE AE 
It is still very early ! 
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This is heard ina sleepy voice from the depths 
of a windowless room, and much persistence may 
be required on our part to convince the owner of 
his error. 

E Fe HL, FDS BE Wik EB 
Wang Chang-Hsin, call the head coolie. 

Je BA FU! TOU’, the head man with whom 
we do all our negotiating on the road; Bm #8 HE 
HAN?® CHI® LAI’, call get up, call him up; this is 
a peremptory order, much stronger than the 

Ae S CHI*® LAI? LIAO® above. FU! TOU? is 
often corrupted to FU’ TER’. 

KT, RT 
Coming, coming ! 

This is the head man’s answer, as he emerges 
from his bedroom, drawing on his clothes as he 
comes. 

tk Fe Se — 7 
The loads are all packed and ready. 

‘BY YG te 
Make a start with them. 

HE WE ee VM 
How far shall we go before breakfast ? 

i= YUEN’, far, distant; 4 # HAO*® YUEN®, 
how far? \ 
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HE — + Be Ht 
We shall go twenty /i and have breakfast. 

Ay Kv NM, Me 2 
Itis raining to-day; the roads are muddy and 
slippery. 

%e WH LO? vv’, itisraining; B fj LU* LAN‘, 
the roads are muddy; & { YIU* LIU’, also siip- 
pery. }# HWA? is another common word meaning 
‘slippery’; both much used. 

Can we get there to-day or not? 

+ 7% fE DZOU*® DE*® LUNG’, travel can arrive 
=we can get there; 3 > ff DZOU* BU? LUNG®, 
travel not arrive = we cannot get there. 

Ar Fe Hii MABE AE we, JE AE 
We are determined to arrive to-day. 

ti WH HWAN? SHWEN’%, ‘crosswise-lengthwise’, 
ie.under any circumstances. The character fi 
is adapted for this word. It is also pronounced 
HWEN?. 

¥ JE, PRE LEA Il Hk 
~~ ¥ 
Wang Chang-Hsin, you must keep constantly with 
the loads. 

§ #7 CHANG? HSIN’, always; this is the 
commonest Chinese word for ‘always’. fa 
TUNG?.....— # I? Lu‘, with....one road, 
i.e. together with. ! 
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fe 4 1) Be Bh XE 
Urge them to travel a little faster. 

( TSUI', to urge. 

CP Bi Pte AY, CAB DB 
Nh Hi 
Will you chair-bearers let out your jobs or not ? 

wm [: fy GIAO‘ DZ* SHANG! DY’, on-the- 
chairs-men, the character JL REN’, being un- 
derstood. #p #£ GIA! BAN’, bearers who are hired 
by the regular men to carry in their places for 
short distances en route. Jt dp BE FANG* GIA! 
BAN?, to let out one’s work to these extra men. 
GIA! BAN! is often corrupted to GIA! BER?. 

we HE, RH IK 
The light-leaf said, ‘I will not let out my job’, 

LIANG‘ YE? DZ?, light-leaf, literally ; this is 
the second man from the front, on either a three- 
man or atour-man chair. Why so called is not 
well understood; I have heard various expilana- 
tions, mostly far-fetched. On a four-man chair, 
the third man from the front is called 4% BF 
HE? Wo! pDz?, dark nest. This man is well 
named, for he cannot see anything except just at 
his feet. 

He HS BH IOC Sth 
I let out my job back yonder. 

This is a continuation of the remark by light- 
leaf. }§ 98 LA* TOU’, at that end, i.e. back behind 
somewhere. jf !§ GO* LO’,. both signs of the 
past tense. hye 
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HY (Al DM BEAR AS AK PF 
That extra bearer is not capable of handling the 
upright. 

Jip: ant, ARS A HE BAN! BU? 
Latics ble eh hae ood the upright 
which is used to support the weight of the chair 
while changing shoulders. 

The rear man said, ‘If we can agree on a satis- 
factory rate I will let out my job’. 

i Ff HOU‘ BA‘ DZ’, the rearman. This 
is the name given to the last man on either three- 
orfour-bearerchairs. 4 3, HO* SHI‘, agreeable, 
satisfactory; # # @ x SHO? DE? HO? SHi‘, to 
talk secure satisfactory, i.e. come toan agreement. 

WE YR AR i) BR BET 
Wereally did arrive before dark. 

FL # GO® RAN’, really, certainly. 

i oa 
The loads also are all here. 

#& TSI’, together, all together. 

WY LA Wik FS BE SHE OR 
You may call the head coolie in. 
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Be tet PA ier A 
I want to pay him the balance due. 

ii TSIN’, lit, clear, clearly ; here ‘to clear’, ‘to 
reckon clearly’. "F jf] HSIA* GIO’, lit., lower foot, 
i.e. remainder; # (| GE! TA}, give him, pay to 
him 

fi OG HE fer Bh OE Be PTL 

Please give a little tea money. 

3 $8 CHA? TSIEN”, tea money, “cumshaw”, 
tips. 

F fel, WY Ye Hh + 
Be TA A te tH 1) 
Wang Chang-Hsin, you may count out fifty cash 
for each man and give to them. 

#% SU*, to count; # #8 SU*® GE}, count give, 
ie. pay over to. — {ff JV 1? GO* REN?, one man, 
i.e. each man. 
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TR GR IC 

Changing Dollars 

1 PR IL 
Changing dollars. 

# JG YIN? YUEN’, silver coin, the dollar, any 
subsidiary coin, as the ten-, twenty- or fifty-cent 
piece. But the dollar is gradually coming to be 
meant by the straight term ‘yin yuen’.. The term 

if? $&% YANG? TSIEN’, used so much at the coast, 
is rarely heard in West China. 

Be tA ee 
eis E . 

Wang Chang-Hsin, what does the dollar change 
for to-day ? 

Note that the time or date comes first, not last 
as in English. 

X KREG Hl—-ihA 
Th. AY te F 
It changes to-day for about 1550 cash. 

+ 75 ffi] HWAN* DE? DAO®, can be changed 
for as much as; — # I’ DIAOs, one string, ie. 
one thousand cash; & -- YANG* DZ°, sort, fash- 
ion; ie. ‘about’, thereabouts’, joe aa te’ 
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rE AS ve at Bil IL 
Does that mean wholly for coppers ? 

3% DZIN‘, wholly, completely ; #) JU TUNG? 
YUEN’, copper coins, as opposed to the old style 
cash with the square holes through them. 

xe tie Hil TL 
Yes, that is for coppers only. 

’ A=] 

AR IG YR 48 
In there any deficiency ? 

fk -— DI*® Dz*, the regular “deficiency” ac- 
cepted and acknowledged by the custom of the 
place. One city may have the custom of regard- 
ing 990 cash as a string; another 980, or 986, as 
the case may be; while still other places, as 
Chengtu for instance, always give full 1000 cash 
to the string. The kK -— DI® DZ* is therefore the 
amount less than [1000 accepted by custom. 

Ee BE, 1 Te JK 
Full-count cash, no deficiency. 

kL DZU”, enough, full. This characteris also 
written instead of }#]/ GIO’, and is then better pro- 
nounced GIO?. 

Rae 

In some places the coppers are scarce, but the 
“small cash” is plentiful. 
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“In” is understood at the beginning of the 
sentence. 7 2 yiru* SIE}, some; #4 FF DI‘ 
FANG, place, places; »J. $% SIAO* TSIEN?, iit, 
ag cash, i.e. the old style cash with the square 
ole. 

TR hy BSE AIK, — 1s BS 
+ Mil, 8 BE A 

If you change for small-cash, there will certainly 
be a deficiency, ten or ten odd cash to the thous- 
and. 

jE DIN‘, certainly, surely ; #7 MK YIU* DI’, 
there is or there will be a deficiency; BR HWE’, 
or, perhaps. 

Rae a: Se) ie 
{fil 
Probably there will also be a short count of ten to 
to twenty. 

+E po! BAN‘, ‘more half’, ie. probably ; 
> # SHAO® su‘, less count, ite. ‘short count’ 
something quite different fromthe JK -— DI* DZ’. 
The short count is not acknowledged by custom ; 
it is always an attempt at fraud, and the amount 
is usually cheerfully made up by the cash shop 
proprietor if discoveredintime. Thelatter trusts 
to lack of time and patience on the part of his 
customer for counting the long stringsof thousands 
of small cash; and his confidence is usually well 
placed, when he is dealing with foreigners. 
Hence the advantage of using the new copper 
coins, which can be counted so quickly and ac- 
curately. 

FY 8 aie Hd 70 
476 I prefer to exchange for coppers only. 
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+7 KEN?, to be willing, to prefer;  DZIN‘, 
wholly; here readily translated by ‘only’. 

ny Ysa SRR SK, 
TR T 3K 

477. You aa take these five dollars and chahge them. 

tT. HH 58 WU? KWAI® TSIEN?, five dollars; 
— tf $ 1° KWAI® TSIEN?, one dollar, very com- 
monly used instead of — fal: 12 YUEN?. est hf 
J 3R LA? CHU‘ HWAN*‘ LIAO? LAI’, “take away 
exchanged. come”; very clear and free from 
ambiguity. 

[il HK, BE Me th 
478 When you have brought the bi = you are 

to count it carefully. 

‘When’ understood; the word ‘cash’ is not 
mentioned, but it is clear from what has gone be- 
fore that this is what is being talked about; there 
can be nothing else. Therefore itis unnecessary 
to express the word—this is the usual Chinese 
argument. 

—-Rh- Rae 
479 The cash is then to be wrapped up, a thousand in 

a package. 

— fi — mm AY 1° DIAO‘ I? DIAG? Dy?, thous- 
and by noe compare — {| — (i fry 1° 
GO* I? GO’ DY?, one by one. The fy DY? in these 
phrases most often flies up into the first tone. J 
BAO!, to wrap up; # CHI?, is added in order to 
complete the sense, and to make a dissyllable. 
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th TR 

Changing Silver 

TREK 
Changing Silver. 

$B -f- YIN? DZ’, silver, i.e. lump silver or sycee, 
which was the only kind of silver money known 
in West China up to 1898. 

E Se HL A KK F BEE 

Wang Chang-Hsin, what is the rate of exchange 
for silver to-day ? 

Note again that the time, ‘to-day’, is expressed 
immediately after the name, and at the beginning 
of the question. Note also the absence of any 
verb. j& SH GO* TOU’, rate of exchange; also 
47 Th HANG? SHI‘; both much used. 

BDA FR, A WE FE 
For a long time I have not changedany ; I do not 
know. 

 *X Do! GiIu*, much long time, ie. ‘for a 
long time’; j& GO*, sign of past tense. 
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wy LA Bl — 
You may go and ask. 

fj — WEN! I? HA‘, ‘ask a little’; the 
— f I? HA* softens the command. 

BZ [H) Ae i, ee BE 7B 

You must ask at several places, in order to be sure. 

¥%% JB GI® CHU’, several places; % [iJ Do! 
WEN‘, ‘more ask’, a very common jaiemn that 
seems scarcely capable of a logical explanation. 
The effect of the whole phrase 4 fi] #6 JE DO! 
WEN‘ GI*® CHU?, seems to be, ‘Ask in quite alarge 
number of places’. # #4 YAO* DE’, satisfactory. 
satisfactory. 

A TH) Ae Bey TRE RE BE 
When he came back he said, 

Thisis the first part of the sentence, continued 
in 486. 

GR 4 K th 4s Bl — 
= FA AEE 
Silver can be changed to-day at about twenty-two, 
thousand cash. ) 

By 36 se DY? GWANG’ GIN®, about; a com- 
mon idiom; the phrase is placed usually at the 
end of thesentence,ashere. The word $$ TSIEN’, 
cash, is understood after Fy DIAO*. 
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ae Sr i 
+ 
One shop would pay. only twenty-one thousand 
seven hundred. 

AZ — 3H YIU* I? GIA!, there was one family; 
here “one firm’ or ‘one shop’; - Gi*, only; 4 
CHU’, to come out, to go out; here ‘to pay out’. 

Ae ah el 
A 
There was another firm that offered twenty-one 
thousand eight hundred. 

These prices are per ten tels, or ounces of 
silver, of course. Note the ending of the sentence 
with 7\ BA?, eight; ‘hundred’ is understood after 
it, in both this sentence and the one above. 

A — TiAl AK Bk a > HE 
— Shee 
There was a provision shop that agreed to twenty- 
two thousand cash. 

KK MI, rice; #% LIANG?®, provisions; 4 PU‘, 
shop; 4 ie DA? YIN‘, answered, agreed to. 

oe AY ue Sel 7c WG, -]> BS 
Was it coppers you agreed on, or small cash? 

Lit., ‘Talked was coppers or, etc.’ 3 fy SHO? 
DY°, talked, argued. 
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“Sy Be, A OL 2 7G DK 
Small cash; he guarantees that there will be no 
short-count. ; 

a BAO’, to guarantee, to wrap up; Jy & 
SHAO® Sur, -short-count or shortage, not technical 
“deficiency” allowed by custom. e! 

Ai ON Ml Dis 
There would be sixteen cash deficiency. 

Note the idiom by which the - DZ? is 
dropped at the end; I don’t know why, except that 
it may be for brevity. 

JE HE FR RE BD GR 
How much silver do you wish to change? 

That is to say, how many tels? A tel isan 
. ounce, 

HR — ge 
I wish to change a ten-tel piece only. 

$f DIN‘, a ten-tel lump, which weighs any- 
where from nine to eleven tels. It is never 
calculated to make these “ten tel lumps” weigh 
exactly ten tels. Each lump has to be weighed 
at least once by every individual who handles it. 

je — Be, HEN BEAN 
This lump weighs nine tels and sixty-eight cents. 

Note the absence of any verb. It is not re- 
quired by Chinese idiom. Foe 
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Ph wy LA iy — MA A HF TC 
YZ nl 3 
You may hire a man to help you carry the cash 
back. 

i TSIN®, here ‘to hire’; #§ {I BANG! MANG?, 
to help, in the commonest sense; very much used; 
#Z LAO’, to carry on the shoulder, as one does a 
hoe or other similar utensil; [J We HWEI* LAI’, 
to return, to come home. One string of the old- 
fashioned small cash weighs ten or twelve pounds. 

Be FE lal HE 
The cash has been brought home. 

¥. $= Wl, 3a hl Be A SF 
Wang Chang-Hsin, this cash is not right. 

3a {A $2 DJE* GO* TSIEN’, lit. this one cash, 
but hark usedin the sense of ‘this cash’; A 3H 
BU? DUI’, not correct, not right, will not dp. 

~~ 2. 2 

=, HZ 7 I 
The spurious cash is very numerous, 

% $8 MAO? TSIEN’, spurious cash, the very 
thin, rough, small cash introducedamong the good 
cash exactly as any adulterant is introduced into 
any Otherwise good article of commerce. The 
effect is, of course, to reduce the value of the whole; 
but this gives numberless opportunities for argu- 
ment and haggling, withthe possibility of slightly 
increased profit to some one,—and corresponding 
loss to another. 
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AE BE AS BE A L7H 
He said that he would guarantee to change any 
that proved unusable. 

This forms the plausible argument of the 
smooth- talking cash-shop dealer. fi AY HR fj 
SHI*® BU? TO* DY’, with $% TSIEN? understood at 
the end, /it., ‘use not part from’; ze. unable-to-get- 
rid-of cash 3 $l #4 BAO! HWAN'", guarantee ex- 
change. Again he trusts to the lack of time or of 
patience or of both, in his customers. 

_ 4, 

BAN 5 
That is very bad; or, That will not do. 

A very common and very strong phrase. Food 
may not be very tasty, yet eatable, and we might 
sayitis A 7 # BU? DA4 HAO’; if it were still 
less pleasant, almost unusable, we might call it 
bad, % #4 BU? HAO’; if itis spoiled and quite 
unusable, we say it is B A 4] YAO‘ BU? DE’, 
very bad, and must be thrown a This series of 
phrases may be applied to conduct in a very 
similar way. 

anne ee 
You know we are not in the habit of using spurious 
cash. 

i% A OFA OE $8 MU? YIu® YUNG‘ MAO? TSIEN? | 
logically should be ‘have not used spurious cash’: 
but here it has the force of the translation® given. 

eS ee 
Why have you accepted (in exchange) so much 
spurious cash? 
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Lit, Why exchanged so much spurious cash 
come? %§ | -- WEI* SHA* DZ*, common col- 
loquial for # /£ BR WEI‘ SHEN* MO’, why. jf 
BR 4 DJE* MO* DO'," thus much, this much. 

40 si — PF Be Fe a he 
You may take the whole lot back and exchange 
it. 

jG 3 — P BA® LIEN? I? HA?‘, all, the whole 
lot; # # + LAo*® DJWAN?® CHU*, carry back on 
your shoulders; # TIAO’, to change, to exchange; 
constantly interchanged with #4 HWAN*. 

Fav 2 at 2. ' Y rm 

op —. KE BS I HK 
The cash has been carried home the second time. 

+B — 2 DI‘ ER‘ Tsi‘, the second time; also 
36 — [fo] pi* ER* HWEI?, same meaning. Both 
very common. 

¥, Se Bl, wT Yih ie —— rp 
resent 
Wang Chang-Hsin, you may take this string of 
cash and count it. 

— if $ I° DIAQG# TSIEN’, one string of cash, 
one thousand cash. What is the force of the 
& ZE LA? LAI’? It is just ‘bring’ or ‘bring here’, 
and seems to have some sense of defining or 
specially denoting this particular one thousand 
cash. It might be omitted without seriously harm- 
ing the sentence. 

WAS BE BS 
How many do you count? Or, How many are 
there ? 
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me ILA +o 
There are only nine hundred and seventy-two 
cash. 

4° TSAI?, only, which varies somewhat from 
its usual meaning of ‘then and not till then. 4 
YIU’, there are, understood after #€ TSAI’. 

jet ne ne TA AY 
How is this? 

~A very oF ean colloquial idiom, much used 
in Chengtu. 7&8 fff ff) DZA? GO* DY’, how, but 
this ‘how’ is expressed with terrific eniphasis in 
this idiom. One might say, “How in the eld r 
It may be also translated ‘why’, as AE K 7B (a 
1% 45 BE DZO? TIEN! DZA? GO! MU? YIU® LAI”, 
‘Why did you notcome yesterday?’ This is the 
character DZEN® in the phrase 7B JR & DZEN® 
MO?® YANG*, very common in the scripture, and to 
a certain degree in speech. 

41) fb TW Se AY oe, te 
BE IB — AH Be 
After deducting sixteen cash deficiency, there are 
still twelve cash lacking. 

KE DI®, recognized ‘deficiency’; # YAO‘, will; 
seems as thrown in here from force of habit; 
logically the sentence is better without 1G 
DZEN’, lacks, to lack. 

5] 

These twelve cash are what are ordinarily called 
‘short count’ or ‘shortage’, which is unrecognized 
and unregulated, by any custom, and always 
results from an attempt to defraud. 
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ot BE EZ: 
You must carry it back again. 

j@ HAI’, still, yet, again; often read HWAN’, 
and sometimes so spoken. #@ #§ # LAO* DJWAN®* 
CHU‘, carry back, | 

Te Be AE AE — FP, 
I shall talk to the proprietor 

ti GEN!, to; same in this usage exactly as 
GE!, perhaps not quite so much used as # GE’. 
This sentence is spoken by the servant, and finish- 
ed in 513. 

as (iH, Be FE YE 
and ask him to make it up; wili that do? 

That is, he proposes to ask the proprietor to 
make up the ‘shortage’, not the ‘deficiency’. His 
fraud is discovered, and he is to be asked to make 
good; but he will not be chagrined, except at 
having failed to make that little profit. He can 
always plausibly explain the matter as _ the 
oversight of his clerk! #j BU*, to mend, tomake 
up a shortage; {# #4 I SHi°® DE? MA’, will that 
do? Very common, and usable in all sorts of 
situations. 

we ne BE TG ee BE 
Yes, that will do. 

This answer on the part of the master to his 
servant implies that the course suggested is an 
alternative to some other possible course. This 
is shown in the two characters 3@ #£ HAI’ SHi*‘, 
still is. 
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HE AH) Ely BE AS Yd SA 
515 Who says that small cash are not annoying! 

Hh (A LA® GO’, who; J 9{ TAO? CHI’, an- 
noying, irritating. Very common. 
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pe Ke 
Cleaning the Lamp 

ie Ue 
Cleaning the lamp. 

#2 TSA’, to rub; # DEN!, a lamp, lamps. 

reid BAL JIA, HY LS RE — 
Djao Hsin-Shwen, come here a minute. 

i 2 — PF Go‘ LAI? I? HA‘, ‘come here a 
little’, about the pleasantest way of calling a 
servant to’one, especially with the BJ JJ Ko* I* 
prefixed to it. 

$e BE Bi 10 PR GE 
I want to teach you to clean lamps. 

#{ GIAO!, to teach; remember the first tone 
for this word, when used thus in familiar con- 
versation. 

We HL De BA De BS te 
fl, IF 3K 
First take off the glass shade and the glass 
chimney. 
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Ye HH BO' LI’, glass, the material; B 
DJAO* DZ’, lamp globe or shade; ff {4 TUNG” 
TUNG’, lit, tube, the glass tube, ie. the glass 
chimney. The average Chinese coolie will apply 
the one word & -F DJAO* DZ* to both shade and 
chimney, resulting in confusion. These are terms 

that we have to teach them, because lamps are 
only now being introduced, and they have as yet 
no fixed terms of theirown. JY F 26 CHU® HSIA* 
LAI’, to take off, to take down, as a garment or a 
hat off a nail. 

40 XG Wh SE Se HE BE 
Unscrew the cap of the lamp-hole 

KF Hf DEN! YEN?®, lamp hole, the opening 
through which oil is poured; @ 4 GAI* GAI’, 
cap, cover; note change of tone of duplicated 
character, for the sake of euphony. Hf CHE!, to 
turn; ff TO’, off, to come off. 

& ik F HH se 
Bring the funnel and stick it in. 

ix -- CHANG® Dz*, funnel; also sometimes 
called fg =+ Lou* Dou*. 4 CHA?, tostick into, 
as a post into the ground, a flower in a vase, a 
funnel into an opening. 

_E ii Uh 
Fill it full of oil. 

_-E SHANG‘, to fill; | % SHANG* DEN’, to 
fillthe lamps;  # SHANG* DJUNG/!, to wind the 
clock; _E jff SHANG* YIU?, to fill with oil. jm 
MAN’®, full. 
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ih 7 BE ww ABET 
tH YIU", oil, may be omitted in the English 

translation. 7% | HEN* LIAO’, too. 

0 ee et 
Now screw the cap on. 

Hi [| + CHE’ SHANG‘ CHU’, screw on go, 
to screw on. 

tie ae Io So] Ns 
ER 
Now then turn up the wick. 

He My - DEN! SIN‘ Dz*, lamp wick; the 
character ity SIN* comes about as near as we can 

get to the meaning we want but the tone has to 
be changed to fourth, to accord with the way itis 
spoken. Ht aE AR CHE! SHANG! LAI*, turn up 
come. 

PALS I, gE AE A, 
AL ols FF HR 
With your fingers pinch the burnt wick off clean, 
and make the wick even. 

, With fingers take burnt wick pinch clean; 
ake wick make even’. jg #§ Gi* mu’%, fingers; 
KE 4— DEN’ HWA’, burnt wick, Jit, lamp flower: 
3— LUNG}, to make, to cause to be; #§ TSI’, even, 
together. . ; 
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As J BY 7) BY 
Do not use the scissors to cut (the wick) off. 

WW J) DZIEN® DAO’, scissors; B¥ DZIEN*, to 
cut with scissors. 

BK TANT 
Why should I not use the scissors? 

Jy BY J) Be aby 
If you use the scissors you will waste the wick. 

#® FEI‘, to waste; #: # WANG? FEI", is the 
dissyllabic form; a very common word meaning 
‘to waste’ is jf BS DZAO' TA’; in fact itis much 
more used than FE % WANG?® FEI?*. 

= Bll, BY AS BD BE ZF 
Furthermore, you cannot cut so evenly with the 
SCiSSOIS. 

— i] ER* DZE*, in the second place, further- 
more; BY A. ffi] DZIEN* BU? DAO®, cannot cut 
(with scissors); =J 4# YUIN? DZIN?+, evenly, uni- 
formly. 

nYA 4+ ne > Ws 

46 GE OA BS Be 
Rub the burner clean. 

#8 §A LUNG? TOU’, the lamp-burner; this is 
one of two or three names that may be adapted 
for ‘burner’ in Chinese; Jit. ‘dragon-head’. 

AU AGE et JN JED BS is 138 
Rub the foot of the lamp clean. 
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Lit., ‘the foot of the lamp-bowl’. FU~, bowl as 
of the lamp; it is the ‘pot’ of teapot, 44 # CHA” 
FU?, 

Fal ic 4 WAY, TE Be BB fel 
il 28 Wc 

With a clean cloth wipe the lamp chimney clean. 

ee GF iq — GAN! DZIN‘ PA?‘ DZ’*, clean cloth; 
#2 TSA*, to rub, to wipe. 

Be WK Bh Sey wk RE aE 
Inside and outside blow your breath, and it will 
be easy to clean. 

BR Bh 1 LI® WAI‘, inside outside; Be CHUI’, 
to blow; $4 CHI’, breath; BE # # DzIU‘ HAO® 
TRA? then (it will be) good (to) rub, i.e. it will be 
easy to clean. 

fe SO a 
Rub the shade clean. 

4 GE trad RE BA ZS 7B 
Put chimney and shade in place (on the lamp). 

4 #8 NGAN! CHI’, to put in place. 

Fe WE ES FS HC Be AY 
The whole lamp is rubbed perfectly clean. 

4s CHUEN?, the whole, entire; # # TSA” 
DE’, logically # fy TSA* Dy’, but the former is 
what seems to be used most. The duplication of 
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the characters in the word meaning ‘clean’ ex- 
presses emphasis; hence ‘perfectly clean’. 

40 Ret Fin Ds gel Ze JER pe 
Carry the lamp away and put it where it belongs 

Vig DWAN', to carry, with arms extended in 
front as one carries a lamp; 44 7 JH JB Ko! 
DZAT® YUEN’ CHU*, put in original place, ie. 
‘where it helena? 

[a] [en] BE 4tl A 7H 4B 
You must be very careful every time 

42 #0 BA*® si‘, careful; #4 7 DE? HEN’, 
very, extremely. 

As PE AL DY Be FT 
lest you break the glass. 

This is really the continuation of 539, although 
worded as though it were an independent sen- 
tence. It is literally, ‘Don’t break the glass’. 
FJ Wj DA® LAN‘, to strike broken, to break. 

oh FL ND ME, RC Fi BE 
The lamps in constant use are to be cleaned every 
day. 

ee By HE SHANG? YUNG‘ DY? DEN}, Jit, 
the constantly-used lamps. # TSA’, rubbed, ie. 
cleaned. 

BX ft —~ AE i, #8 A 
4F 
Perhaps if they are filled with oil every other day, 
that will do. 
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BY 4 HWE? DJE*, perhaps; which is rather 
a better word for ‘perhaps’ than 2% ff KUNG® 
PA‘. The Chinese do not make use of any word 
meaning ‘perhaps’ so much as we do. [RR — 
GE” I” TIEN!, separate one day, ie. every other 
day; _£ jf SHANG* YIU°, to fill with oil; @p (# 
44 DU‘ SHI* DE’, that will do, that will answer 
the purpose. 

a ee 
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BE wi” 
Washing Dishes 

DE Wi 
Washing dishes. 

Bi WAN®,a bowl, bowls; here expanded to 
the more general meaning of ‘dishes’. 

a TS oe 

Wang Chang-Hsin, have you cleared away all 
the dishes ? 

WK SHOU", to receive, to clear away; 5¢ Ff 
WAN? LIAO’, finished. 

WM 5d T 
I have cleared them all away. 

de BE Fe FE UE hi Hi OH 
You must first put them into the dish-basin. 

4&2 DJWANG!, to put into, see 354. LEME TF 
SI® WAN® PEN? DZ®, wash bowl basin, i.e. ‘dish- 
basin’. 4£ #8 DZAI* TOU’, with # LI* understood 
between, = inside. 
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Bi) Bi] 7k 7 ay 98 
Pour boiling water on them. 

fi] DAO‘, to empty ; fj 7K KAI’ SHUI’, boiling 
water; 7 % JH DZAI* GAO! TOU’, on the top 
of; also 7 -, 38 DZAI* SHANG‘. TOU*, same 
meaning. 

FH BE wi It J, — 1 — 
Ay BE 
With the dish-cloth wash them one by one. 

BE Be WA f— SI” WAN® PA‘ Dz®, wash bowl 
cloth, z.e. dish-cloth. 

rk. Ba, BE RE VE WE Se 
If your water is hot, it will be easy to wash them 
clean. 

a TANG", to scald, to burn by means of hot 
water or any hot article. ‘If’ is understood. 

AU Tvs We sta, 20 WE Bik 3G ZE 
If you scald your dishes, you will also be able to 

_ polish them easily. 

B&R ot 4E MA? GWANG!? SEN!, to wipe smooth, 

i.e. to polish. 

Pe HS RS BR A BA GA 
Hi 
When you have washed them, use the tea-towel 
to wipe them dry. 
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“When’is understood. #E 1} 2 J SI? CHU? 
LAI” LIAO’, washed come out, 7.e. when they have 
passed through the washing stage. J YUNG‘, 
to use; }k BE f] MA? WAN?®. PA‘, wipe dish 
cloth, ze. the tea-towel; # #Z MA* GAN’, to wipe 
dry. 

Ae of — A) — AE 
Wipe the plates one by one. 

fe -f- PAN? DZ*, plates. Sometimes this word, 
plates, is used as a general name for ‘dishes’ in- 
stead of bowl. Either will do. 

AR wy PA AE BG AL 9 
You must not wipe them two at a time; 

A W BU KO’, you must not; fH fa i fa Ay 
LIANG® GO* LIANG® GO‘ DY’, two two, i.e. two at 
a time. 

WA PO OR FT 
I fear you will drop them and break them. 

ty PA‘, (I) fear; #2 F 36 DIAO‘ HSIA‘ LAT’, 
drop down come, i.e. drop to the floor; #J iM 
DA® LAN‘, to break. 

mae I BE Dik OR 38 IC 
The plates are to be wiped until they shine. 

H GWANG!, light. $f 2 MA? LAI’, some- 
what similar to @& 3E LA” LAI? in 506; the LAI? 
here helps the MA” to getaway from the monosy]l- 
lable. Note how so many of these sentences 
begin with the noun, the most important word in 
the sentence. 
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At, WY) BE AR 4 
It will not do to have them streaked. 

4E Wy HWA' DY}, lit, flowered; here ‘streak- 
ed’, see 169. 

Hh ee 1 , Bh dex Fe pi Be 
When the dishes are all wiped, you may put them 
away in the cupboard. 

fy Ji¥ %& DY° SHI? HOU‘, when, is understood 
after [ LIAO*; % GIEN*, to put away; ##& + 
GWEI* DZ*, cupboard, see 188. 

DLABABWAIB 
Knives, forks and spoons, each (sort) is to be put 
away in its own place. 

JJ DAO?, knives; often with a pz*, JJ + 
DAO! DZ*; & CHA!, or KX Ff CHA! Dz’, forks; 
i) 3 TIAO” GEN', spoons. #& #& # KE GO? 
GIEN* GO”? CHU%™, lit, ‘each put away each place’. 

Sik Wy WA, BS As HY SER Bi 
BE UE ie AC VG 
Tea towels must not under any circumstances be 
used to wipe any dirty thing. 

i§ WAN‘, here an emphatic particle; 2 #& 
SHEN* MO®*, any, when not interrogative; if inter- 
rogative, ‘what’.  DZANG!, dirty. 

Ai 7 — A, BL BE & 
FUE 

If (an article) is the least bit dirty, then it must be 
taken away and washed. 
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fi fH SHAO! WEI’, a very little; A — Bi 
YIU* I? DIEN* DZANG', there is a little dirt, or ‘a 
little dirty’; 4 # }# LA? CHU" SI’, take away 
and wash it. 

Lik Fi WA JAD St, Bi He Ee 
When you_have finished using a tea towel, you 
must hang it up. 

pe i YUNG* GO’, used, ie. have finished 
using; J #2 LANG* CHI", or Hm #8 LIANG‘ CHI’, 
to hang up to dry. 

40 De Aid WA OE ic FP UR ate 
Wash the dish-cloth clean and hang it up to dry. 

qL OE Bhi 7k B) 
Empty your dish-water. 

4D DE Whi fii, DE Wc VF AE Ae 
Wash the dish-pan clean and hang it up. 

Note that the dish-basin is ‘hung up’, not 
‘hung up to dry’ like the cloths. 
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le} 5; 

The Kitchen 

let D5 
The kitchen. 

jf ff CHU? FANG? is a rather more polished 
termthan ge RF DZAO* FANG’, but either is usable. 

¥. $& HM, FR ie Ph ise ATE Hint 
Wang Chang Hsin, I want to speak a word to 
you: 

Y vs pulz, ,rde, 
. ee 3 AK P58 A et Be eS BE 

We 
This kitchen of ours must always be kept clean. 

AX 75 32 fa. Be BNGO* MEN? DJE* GO? 
CHU? FANG’, we this kitchen, ie. this kitchen of 
ours. ‘ }# SHANG? SHANG’, the book word for 
‘always’, but quite usable, although { #7 CHANG? 
HSIN” is more frequently heard. Note that the 
verb ‘kept’ is not expressed in Chinese. 

HE BE, FE AB BE VE 
568 The floor is to be washed every day. 
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+7 HE AY wy LO BE He Be 
The coolie may wash the floor. 

Te re BE VP HE Wk 
But I want you to bear the responsibility. 

XK 4£ GWANG# SHI?‘ only is, ie. “only that’ or 
‘but’; #E DAN!, to carry a load with the shoulder- 
pole, therefore ‘to bear’; #€ HSIEN?, dislike, hate, 
suspicion; hence ‘responsibility’. 

i a AE ree 
For the cook stove and utensils you must be solely 
responsible. 

tk DZAO*, cook-stove; % HE GIA! Go, 
utensils; 4 GU! is read in the fourth tone, but 
constantly spoken in the first, as here marked. 
fRK — (A A NI? 1? GO* REN?, you one man, ie. 
you alone, you solely ; #& ff GIN! YIU’, to look 
after, to take care of ; very common. 

Fe HL PY BE He Gt 
The utensils must be always kept clean. 

See 567. 

Bx HET fe AE BAL 
They may be either hung on the wall, 

By tt ZEA 
or put away in the cupboard; 
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BY Ae. 4 4 LH 8 
they may be placed upside down on the shelves. 

#& 3 GE” GE’, shelves; I] $i] Kou”? DAO’, 
to place with mouth downwards, i.e. upside down. 
This character [ff] KOU? is a borrowed or adapted 
one. 

BY Hox Zi fll Fat BE BA 
or put away in drawers; 

4) fit CHOU! TI?,a drawer or drawers in a 
cupboard. 

en ee 

but in any case they must be put away very 
neatly. 

The duplication of the characters in the last 
word, meaning neat or neatly, puts much emphasis 
into it. 

Ay Be ih a 
Do not be slovenly ! 

i 3 LA? TA®, slovenly, usually implying 
dirtiness as well. 

xe 7 MA afi 
I have still another word (to say to you): 
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lat SG HE HL, HOE 
wa te — 5 HO 
Every kind of kitchen utensil is to be always put 
away in a definite place. 

— ‘¢ Wy I° DIN‘ DY’, definite, fixed; fh F 
DI' FANG’, place. Note how this sentence starts 
with ‘kitchen’, the most important general noun 
in it; then follows up with ‘utensil’, second noun 
in importance; and then proceeds to remark 
about these things. 

Ax vy fal $l 
You must not leave them in confusion. 

@L LWAN?, confusion, recklessness. Jf KO‘, 
to place; translated rather freely as ‘leave’. 

BERK tt WT 
You must not change the places (of utensils) daily. 

fa TIAO®, to change, to exchange; read 
DIAO*, to drop, to fall tothe ground, to lose. 

Oh tel tt 22 1 A 
Do you understand clearly ? 

i TIN‘, to hear, to understand, to hear with 
the understanding; #4 4@ TSIN' TSU’, clearly, 
distinctly. 
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fe Lf 
Setting the Table 

fie 4 
Setting the table. 

jf BAI®, to spread, to swing back and forth, 
as a pendulum. 

E $e Wl, > — BK St, BE 
fie Pl 
Wang Chang Hsin, it is twelve oclock ; you 
should set the table. 

-++ — Bh Sf J SHi° ER* DIEN® DJUNG4LIAO®, 
it is already berélve oclock; the S LIAO® implies 
that it is already twelve oclock, or that it is fully 
twelve ociock. 

Ay Fe HE WE UF SE hh 
‘You may) put on a clean tablecloth today. 

= if TAI? PA‘, tablecloth. 

BX Hie He ARF ip 
(I want you to) also put on clean serviettes. 
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=F jf} SHou* GIN’, Jit, hand cloths, a term 
used by many foreigners for serviettes, although 
so far as the Chinese is concerned, it would do 
equally well for ‘handkerchiefs’. It would be an 
advantage if some such term could be generally 
agreed upon for ‘serviette’. 

AS KR thie Th. Tl Dt 
Set fiye places today. 

fi. -— WEI’ DZ*, places, positions. 

Be 2 
(At) each place, put two knives and two forks, 

43 fi MEI® WEI", each place, with ‘at’ under- 
stood. J BA®, the classifier for knife, fork, etc. 

— 4th BE, — a8 — Bi 
a 3, — 4K Wd SE 
one teaspoon, one dessert spoon and one table 
spoon. 

This is a continuation of 589. 

fe BS et WH OBL, HH te 
Put on the salt and pepper. 

HE YEN?, salt; #) #4 HU? GIAO!, pepper; the 
character i HU? is very largely changed to FU? 
in West China. 
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4 Fil eh, HE YH tle Ze 7c F- 8 
Put the bread plates on the left hand side. 

#i $3, MIEN* BAO!, bread; 4 > 3&DZO"* SHOU® 
BIEN!, left hand side; this translation has the 
advantage of being perfectly literal. 

40 Fi EL, WS Uh, HE Fe FP al 
Put the bread and the butter in the centre. 

W5 it LAI® YIU", butter; lit, milk oil; this is 
the generally used terrn; it is 4 good one, and is 
much to be preferred to the term 7% jf HWANG? 
YIU", ‘yellow oil’ used by some. 

Fi 
Place the sugar and milk on the mistress’ left 
hand. 

F{ #£ BE? TANG®, sugar; Jit, ‘white sugar’; 
Wy - LAl® Dz*, milk; this term is much to be 
preferred to 4F 4) NIU? LAI®, cow’s milk, because 
it does not seem necessary to emphasize every 

time the fact thatit is cow's milk that we are using. 
fii fH Si! mu, the mistress, Mrs., Madame; Jit., 
‘leader mother’. 

4 is Ph, A SY THEE Bah 
BE Aa Fx 
Place the teacups and saucers at the mistress’ 
right hand. 

45 HH CHA®* BEI', teacup; JS fe fF CHA? 
CHWAN? DZ*, saucers; Jit., tea boats. 

i 
g 
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4 3k ae We PE ae 
Put the teapot stand on. 

Zé CHA?” FU’, teapot; see532. # DIEN’, 
here the ‘stand’ on which to set the teapot ; some- 
thing to put-under something else; a cushion. 

| 4 

4 dal SSE , THE 7 bi BE 
i Bi 
Place the teaspoon holder in front of the mistress. 

ik -- GWAN 4Dz*, a jug; any dish orutensil 
the shape of a jug; a saucepan. fi] Hi MIEN‘ 
TSIEN”, in front of. 

WL KI) PKA Fy Hie Fe 
36 HAE RY 7c Aa 
Place the carving knife and fork on the right and 
lett of the master. 

Jy JJ Ff DA* DAO’ DZ’, the carving knife; 
7. #4 DZO* YIU", left right, Ze. left and right. 

40 hd AE He A SE AE Yi Bi) 
Place the steel before the master. 

$i] VE GANG! TIAO’, steel rod, the steel for 
sharpening the carving knife. 

4 Dk Ha +h F-. tle — il 
SAW AF 

Place a glass tumbler at each person’s right hand. 
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HE Ht BO! LI?, glass; #. BEI’ DZ*, cup,— 
glass cup=tumbler. — {iJ I? GO‘, one; F AM 
GO” REN” DY2, each person’s. 

40 tnt FZ UF 
601 Place the chairs in proper position. 

# -f 1° Dz*, chairs; # NGAN}, to place, to 
put in place; # HAO’, good, right, proper. 

Le 
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Tie 

Putting the Food on 
the Table 

ie 1 
Putting the food on the table. 

BE Mix Bit BG File Me 
You must have the food ready on time. 

#E ff] 11 DAO®, according to; %m@ ¥) DJUNG! 
DIEN®, clock point, ie. the time by the clock, the 
set time. 

Re BA CP, BE BE 
ay AC Fe NE MK 
At exactly half past twelve o’clock you are to call 
every body to dinner. 

Ug) i 5 ghee = S : 
Hi DZIANG! DZIANG|, just exactly ; #4 TSIN?, 

to invite, to call; 7, ¥ DA* GIA’, everybody, the 
whe family. 

" Va WM Hy FF (Pe, WE FEL DE 

bs tile ve 
bad you give the call for dinner, then put on the 
soup. 
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8H HE fi TSIN® CHI? FAN‘, come to dinner! 
JK YB DA*t TANG’, soup; and SO Je % SIAO? 
TANG} is commonly used for ‘gravy’. 4 # 
BAI*® CHI*, put on (the table). 

— AE — HE AY, Bit SHE 
Bring the plates (of soup) one at a time, and put 
them on. 

— fe — RM fj 1° PAN? I? PAN? Dy!, one 
plate at a time; ## 3 DWAN!' LAI’, bring, as 
plates are carried. 

AL al, Sia BS AS Be Wal Lk: Be 
Be A Zs 
Be careful! Don’t stick your fingers into the soup! 

Wii CHi!, a colloquial word, having just this 
e ‘ . ea ‘ 4 b ? 

meaning, to stick in’, or to stick out’ as one’s 
tongue. This character is borrowed for sound 
and tone. 

Bt $B) SE 7K 7k BE 
Bring the cold boiled water immediately after- 
wards. 

RE i] GEN! DAO*, immediately ; #K 7K BIN’ 
SHUI’, lit., iced water or ice water. Itis true that 
we have no such thing in this part of China, but 
this is a convenient term used by many to dis- 
tinguish the drinking water which has been boiled 
and then cooled. At thesame time we may get 
‘to cool’ from 3K BIN', which ordinarily means 
‘to freeze’; hence we may interpret #k 7K BIN? 
SHUI? as ‘to cool water’, or ‘cooled water’. 

ant A J. fl — Fh IK 7k 
Pour out a glass of cold water for each one. 
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Lit, For each ‘person empty one glass cold 
water. 

¥F. Se BAL, Be fea PP ive TH) BE 
BA AY) af 
Wang Chang Hsin, I have an important word to 
say to you: 

Lit., I tell you important words. #@ {f 
GE! NI® SHO’. to you say, ie. ‘tell you’; # 
YAO* GIN’, important, 

ee ea ee 
When youvvarry a tumbler, 

}# DWAN!, to carry, as a glass or a cup, or a 
lamp. This is a part of 610 and 612. 

BE Sig JP AP Bi 
you should take hold of the lower part; 

Here 3 DWAN!? has the sense of ‘take hold 
of’; & P DI® HSIA‘, below; - §f BAN‘ DZIE’, 
half length, half portion. 

Ay vf Sig 8] 
you must not grasp it near the top. 

M O Kou*® xKou?, mouth, lip, ie. near the 
opening or top. 

a Wk 
Why? 
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PS] Mh BE BE He AP 
Because you must pay attention to cleanliness; 

fl 4 vIn! WEI", because ; # NGAI’, to oe 
to be fond of ; & #&; NGar’ GAN! DZIN}, lit., 
be fond of being clean’ or ‘to be fond of aa 
liness’. 

A] 5 1 Be se A 89 5 
(and) because the edge of the tumbler must enter 
a person’s mouth. 

HM UH KOvu*® KOU’, mouth, lip, edge of the 
tumbler ; the second character of this phrase H O 
KOU® KOU? almost always drops into the second 
tone, for euphony’s sake. #£DZIN‘, to enter; %& 
DZUI’, lips, mouth, spout of a kettle. 

fe i — fl SF, BE BEF 
There is another matter of which I wish to speak : 

— {ff Hf 1° Go* si‘, a matter, an affair; # 
SHO”, to speak, to talk, to talk about. 

Sin AS A FF ER 
When you carry teacups, 

$+ \ a) - 

By AS HY HS ta SEF A HE SE 
you must not under any circumstances stick your 
fingers into them. 

Compare 607. 

Be din Fe Mh FY Sb 8 
You must grasp the outside of the cup. 

Lit., Must carry on cup's outside. 
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KR UE KBHC ET 
(When) people have eaten their soup, 

AK. % REN? GIA}, a person, people; very 
common. 

Bk AL ys he MT 
then take away the soup plates. 

We J SHOU! LIAO’, to take away; Jit, ‘taken 
away’. 

Be 8] 40 Al fo HE, HE FEE 
“Et Bi 
Then immediately place the meat and vegetables 
before the master. 

J RU’, meat; constantly corrupted to ROU, 
a’ change of both sound and tone. 3€ TSAI? 
vegetables. 

LEM KA 
Wang Chang Hsin, as I serve the plates, 

? 

&} YAO’, to ladle out, to serve on a plate. 

4h pt Fin — HE BD A, FE 
you are to carry them to people. 

U0 A, 485 ME AS BE OH HE 2 
Be 3A 
Be careful! Do not stick your fingers into the 
vegetables. 
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Compare 607 and 619. 

AEM eT TE RE HC IS 
(When) the vegetables have been eaten, you are 
to take away the plates. 

40 Bhi ate Sig BR 
Bring in the dessert. 

HY JX) DIEN® SIN!, dessert, confectionery. 

SL — AE — TE AY Sin eet 
| ert 

Again you are to carry it to people plate by plate. 

ta Nee Ta te 

When the dessert has been eaten, take away the 
plates. 

40 ak AR, Ba AR, Fin BE 
631 Bring the fruit and nuts. 

632 

yk 34 sHut® Go’, lit, ‘water fruit’, fruit; 
& 34 GAN! GO’, nuts, /ii., “dry fruit’. 

a A, EK PG — PK 
Finally you may take everything away. 

4% 4§ SHA” GO’, finally, finished; the char- 
acters can scarcely be explained, but it is a well- 
known phrase found in the big dictionaries, and 
is in common use in speech. 
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2 WH TH 8, We Ze il ine 
eo 

633 Fold up the tablecloth and put it away in the 

634 

635 

636 

637 

drawer. 

ae WA TAI? PA‘, tablecloth; #4 3 DJE” CHI*, 
to fold up; 4H jt CHOU! TI’, a drawer in table 
or any kind of furniture. 

2 WH, BEAK (By JGR AY 8 
oy He 
You must keep to the original crease in folding 
the tablecloth. 

tk fi] 11 DAO’, according to; #% #3 DZUNG? 
DZUNG’, crease, wrinkle; note change of tone in 
the second character of the duplication. 

As Wy fal $4 
You must not fold it regardless of the creases. 

fat BE aE We, BE 
3p We 19 
When you fold the tablecloth, your hands must be 
perfectly clean. 

+- Zp SHI? FEN!, ten-tenths, i.e. perfect or 
perfectly. 

¥F fe ja an Be BA 
Wang Chang Hsin, this is a very important rule: 

<% HWA‘, word, words; here translated ‘rule’. 
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Ft HC He BF BP 
638 The person who prepares food must have his 

hands always washed very very clean. 

5 fi LUNG! FAN’, tu prepare food, a very 
general expression ; common. 
Lit., “hands must always (be in the condition of) 
washed very clean”’. 



LESSON 22. @ 2 += # 

wy TE 

Cooking Eggs 

e+e 

Fp 
639 Cooking eggs. 

640 

641 

3 LUNG!, to cook, to prepare, to repair; & 
DAN?, eggs. It is not necessary to say i 75 ‘6 
DAN}, hen’s eggs, every time. 

He AN") Ad AD, he AB ee SE 
We always use hen’s eggs. 

Lit, The we-use (eggs) entirely all are hen 
eggs. The whole phrase 4% ff} FA #4 NGO® MEN? 
YUNG! DY”, modifies the word, 4 DAN* understood 
after {J DY°. He DZIN‘, entirely, wholly; $f 
GI', hen. 

NG AR, RG ER, AB OL 
You need not buy duck eggs or goose eggs. 

mM Ze yA? DAN‘, duck eggs; %@% 2 Wo? 

DAN*, goose eggs; 4 Ht BU* MAI®, not buy, Ze. 
do not buy. 

~ Fl), Bat a J AB 45 
642 Furthermore, we cannot use stale eggs. 
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— Hl) ER* DZE°, in the second place, further- 
more; fii CHEN’, stale; JA A. 7% YUNG‘ BU" DE’, 
use not can, i.e. cannot be used. 

BE [al [al pet dy FOBT AE AY 
You must pay close attention every time to the 
buying of fresh ones. 

44 fy LIU? SIN‘, pay attention; #f fF SIN’ 
SIEN?, fresh. as eggs or any other article of food. 
The character f SIEN! is also read SUEN”’, and 
in this sound and tone means few, rare, seldom. 

4g We AY Se, the he SF ar) Va Ht on, +H vil 
Our breakfast eggs you are to prepare in various 
ways in turn. 

Lit, Breakfast-eaten eggs in turn prepare. ii 
Hit LEN? LIU’, in turn, by turns. 

EWN, ASK Fi AG 
For instance, to-day you may boil the eggs. 

i PEI‘ RU”, for instance, for example; 
#4 DJU®, to boil. 

WY He BM Se 
To-morrow you may fry the eggs. 

BL DZIEN?, to fry. 

4 ND 
Day after to-morrow, you may scramble the eggs. 
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~y CHAO®, to scramble; this character really 
is another word meaning ‘to fry’ or ‘to roast’; but 
since the food to be fried isusually well stirred in 
the process, this word comes about as near as any 
we can find to an equivalent of our ‘scramble’, 

Hy BK Aa BH 7k Fe 
The day atter the day after to-morrow, you may 
poach the eggs. 

a3 # JK WAN' HOU! TIEN!, the day after 
the day after to-morrow, avery convenient term 
in constant use; #£ DJU*, to boil; BA 7k E KAT! 
SHUI® DAN* hot water eggs, ie. ‘boil hot water 
eggs’, poached eggs. This is a device to dis- 
tinguish from the ordinary # 7 DJU® DAN’, to 
boileggsintheirshells. # BA 7k 2 Dyu* Kal’ 
SHUI® DAN? is a foreign-made expression, but 
4 ty @l 4 pDJu* HO” BAO! DAN' is entirely 
Chinese colloquial,and may be preferred. Because 
the Chinese method of poaching eggs varies in 
different ways, the former expression has been 
introduced. 

—fhJy = Ais ss g] 

ma FE, FE ee Yi i 
(In order to) boil eggs, that is to boil them in the 
shell, 

4 YR fy DJU® KWEN? DY’, boil whole, ie. in 
the shell. The character jf here pronounced 
KWEN?, is more often read HWEN’, turbid, or 
HWEN” confused, chaotic. It is also used in 
speech in these senses and pronunciations. 649- 
652 make one long sentence. 

4é HB ak ae bil 
(you should) first bring the water to the boil, 

4 BH DJU® KAI’, to boil open, to boil boiling, 
i.e.to bring to the boil. 
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Re I PS 
and then put the eggs in; 

tk PF #& FANG! HSIA* CHU’, to place go 
down go, ze. ‘to place down in the water’. 

AA fi) Sat, aa = 3) AP, BE ES 
Hy 3K 

watch the clock, boil them three minutes and a 
half, and then ladle them out. 

4 ff] $2 KAN* DAO® DJUNG', look at the 
clock; this sounds like an unuecessary injunction, 
but not for Chinese servants who are not used to 
doing things accurately, and who do not realize 
the value of half minutes. = 4p 4F SAN! FEN! 
BAN’, three minutes half; (f YAO’, to ladle. 

AE [a] [a] AB BE oe HE a 
Eggs should always be boiled soft. 

hit LEN*, soft, tender. This word is applied 
to any kind of food, and to uncooked meat, for 
instance; alsotolive produce. E£.g., Buy a tender 
chicken, @ ff 4% #€ Mat® Go‘ LEN‘ Gr’. 

PY Be, 5G 4 7 oth Ae PM 
In frying eggs, you must first set the frying-pan 
(on the stove) till it is hot. 

27R $4 PIN? GO!, level fry-pan, i.e. the frying- 
pan, which has a flat level bottom instead of a 
deeply concave one like the Chinese #§ GO’, fry- 
pan. 4 Ft DZO‘ RE?, to set hot, i.e. to set on the 
fire till it is hot. 
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ic — Bh 7 ih, Be WS ith 
Put in a little lard or butter. 

#% it DyJu' Yiu’, pig oil, lard; Wy yh LAI’ 
YIU’, milk oil, butter. 

40 Be, — A — Ae 9 FT He 
as Tin TY BH 
Break the eggs one by one into a saucer. 

4] DA*, to strike, to break open; 38 fh Ff 
CHA? CHWAN® DZ’, saucer; %...... HH DZAI"...... 
TOU’. with 3 LI°® understood between, = inside. 

As Tob Ft BE, ol A BE 
Unless (they are) perfectly fresh, you must not 
use them. 

Ay + 4) BU? SHi? FEN!, not ten-tenths,=not 
perfectly ; we BU? YAO‘, not want, the eggs 
are not wanted. 

AE AR, sk BB Ze 7 coin Se Be 
Empty the good ones into the frying-pan. 

i fv) HAO® Dy?, the good ones. {fj DAO*, 
to empty. 

WE AR BE AV), Se BA YH TE 
i 
Every now and again scoop a little of the grease 

on top of the eggs. 
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He CHWAN’®, to shovel, because the Chinese 
cook uses a diminutive iron shovel for all such 
purposes, instead of a spoon; % DIEN®, a little; 
i YIU", oil, grease. 

As BE HE 
Do not fry them hard. 

#% LAO*, hard, the opposite of 4 LEN’, 
tender, soft. 

ae AE ht FE ia a A Fe 
Lift them out on a plate and carry them to people. 

Se CHWAN?®, to shovel; we really should say 
“shovel them out’, because this is what the Chinese 
cook does; tm # A. 3 DWAN!.GE! REN? GIA}, 
carry to people. 

Wy AE, We fa] HE BE Se fle 
(When you) scramble eggs, first ask how many 
are wanted altogether. 

tk GUNG", altogether. 

7S A, BE Fe he TH AE 
For instance if you wish to prepare five eggs, 

FT Fe a8 Ht TP BA 
Take five eggs and break them one at a time into 
a saucer. 
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Be Bi) fB) AE AC thd BS BA 
Then empty them into a large bowl. 

i ) GEN' DAO’, immediately, which is ex- 
pressed with sufficient emphasis here by ‘then’; 
K i DA* WAN®, a large bowl, such asis ordinarily 
used, by the Chinese as a vegetable bowl. The 
second ffi] is in the fourth tone, and means “to 
empty”. 

Bc eo mee 

With a fork stir until they are broken and thor- 
oughly mixed. 

Ji XX - YUNG! CHA! DZ’, use fork, ée. ‘with 
a fork’; i GIAO®, to stir; i LAN®, broken: Al 
HO‘, to mix; SJ 4 YUIN? DZIN?, evenly, uniformly. 

Wy , BE as Ba 

Put in a little salt. 

i YEN?, salt. 

4 7P oh FA HR, JOC ih 
Heat ig the spider, and put in a little lard. 

# #2 RE? CHI, to warm up, to heat up; note 
the use of the adjective #& RE*®, warm, as a verb. 

atn> 

1 — thi Be 8) Ze BE ws 
Empty the bowl of eggs into it. 

iyi WAN®, bowl, in this case becomes the 
classifier for 4 DAN?, eggs. | 
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He BS Hl 
Quickly stir (them). 

te &% GAN® GIN®, quickly, hurry. 

AR ik SY Bie 
Stir without cessation. — 

A He 3H ft BU? HSIE* CHI‘ DyY?, lit :—‘not 
rest breath’, without stopping. 

se Ay 7 SE, BE BE HG A, inn 
i A ZK 
Before they haye become hard, ladle out and carry 
them to people (i.e. to those who are waiting at 
the table). 

#4 BH 7k BE 
(To) poach eggs: 

& 2P Sth, Bi] — Ik, FAA [i 
Boil a little water in the frying-pan. 

& 2B $8 LA” PIN? GO’, get the frying-pan. 
This refers to a definite act, and differs markedly 
from the phrase #@ 27 #§ BA® PIN? GO!, which 
may ordinarily be translated ‘take the frying-pan’, 
But this ‘take the frying- -pan’ does not mean ‘grasp 
the frying-pan’, or ‘take the frying-pan in one’s 
hands’; it is rather merely an introduction to the 
remark following, as to what is to be done with 
the frying-pan. Try not to confuse these two 
classes of phrases. 
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40 Se, — Tel — al AY FT HE 
as Tin F BH 
Break the eggs one ata time in a saucer. See 656 
and 664. 

HE WY, Be BE 
The good ones only are to be used. 

BE AY, AS BE 
Stale ones are not to be used. 

4U) 2 B) 4e [al ak BE 8 
Empty the eggs into the boiling water. 

40 a, Se oe AR FT 
Be careful not to break the yolks. 

4k i DAN*' HWANG?, egg yellow, the yolk. 

RE ES YD BF 
When the eggs have been boiled as desired, 

fy 3€{ HO?’ SHI‘, satisfactory, agreeable, 
suitable. 

gL ES HH OK 
ladle them out. 
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#8 akc 385 HE 
Drain the water off (till they are) dry. 

ji BI?, to drain off, as water from poached 
eggs, or from potatoes or othervegetables. jm #% 
BI? GAN?, drain dry, a common phrase and useful 
in the kitchen. The character 3 is borrov-ed for 
its sound and tone. 

Sin OR tie 7 i FE 
Carry them in and place on the table. 

Why not use the one character tm DWAN? 
here instead of ## 3 DWAN! LAI?? We may 
say that the meaning is made more evident by 
the addition of the common word 3& LAI’, come ; 
but I believe that the main reason is after all the 
ever-present tendency to the dissyllabic word, as 
opposed to the monosyllabic. Buthere are action 
and reaction, for what is this tendency but the 
manifestation of the desire for perspicuity. 

Poe 
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Cooking the Porrdiige Mi 

a Ahi 
ea-a@ 

Ha Fi WH 
Cooking the porridge. 

#4, DJU*, to boil, to cook; #§ ff HSI? FAN‘, 
porridge; ‘wet rice’ originally, but applied by us 
to ‘porridge’. 

Se — PH A ER 
(We) mostly use wheat to prepare porridge. 

4 — <E po! I° BAN’, mostly, probably ; 
J. 2 sIAO* ME?, wheat; 7 2 DA‘ ME’, barley; 
— 2 yvU' ME’, corn. 

KBR AK, SI BE ii 7S BY Y » XE AE 4 
Ordinary rice or glutinous rice also makes good 
porridge. 

X* MI®, ordinary rice, uncooked; {§ % DZIU® 
MI’, lit, alcohol rice, commonly known as ‘glut- 
inous rice.’ Lit, ‘Use ordinary rice or glutinous 
rice still is satisfactory.’ 

Bs OS ee HR 
Bring the wheat and wash it clean. 
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if TAO?, to scour or wash, as rice or wheat. 

» , _ 

hs 45% WN iz 
Afterwards dry it in the sun. 

Lit., Afterwards sun dry. 

WS As 48, EF 
=F 
In case you cannot sun it, then bake it in the oven 
for a little. 

Lit. ‘then in stove bakea little’. % fF KAO* 
LU’, bake stove, i.e. oven, not necessarily used 
here. 

GA BAF A FP 
It must not be baked long,—just a few moments. 

The addition of the —~ “P I° HA‘, givessome 
indication that the time is to be very brief. 

He MET, A RE Ii 
If baked hard, it will not taste good. 

fii NGEN’, hard. A 4 HE BU* HAO® CHI’, 
not good eat, z.e. not tasty. 

AS AG FG HC, Be 
Roast it until it is just dry, and that will be right. 

t¥ i DZIANG* DZIANG", just exactly ; Rm 
J Dziu* SHi* LIAO*, and that will be right or 

satisfactory. 
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J BE Fe OAL 
Grind it into coarse meal in “the mill. 

_ Lit, With mill push become coarse flour. 
BE -— mo‘ pz?, mill; #€ Tur', to push, to turn a 
mill, etc. #4 TSU!, coarse; #i MIEN‘, flour. 

FALE =, FE ak oe 
Bring water to a boil in a saucepan. 

‘e F- GWAN‘ DZ, saucepan, jug, pitcher. 

I — BK, BE Ab 
Put in a little salt and stir till dissolved. 

# GIAO?, to stir; 44 HWA?‘ to dissolve. 

Take up a handful of wheat meal. 

XE ii ME? MIEN‘, wheat meal, wheat flour; 
JK DJWA!’, to grasp in the hand; — #f I° BA*, a 
handful. 

fe PS AS WK Ze Be ak BE oe 
Let it run slowly through your fingers into the 
boiling water. 

f2 #8 Ay MAN‘! MAN! Dy}, slowly, gradually; 
if YEN‘, to scatter a powder upon or into some- 
thing, by allowing to fall from the fingers, as in 
this case, or as in salting focd. 
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Ps . 

4 4 KT TA oe RE RE 
If you drop it too rapidly, I fear it will become 
lumpy. 

ke £ TO’ TO!,lumps. The second character 
rises into the first tone for euphony’s sake. 

KE RE AN UF NIC 
Lumps don’t taste good. 

See ogi. 

JH Hc 3H 38 A 
With a large spoon stir it till thoroughly mixed. 

See 666. 

Se DK BE 
Keep stirring as you drop the meal in. 

mK. Hos... so; very common. Also 
{2 PK lien lu...... ve Be lien lu; F R li lu...... 
HE OR li lu; BB sui... fe sui; four methods of 
saying the same thing, but the first is most used. 

BS Bl A BED & T 
Do not drop too much meal in. 

The sentence begins with ‘wheat meal’, the 

most important word in it. 

Ais x We SAS ST 
Porridge that is too thick is not right. 

We J NIEN* LIAO*, too thick; also ‘too 
strong’ as tea. 
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Ai 1 UL EY 
Neither is it right if too thin. 

— AJ ARM Pam zav 
‘ C2 lA S, Ria A 

When you have grown used to cooking it, you 
can make it satisfactory. 

{— J GWAN* LIAO’, accustomed to; # {§ 
‘Jf GIAO® GWAN?* LIAO’, ‘accustomed to stirring’, 
in which phrase the word ‘stirring’ is used for the 
whole process of cooking the porridge. 4 
HO® SHI’, satisfactory. 

47 ewe: BE Se AT Ti, BES 7S 
You must stir constantly in order to avoid burn- 
ing it. | 

= 4 SHAO! FU?, to ‘heat to burning’, ie. to 
burn, as porridge, or any other kind of food. 

See rey AY rai x Pp ee Bll Ms = 
’ 

») 

BH io 
Boil it for a little, and then move it to the back 
part of the stove. 

f%& DZAN*, to move; Mit — LU? Dz’, stove, 
here used for cook stove; # §A 3% HOU* TOU* 
BIEN?, behind side, the back part. 

fii (i 7 TS AR, a PS 
Let it stay there, and boil slowly. 

f& 4, DZIN® TA, let it be, let it alone, a com- 

mon phrase; this illustrates the rare instances In 

which 4 TA!, is used in reference to a thing in- 
stead of a person. 
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KARE *, Be He 8 a Al Bie 
—f- 

You are to do like this every afternoon: 

T FF HsIA‘ wu’, afternoon; #4 DJAO‘, ac- 
cording to; ja fa KE — DJE* GO* YANG‘ Dz’, 
this sort, this way. 

4U Fh Te aa HE 
Boil the porridge until it is cooked. 

Put the cover on tight. 

# # Gal‘ GAI'; I~ KANG’, to cover up, as 
with a dish cover, this character is made by add- 
ing the mouth radical to the regular character 
jij KANG, and read in the third tone. That is to 
say, the character is made to fit the word. fi NIEN*, 
tight, close. 

 — HK ies Fh, AB il 
Next morning Ba put it on the stove till it boils. 

4E DZO?+, to set (as well as ‘to sit’); fi] KAI‘, 
to boil, to come to the boiling point. 

Ne A ie AD FRE A, BIL EF BI 
fe #2 
At breakfast time ladle it out and place on the 
table. 
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z fa a | 

Carrying a Letter. 

48 

. —_— 

ie Ts | | 

to carry, to send, to escort 

714 Carrying a letter 

i& SUNG‘, 
a letter, a note. 

FA JIA, 3h SR — 
715 Djao ae Shwen, come here a moment 

716 pate le isa seth 

++ FUNG}, classifier tor letter 

BEE BE Bil JH 
(which) I want taken to Lao Gwan Miao 

BET 3 He 
718 and given to Mr. Din 

4 GIAO’, to deliver, to hand to 

= 

717 
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Sa AN AS A Wh eh AS 
This book is called a chit-book. 

AS AS BEN*® BEN®, book, usually used in 
reference to a note or pass book; # GIAO’, 
called; {fg 7X SIN‘ BEN’, letter book, chit book. 

{a OE Ae BE UA, a HB 
The letter is thrust in between the leaves of the 

book, do you see it? 

BE CHIA!, to lay between two things, as a 
letter between leaves of a book. There is’ no 
character; this is borrowed to show meaning, and 
at the same time an approach to the sound. 

40 al, AS BE Fh ee 
Be careful not to lose it. 

fi DIAO*, to lose. 

Ae Wie AY FF 1K 
When you arrive, 

fa AR HE 1, 20 et TY BY 
give both letter and chit-book to the gateman. 

j# LIEN”, together with, 

an Ay wt ze Tot AE WY fa 
Tell him that it is Mr. Din’s letter. 
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De HE, 7A vt Fe IE) 1 
Is there an answer? 

Asked by the coolie. 4 7% # YIU® MU? DE?, 
is there? |] f@ HWEI* SIN’, return letter, answer. 

AB sl a PS AS Yet Ted 
You do not need to ask that; 

30 fA #{ LA* Got HWA‘, that word, that 
matter; 7{f SIAO!, to need, to require. 

40 15 AN SE TE AR, Be ze 
just bring the chit-book home, and that will do. 

—— _E.Ty za —--g* 

AA Ve) 15, fb at 2S FE BE 9B 
(In case) there is an answer, he wiil lay it in the 
book. 

The ‘in case’ is understood.  Lit., ‘he will lay 
it inside.’ 

At. J OH, aks JB tix 
Will vou please tell me what I should doin case 
Mr. Din is not at home? 

ah [i] TSIN® WEN’, lit. ‘please ask,’ a polite 
phrase to be used by any one when asking in- 
formation; here used properly by the servant in 
speaking to hisemployer. ‘In case’ is understood, 
like ‘if.’ 7& }R #5 DZEN® MO® YANG", what about 
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it, what is to be done? This phrase is often cor- 
rupted to 7& # DZA* YANG'; note change of 
sound and tone of 78. 

T ot AE YS i Fe Je BA 
(If) Mr. Din is not at home, 

7 HR §A Dzal* wu? Tou’, at home. 

gL BY L140 fa St th OK 
you may take the letter out, 

4 it Fa J Wy 
and hand it to the gateman ; 

Ph 48 2 14 ZAR & El, 
eT 
and you bring the empty chit-book home,—that’s 
all. 

YE KUNG!, empty; & [Bl 9 LA? HWEI* Lar’, 
to bring home; 4 SWAN’%, toreckon, to calculate; 
4 J SWAN‘ LIAO’, it is settled. 



LESSON 25. 6B — + ih# 

HE FE nee A 

Carrying a Lantern for a 
Person 

pe OS RR EN 
734 Carrying a lantern for a person. 

#t TI°, to carry, as one carries a lantern; 
Ke 2 DEN! LUNG, a lantern; Jit, a lamp cage; 

j& SUNG‘, to attend, to accompany, to escort. 

kA UE he 
735 Call Djao Hsin Shwen to come. 

7d SAL NA, aL RE HE BA HE 
736 Djao Hsin Shwen, you may light the lantern. 

HE sf! DIEN® CHI", to light, whether lamp, 
lantern, or the fire. 

aha Sea 

737 I want youto go with me to Shan Si Gai. 
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ja] 4&4 — B TUNG” NGO® I° LU‘, with me; 
lit, ‘with me one road’; perhaps the very com- 
monest form of expression with this meaning. 
hk Pe iy SHAN® SI' GAL’, Shansi street. 

HE Wes 
Come on! or, We will start. 

See 316. 

Vs AE Bil SH HT RE HE 
You go in front with the lantern. 

Lit. ‘You in front strike lantern’; 4] @& # 
DA*® DEN! LUNG’, to carry the lantern. 

Te BA Te BA, Te tt PK PG 
Wait a minute, I have dropped something. 

i i MAN? DIEN’®, lit., ‘a little slow’, but its 
real meaning is ‘a little more slowly’, and in this 
sentence as translated, ‘wait a minute’, ‘stop a 
minute’. #4 J DIAO' LIAO®, dropped, lost ; 
DUNG! SI’, things, something. 

40 NE He TE 30 OR WR — 
Bring the lantern over here and give me some 
light. 

H& DJAO?, to light up, to illuminate. 

eA 
Have you found it? 

$% DJAO*, to seek, to search, to find. 
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4X (Bi It 
I have found it. . 

LE 
We will go on again. 

Q 3 YIu* DZOvU’, again go, again start. 

red SL J, UL a, AS BE 8 BI 
A 
Djao Hsin Shwen, be careful, don’t bump into 
people. 

4 DJWANG?, to bump, to strike against. 

HE $i Hale ed Bh 
(Carry the lantern) just a little farther away (from 
us), 

wth a WEI’, a very little; this is the 
character & = which forms the plural with ja DJE* 
and #j) LA’. In the sentence given here, it is 
pronounced in colloquial as SI', whereas when 
used to indicate the plural of pronouns, it is apt 
to get a HSIE! sound. In this sentence the #% si! 
is decidedly emphatic. ff LI”, to separate from, 
to be at a distance from ; j@ YUEN’, distant ; Bh + 
DIEN* DZ’, a little. 

oe tee As BE HD Ue 
and then the light will not dazzle our eyes. 

5a LIANG‘, a light; #¢ HWANG’, to dazzle; 
Hf As YEN* DZIN!, eyes. 
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fie YT BR PY 4b 
We have arrived at Shan Si Gai. 

wy LY qh se HE yy — Bh 
You may turn the lantern down a little. 

Hi CHE!,to turn; Jy SIAO*, small. In Chinese 
we do not turn the /antern down, but the light, which 
is quite logical. 

AB BE WK Ni 
Do not blow it out. 

We CHUI', to blow; the sound is perhaps nearer 
CHUE?. 4& SI°, out, as a fire or flame. 

af El) Be th OK 
Wait until I come out. 

4 DEN®, to wait ; #] DAO“, to, till. 

7a SEL JI, EE WF 
Djao Hsin Shwen, we are going. 

HE 
Iam coming. 

This is shouted by the coolie in answer to the 
call in 752. Logically it is I have come’, ‘I have 
arrived’; but not so in actua! use. 

we HEA — Bh 
be the light up a little. 
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le] DE, AR AE SR 9 BB 0 aS 
In going home we shall not go the road we came. 

ie) 3: HWEI’ CHU?, to go back, to go home; 
IE Hh #46 3 LAI? Dy? LA‘ TIAO? LU‘, Ut, 
ine that length road’, ze. ‘the road we came’. ive 
TIAO®, length, the classifier for road, dog, street, 
etc. 

Be AN Be aE HEC is, 
es, lel 
We shall go home by the Great East Street and 
the Dzung Fu Street. 

The whole verb is #— BH] % DzoU* HWEI” 
CHU? ; it has been separated and the names of the 
two streets inserted between dzou and hAwei. 

8) Sh AE 
Do we turn (this) corner or go straight ahead? 

{| J DAO® GWAI*, to turn the corner; #4 # 
DWAN' DZOU’, straight go. ie. go, straight on. 
The interrogative #§ MA! serves as usual as ‘or’. 

B35, TB) Hi 
We turn here. 

The repetition carries emphasis. 

He TH AU EGE aH 
I am afraid we shall go the wrong road. 

+ ih J DZOU* GWAT® LIAO’, to go wrong, 
as on a road. 
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AS 4% Hi, IG HE 
There is no mistake. 

Or this might be translated ‘There can be no 
mistake’. 

ded {TH aS 7 BA, A AB Ze 
This road is a little roundabout, is it not? 

i DJWAN?, to go round, to encircle; in the 
third tone, this character is constantly used in the 
sense of go cr come back. 4 A # SHi' BU" 
SHI*, is it not? Quite usable this way, but most 
often corrupted to SHI‘ BU? SA”. 

3 A LP 8 
It is longer by only about half a street. 

Gi’, only;  #& &] DJWAN* DE? DAO’®, 
to go around to the extent of; ie. ‘to be longer 
by’; # BAN?+, half; f§ & - DY? YANG’ Dz’, 
about. Compare fj 36 #& DY” GWANG' GIN’, 
same meaning, and placed at the end of sentence 
or clause, like this. 

hie 7 Je YAY 
We have arrived home. 

The duplication of the J LIAO’, is part of 
the tendency seen so often, to make the meaning 
clear beyond a doubt, by some such means. 

40 RE WE de AR 22 a HK 
Bring the lantern and give it to me. 
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Be ee Pl se — Tal TE Fl) 
[ want to tell you of a device; 

jJ: Al] FAH” DZE”, device, method, plan. 

KE WE He BE HE 2] 
You must turn the lantern low; 

Lit:—‘Lantern light turn small’. 

HE oy 7 BF Pe, A A 
tt 
When you have turned it low, it will go out of it- 
self. 

fii TA', it; very unusual to be applied to 
inanimate objects ; # HWEI’, can, is able, is 
capable of; 4 SI*, to go out, going out. 

AS Wr WK hay 
You do not need to blow it out. 

wr BI", necessary. 
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HO 

Buying Firewood 

Fl 3s 
Buying firewood. 

= 5 
EE AR 

Wang Chang-Hsin, you are to go out of the city 
today to buy firewood. 

1H $f CHU* CHEN’, to go outof the city. Note 
once more that the word expressing the time. 
‘today’, is placed at the beginning of the sentence, 
except for the name of the servant called. 

Hy He Pb Ze a — PBR 
Go out to the East Gate suburb and talk prices for 
a little. 

tt 3 FY CHU? DUNG! MEN’, to go-out the 
east gate; the addition of the 4) WAI", outside, 
indicates the place just outside, that is the suburb. 

ifs YH Tal 3 Te 
Carry a few bundles back as samples. 
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#2 DAN!,tocarry with shoulder-pole; #€ G1’, 
several; #4 KWEN’, a bundle, bundles; {ff DZO’, 
to act as; #% -— YANG?‘ DZ®, samples, patterns. 

7. JHE _ dif] =E. Hit] wees di 
BERD He Po 
I want one bundle of pine, and one bundle of oak 
firewood. 

#s SUNG!, pine; 7% Hi] TSIN’ GANG’, oak. 

RE OR ne BE HC AY — ite 
In the case of the pine firewood I must certainly 
have the dry sort. 

“¢ «=32 DIN‘ YAO*, certainly must have, 
certainly want; &% GAN!, dry, with ‘firewood’ un- 
derstood after fj DY’. — jf I° CHI*, one sort, 
one kind. 

rey HZ, WS, TA, AS AS BES 
Whether the oak is dry or wet, is unimportant. 

A BE RB Bu? yAO‘ GIN’, unimportant; B B 
YAO‘ GIN®, important. 

te FA el RK 
The samples are bought and brought home. 

i — RMT St 
\, MH Be — Hl 
For this kind with a large proportion of small 
stuff, they want seventy-eight cash a bundle. 
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The ‘for’ is understood. 3% -— TSIEN! Dz’, 
splinters, fine stuff, either split from large sticks, 
or the fine branches, brush, etc. # YAO", ie. 
‘they want’, or ‘there is wanted’. 

i — ET, BE pls ) AE, Ir] ) 

fi — -F 4H 38 — 4 
For this kind, which is all round stuff, they want 
one hundred and ten cash a bundle. 

Se DZIN‘, all, entirely ; fj $ TUNG? Dz*, Jit. 
tubes, round wood, unsplit, but much larger than 
the small twigs and brush included under ae -f- 
TSIEN? Dz’*. 

The nF 
This oak is all in large sticks, and they want five 
cash a catty. 

Se DZIN‘, all, entirely ; #§ KWAI’, a lump, a 
piece; this is the classifier for many words, as 
— 3 1° KWAI? TSIEN’, one dollar. 

AS {it Set IE tet 
Is the price of firewood so high? 

8 {fH CHAI° GIA‘, firewood price; 32 BR DJE* 
MO®, thus, so; # GAO!?, high. This sentence is, 
strictly speaking, exclamatory, not interrogative. 

Ph ET BE hie 
To how many places did you go? 

Li.t., “You went how many places’? 
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asic SPU i 1 a, JE 

I visited four or five shops. 

Note that 4 LO? and { LIAO® seem to be 
interchanged indifferently. . 

4k te S — BYE A 
I have argued prices for a good long time. 

—2 

{i HEN®, very; i J GIANG® LIAO’, argued, 
haggled; — [qi I? DJEN‘,a little while, a con- 
siderable time. 

jes — Ae WE FT SN — Bh 
This was the only firm that was some what satis- 
factory. 

After the preceding sentence, the words 
ig — 9 BE DJE' I° GIA! TSAI’, embody the idea 
that it was only this firm (Jit, family’) that was ‘a 
little’ satisfactory. See 339. 

y ose FE, AP 4h HS BE Ae kL TS 4 
Those several firms were very dear. 

{& HEN®, very, may precede, as in 783, or 
come at the end, as here. 

eH AS WE ET) HY — 
ne 
This firewood is the very cheapest. 
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“id SIANG! YIN!, cheap; the commonest 
colloquial for thismeaning. These charaters give 
sound and tone, but have no such meaning. After 
the verb ‘to be’, 42 SHi', an adjective is almost 
always followed by the little particle fj Dy’. 
— ;#@ I° CHI’, sort, one sort or kind. 

WY AX WH Sh GE 
Tomorrow (you may) go out of the city again, 

HU $e He AE VL a oe 
to buy and bring home several loads of firewood. 

Fa MM, 22 A et El py Til, 22 AR a 4 
In buying the oak, does (the price) include the 
splitting ? 

Ht A F SHI* BU? SHI’, is not is, does it or 
does it not; #1 BAO!, to wrap up, to include; #] 
HWA|!, to split; this character is supposed to be 
in the second or fifth tone, but is always spoken 
in the first. 

ne EL, ail 
It includes the splitting. 

wy LY ir A ie 
You may tell him. 

BE AL AS ail) al 
(that I) want the firewood split fine, 
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iss UY SE 
so it will be convenient for burning. 

@ SHAO}, to burn. 

A US Wl RT 
The firewood has been carried home. 

F. $e OL, LP SR 
Wang Chang Hsin, bring the scales. 

HE is Hl aS A Sh 
Weigh the oak firewood. 

Lit., “Take oak firewood and ‘be after weighing 
+4) 

40 AN A, 98 TS 7B Se 
Be careful in weighing, lest you make a mistake. 

% 4% MIEN®* DE’, lest; 4 #f YIU? TSO’, there 
are mistakes. 

¥. Se HA HE SS at GE 
Wang Chang Hsin, pay the money and let us be 
done with it. 

Ei J SWAN‘ LIAO®, it is reckoned, it is 
settled, let it go. 
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ROK 
Buying Coal. 

FA yx 
Buying Coal. 

je TAN’, coal. 

E fe Hl, HK BE i 
Wang Chang Hsin, I want to buy coal today. 

It would be equally correct to translate this, 
‘I want you to buy coal today’, or “You are to buy 
coal teday’. 

wy WL — BE Tl OR TE ti 
-f- 

You may buy a load and bring it home asa 
sample. 

See 772. 

» Vv —_—, - 

J» ?J> (A FS A sl, Hi BBD 
If the price is satisfactory, and not many stones 
in it, 

Lit. ‘Price satisfactory, stones few’, with ‘if’ 
understood. 
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HK 1") ea th B A — Bh 
we will buy a considerable quantity from him. 

¥% GE!, ordinarily ‘to’ or ‘for’, but here it is 
plainly ‘from’. 4 DO', much, many. It is a 
curious idiom that makes this word, followed by 
— #1 1° DIEN® after the verb, mean ‘more’ instead 
of ‘much’; that is to say ‘we will buy more (than 
other wise)’. 

Ff FL GE We, we BE TR BZ 
When we buy coal, we must certainly take out 
the weight of the container. 

i fe MEI? TAN*, the two-syllable word for 
coal, used always when there is need to disting- 
uish from coke, charcoal, etc. BE j& CHU? PI’, 
take out or deduct container. 

A catty will reckon as a catty. 

This is the most concise way of saying that 
we shall buy our coal by the catty, without any 
make-weight, such as baskets and ropes thrown 
in. 

Fi x el OR OF 
The coal is bought and brought home. 

4 4T SOK 
Bring the scales. 

fie Al Be 3H 1p 
It must all be weighed. 
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ffi DIAO* to weigh, a colloquial word in rather 
more common use that fii, CHEN' especially when 
the article to be weighed is large, bulky or heavy. 
if} DIAO* also means ‘to suspend’. 

ee aan = ra ti © 
Ir 
This load weighs one hundred and thirty seven 
catties. 

Lit:— ‘This load heavy [37 catties’. 

XAT,.A-BAT 
There are more than that; there are over one 
hundred and forty catties. 

Ay JS BU" LIAO®, there is or there are more; 
it does not stop with that. A peculiar expres- 
sion, but very convenient when one once becomes 
familiar with it. 

1 tat 2 
Ail FE OAS FOB 

These scales of mine are correct. 

A 4% $4 BU? DE*® TSO‘, does not mean ‘can- 
not be wrong’, but simply ‘are not wrong’. 

II KP 
They are knife-edge standard scales. 

J} H pao! Kou*, knife-mouth, ite. knife- 
edge; K 2 TIEN! PIN’, natural scales, i.e. stand- 
ard scales, having exactly sixteen ounces to the 
catty, no more and no less. 
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Sh Fe WE ME TT AY 
Furthermore they have been compared (with 
other scales) and accurately corrected. 

WZ YIU‘, also, furthermore; # GIAO’, to 
compare, to try out, here read GAO?. #£ DJWEN’*, 
set, fixed, accurate. ‘Scales’ is understood after 
the fy DY°’. 

KL Hi — HE 
Weigh another load. 

VF A et A = S&B 
You two men take your hands away. 

Lit, “You two men’s hands take away’. & Fj 
LA” KAI!, take away, take out of the road. 

Sf aE Dil 
Move your bodies away a little. 

Lit., ‘Bodies separate off a little’. Ba Lr? 
KAI!, to leave, to separate. 

ipa Xe ah Mees - Bowes 

This load is only one hundred and thirty five 
catties. 

EHS HL 8 
Mr. Proprietor, this coal of yours is not very good. 
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x Hi DJANG*® GWEI’, proprietor, manager ; 
A & k Bu? DO! HAO’, ‘not much good’ i.e. ‘not 
very good’. This may bevaried to A Fe KH Bu? 
DA* HAO’, 

BV KS T 
There are too many stones. 

JT DO! LIAO’, too many; add the & TAI’, 
and the meaning is emphasized, Kk @ J TAI* 
DO! LIAO’, ‘altogether too many’. 

Te HE WK ots, 7A a BE EL te 
Don't be disturbed, if there are stones | guarantee 
to exchange them (for good coal). 

tk wy FANG‘ SIN}, ‘let your heart down’ ve. 
rest easy, be content; ‘if’ understood; $J BAO’, 
to guarantee, to take a contract for; #™ TIAO”,to 
change, to exchange. 

“AF ABBS HH. 
— Hie AR Me 
Another time if there are so many stones, I shall 
decline to receive any of it. 

— Bf ER* HWEI*’ DZ*, a second time, 
another time; ja BF 4 DJE* MO* DO!, so many; 
— #£ 1° KAI", the whole, all ; 4{ SHOU!, to receive. 

40 Joe He HE OR BI 
Carry the coal in and empty it. 
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J OY Btkez FF » YE $e 1 (2 EE Hote SP 
Pile the several baskets together and weigh them. 

f— TE KWANG! KWANG|, baskets, a general 
term.  #& CHUNG?’ CHI’, to pile on top of; 
j& *F GO' CHEN‘, to pass over or through the 
scales, i.e. weigh them. 

Ee Satie RAIA 
PO ae 
After deducting the containers, there are only 
nine hundred and eighty two catties clear coal. 

i pe DZIN! TAN’, clean coal, i.e. coal without 
any make-weights. 

FE. Se BL Pp ae AE A FB At 
("Fa Je AY 2E 
Wang Chang Hsin, you watch these coal-carriers 
carefully as they go out, 

kf 7A HAO®* SEN’, careful, carefully; (i 49 
ta be iy TA! MEN? TAI? TAN? Dy}, lit., ‘them the 
carry coal men’ with JL REN’, understood afte 
fy DY°. See 371. 

Ke Fe A ME oe ie RE . 
lest they carry coal away on their persons. 

jf CHWAI!, to carry in the pocket or any- 
where on the person. 
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=e Ning 4E WB BE A — 
P 

827 Mr. Proprietor, will you please sit down in the 

guest room for a moment, 
Ye Wf KE° TIN!, guest room. 

BL AL Be BC rt Ps 
828 and I will count out the money for you. 
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Ue 

Washing Clothes 

UL A ee 
Washing Clothes. 

vid Sell JIL, AN Fe BE VE Ae BE 
Djao ca Snwen, you areto wash the clothes 
today. 

fa — it BE x Je WO] — et iY 
You are to wash every Monday. 

Lit., ‘Every meet with Monday then wash. # 
MEI*, each; #4 FUNG*%, to meet with, to occur. 

4U Be Hk Fin 
Carry the clothes down stairs. 

Wa DWAN! to carry, as a basket without a 
handle; P HSIA‘, to go down; #£ LOU’, a loft, 
an upper story, a tower. 

4 He Sh HB Ti 7k 
Fill the big boiler full of water. 
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$i, GO’. the deep iron pan uniformly used by 
the Chinese for boiling or frying; #& TSAN!, to 
add, to fill; } MAN’, full. 

Ix PGE Yc 
Start a fire beneath. 

k& “P DI® HSIA‘, below, beneath ; 8 SHAO’ 
to burn ; XK HO’, fire. 

4 3c — DR ke 
Wr Ee 7e BS OA 
Cut this piece of soap into slices and throw it in. 

i F 1° DZ", soap; HW TSIE*, to slice, to cut 
into slices; BR CHEN,” to become, into; }= }t PIEN! 
PIEN', slices; % DIU!, to throw, to throw away. 
Note the change to the first tone, of the second }- 
PIEN’, for euphony ; it is properly in the fourth. 

4 3 EZ ie 8) TE BE 
Empty this much (washing) soda into (the boiler). 

? 

tir GIEN®, soda, potash, lye. This is a con- 
venient word for washing soda, which acts by 
virtue of its alkaline properties. 

4 A ie A 2 AY 2K 
Bead Vil 
eve separate the white and colored clothes. 

© Ay BE? Dy’, white, ‘clothes’ understood ; 
AR Bh fs, IU" YEN? SE? DY?, colored} lit. ‘have 
colors’; 4) fg] FEN! KAI!, to separate. Note the 
use of a GE}, and. 
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cae te oe 

Put the white clothes into the boiler and boil 

them. 

K 3 SHANG? is often spoken I’ SHANG!. 

MA <A Th RR 
Boil (them) for ten to twenty minutes and then 
take them out. 

& ft YE LA? CHI® LAI’, take out; Jit, ‘take 
up’, which in this case means taking them up out 
of the boiler. 

SF Ae. JH ii BB 
Throw them into the tub. 

: Ja # GIO” PEN?, tub, of any sort; Jit., ‘foot 
asin’, 

The tub must first be filled haif full of cold 

water. 

4% DJWANG!, to fill; 42 BAN’, half; # PEN’, 
basin, tub. 

AU TA OR, TC AeA at 
Be 38 
Bring the washboard and place it in the tub. 
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4# HX TSO! BAN? Jit., ‘rub board’, washboard. 
#£ TSO!,to rub between the palms, rub with the 
palms. 

FA WR a ek — FF 
Fe AY OE He AK 
Using soap, wash the clothes out garment by 
garment. 

— i — J 1° GIEN* I? GIEN* DY’, one tt — fF A 1° ‘ T° GIEN* ; 
garment at a time. 

RE AE DEAS Be He Td 
Be careful how you wash; do notrub (the gar- 
ments) into holes. 

i J LAN* LIAO’, torn, rotten. 

Pe 4) — Al JA 7%, Se AP Rk 
7K 
Quickly fill another tub half full of water. 

He KWAI', quick, quickly ; — ff ER* GO' 
another. 

RK Be, lhe DE HE 2K, bi FE Ar 

As the clothes are washed out, throw them into 
the other tub. 

fj SUI°... Rj SUI’, as...... so. See 168 and 701. 
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Be 32, — PE FP AY st 

Rinse the clothes out, one garment at a time. 

jij TSIN?, to rinse. 

A 4B 6B = TA Hel %t,2e — 
Bi WZ GF 7k 
Again, take a third tuband puta little clean water 
into it. 

Pe POE ak A BA ke 
& 
Put in bluing until the water has a slight blue 
color. 

~ #é HSIA* LAN?, lit. ‘put the bluing down’, 
i.e. put it down into the water. The twocharacters 
“P + HSIA* CHU*, arean example of the apparent 
redundancy of Chinese. It sounds very awkward, 
and probably about the best explanation is that 
“This is the way we speak” in China... The 
remainder of the sentence is literally “cause water 
have little blue color”. 

tea tH AG YY Be OAR, BE — PF 
— PP AY sz st WE 7k 
You are to put the rinsed clothes through the blue 
water, one garment ata time. 3# TOU’, to pass 
through. 
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GRE UK HZ 
Take them out and wring them dry. 

See 159. This character # is better for this 
purpose than #} given under 159; but even this 

has to have its tone changed from first to third. 

HS Ae ils FE WE te 
Hang them on the line to sun. 

#£ DA®, to place on or over an object, as a 
garment is hung over a line, or as a towelis hung 
onatowel-rack. #f $— SHWEN? DZ*,rope, cord. 

v—s ’ 
vy 

7 3E VE A BA AY 
pits 7 

Now then you are to wash the colored clothes. 

iF SL MN, 7A Nd a Be a Es 

Djao Hsin Shwen, here is something I want you 

to remember very carefully. 

This is rather a free translation ; 4 — {@ af 
YIU? I? GO! HWA‘, lit, ‘here isa word’; *& 
WEN® DANG", firmly, solidly ; # GI*, to remember. 

BH (8 Ae SEAS Ra 
Colored clothes must not on any account be 
boiled. 

uy WAN?, ten thousand times; here an 
emphatic particle; # 4 #4 DJU*® BU? DE*, must 
not be boiled. 

RF hai 
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— Ly 

— Faw BE Mt 4 
On boiling they lose their color. 

— # 1° pyu®, lit, ‘one boil’, ie. ‘on boiling’ ; 
HE TO’, to come off, to lose. 

Ob A ae Be WY BA — fat 7K, 
An Be {Bi 
The first tub of water in which the white clothes 

were washed, is not to be thrown out. 

BH — 7 7K TOU? I? PEN? SHUI’, first one tub 
water. The first tub of water. The whole phrase 

be El A 32 8 SI° BE? I! SHANG? DY”, modifies 
the water 7 SHUI*, water, and the further phrase 

3H — 7 TOU? I? PEN’, comes in between, and 
also modifies the same word. 

BA th KX BE Ak ia BE 
Ub 
Put the colored clothes into this to be washed. 

me ze J RP 
You are also to wash them with soap. 

Lit., ‘Still is use soap rub’, ze. wash with soap. 

te BI Le 
Rub vigorously. 

f& 3 DZAN® GIN‘, vigorously; /it, ‘urge 
strength’; a very common phrase and very useful. 
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— FE FE AS DE ic 
One by one wash (the clothes) clean. 

Ue (8) dy th 2k 
Go right on a the rinsing, © 

RE i] GEN! DAO*, follow on, immediately. 

Re it A Be BE — Be 
exactly as you rinsed the white clothes. 

{§ CHIANG", like, as; book pronunciation 
‘SIANG”’, but constantly spoken CHIANG’. — # 
I? YANG’, the same. (@ CHIANG‘ and — # I? 
YANG" together give the meaning ‘exactly’ or 
‘exactly the same’. 

As tet Wii, 2K 
They are not put through the bluing water. 

SF RE BR UK Wc 
Take them out and wring dry. 

& F UR HA IA 
Hang them out to dry, but do not sun them. 

TH Be 
If they are put in the sun, one fears that they will 
change color, (i.e. fade). 

## BIEN‘, to change; 4% SE’, color. 
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xe AL fil De BS 9 
I have another important word (for you): 

Ay AY ie Be 98S AS HY 
AN Bi) UE 
white and colored clothes must not under any 
circumstances be washed together. 

A ffi] HO* DAO®, to mix together. 

Hat BAY AS te 
One fears that the white clothes would become 

streaked with color. 

Ye RAN®, to dye; #6 HWA! LIAO’, 
streaked ; lit. ‘flowered’. See 169. 

A a RA DE DE 28 
Some people first wash their white clothes, and 
boil them after. 

Y jk. z AY UF 

WK ME SE EU 
We prefer to boil them first, washing after. 

'j KEN", to be willing; here ‘to prefer’. 

WAS AVAL TS FU) RE BE TAS Md 
ll) Bf 
Whatever method is most convenient, that we 

shall use. 
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Both characters #f} LA® are in the third tone. 
jJ: Hl] FA? DZE’, method; RE fi PIE” TO’, con- 
venient; a very much used colloquial word; the 
characters are adapted to this meaning. This 
sentence is literally :—‘Whichever method con- 
venient, whichever method then good’, in which 
we see the superlative sense, given in the free 
translation as ‘most convenient’. 

fies ill 4 Be BE DE AS He a 
The chief object is to secure the washing of the 
clothes clean. 

#4 DZUNG®, emphatic particle, ‘certainly’, ‘in 
any case’; [ml TU", to covet, to desire. 

KAS BE TL Tl 
And we don’t want them torn. 

X YIU‘, also, here ‘and’; Hk CHE’, to pull ; 
LAN?, torn; dk i CHE® LAN’,to tear. 
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Mit AQ xe 
Ironing 

@ea-@] 

Ki BS Be 
Ironing. 

42 YUIN?, to iron, a flat-iron. 

78 SE HG A BE Hb 
Be HE 
For cuffs and stiff collars, you are to use foreign 
starch. 

fii NGEN?. stiff, hard; fd LIN’, collars; #4 
SIU* KOU’, cuffs ; lit. ‘sleeve mouth’; 4h fi WAI* 
GWE’, foreign; Jit., ‘outside country’; this term is 
entirely polite and respectful and may be used 
in reference to either persons or things; this can 
hardly be said of the term iF YANG“, perhaps 
because a disrespectful meaning has been put 
into it during beger first decades of intercourse 
with foreigners. ‘€ #} DZIANG‘ FEN®, starch 
powder; #€ DZIANG}?, to starch. Note different 
tones for noun and verb. 

BE wk LA Sb, J OK ie 2K 
Otherwise you may use rice water for starching. 

. RE CHU’, to take out; JE Tsi®, this; sameas 
ja {f DJE* GO*, but more bookish. JJ Sp 1° 
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WAI’, besides, apart from, in addition to; K #& 
MI*® TANG!, ‘rice soup’, i.e. the water in which rice 
has been boiled; it is rich in starch, and is much 
used by foreigners and Chinese alike for starch- 
ing clothes. 4% DZIANG!, to starch. 

ne ra 
879 If there is no rice water, then you may use bean 

se ahi 

G DOU', beans; #f FEN*, powder. The last 
ive’ characters, di, (i @% YE*® SHI® DE’, ‘also 
will do’ are not ees translated here. 

DUE 1, BE MA Be 
880 When you have finished the starching, then sry 

them dry again. 2 nage a Sa. 

WA ez Be SER UR 7k OY 
881 When they are dry, then sprinkle water on them. 

7 SA®, to sprinkle. /it., ‘Suu dried want bring 
sprinkle water’. | 

— FE PE YD Fe, Sat Ze 
te Fb 

882 Open them out garment by garment, and spread 
them on the table. 

FJ Ba DA® KAI!, to open, the most common 
expression for this English verb. $#j PU!, to spread 
out. 
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JAF WW 7k Aw BE NG 
Use your hand to sprinkle water, do not spray 
with your mouth. 

ff FEN‘, to spurt water or any other liquid 
from the mouth. The addition of J KOU® to [i 
FEN‘ makes the word into a dissyllable, andadds 
greatly to clearness. 

KA wy AY OD 
You must not under any circumstances spurt 
water with your mouth. 

i DJUE”, a particle expressing great em- 
phasis. 

In sprinkling water, you must sprinkle evenly. 

©) F YUIN? DZIN’, evenly. 

BEARD AD WE A 
re Wh 
You must not (sprinkle) too much or too little, 
but just a sufficient amount. 

lit, “Want not much not less, suitable, and 
that’s all’, The word 7K SHUI’, water, is under- 
stood after J DY”. Thetwocharacters % 4 BU? 
DO} and * Yy Bu? SHAO?, while literally mean- 
ing ‘not much’ and ‘not less’ have really the mean- 
ing of ‘not too much’ and ‘not too little’. 
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¥ * aft ’ cua Bight! Wi 5B 4 — PE — PE AY 
Be je 
After sprinkling, then roll them up garment by 
garment, 

i SA*, to sprinkle; #4 #% GO* HOU’, after- 
wards ; 3 GO’, to roll up. 

Per 

us Bde — FP 
Roll them tight, and put them away for a while. 

& GIN’, tight, firm. 

= 4 Mil 2p, aA) He KT tat 
ise FN 
Put the three flat-irons on the stove and heat 

them hot. 

4 =- YUIN‘ DOU’, flat-irons; B # SHAO! 
RE” to warm up, to heat up, to make hot. 

AN UE he BA AT 
Do not make them too hot. 

# ik | RE? HEN® LIAO’, too hot. 

Ae ME Le i — TA RE 
Ki) Be As Kl 
Try them a little on paper, to see whether they 
will scorch or not. 

4% Gi*, paper ; fm SHI‘, to try, toexamine, to 
make experiment; % TANG", to scorch, to scald, 

C4 
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to burn; i FU*, to burn food in cooking, to burn 
brown or black, to scorch. %& #4 | TANG‘ DE? 
FU’, it will burn brown; % A i] TANG* BU? 
FU’, it will not burn (things). 

» J AA 

It should not burn (things) in order to be satis- 
factory. 

jee BE He WY LD AR Yok, 
ik 
These several garments you must not sprinkle, 
but iron dry. 

ia ¥& & DJE* GI* YANG‘, these several 
kinds,which may therefore include articles that 
are not garments. Hf, J# GAN! YUIN‘, dry iron. 

Se Misa HEE 
You may iron these things first, 

We are most apt to put the word ‘first’ at the 
end, as here, whereas in Chinese we put it at the 
beginning of the sentence. 

Mik eT shee I EL AY Se HB 
BE Nit 
When you have finished ironing these, then bring 
out the damp things and iron them. 

ii] RWEN‘, damp, dampness; jM #4 RWEN* 
DY~, the damp ones, or damp things or garments. 
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AE AE Mh if Pe 
Be careful to iron things out smooth. 

ii 3— CHEN! DJAN®, straight, smooth, without 
wrinkles. 

As BE HE Sh 
Do not get them wrinkled. 

#2 CHI", to rise up, to cause to rise up; #3 
DZUNG* DZUNG’, wrinkled; properly DZOU’‘, but 
corrupted in West China to DZUNG*. Note 
change in second character to first tone, for 
euphony. 

Ce PE BE Mik Hz 

Kin. [Te] Te) SEAS He HZ HZ 
at At Ay 
You must rub your irons perfectly clean every 
time. 

#2 TSA*, to rub one article with another, as 
opposed to # TSO!, torub with the palms. Note 
the position of the |e] jE] HWEI? HWEI*, adverb 
of time, at the beginning of the sentence, except 
for the noun, 

We Fe A AS BS A BET 
lest you dirty the clothes. with them. 

5% 7 MIEN* DE’, lest ; Mad # J YUIN‘ DZANG! 
LIAO®*, to iron them dirty, i.e. to dirty them with 
the irons. 
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Sf TH BA (Py a8, A YF iit 3. {in 2d>d He Vie? 

If your irons are only slightly warm, neither will 
they be satisfactory. 

ii 2 WEN! RE’, lukewarm, especially as 
ped 

applied to water. 

Mik AS 480 Ka. A> Wz 
(In that case) you cannot iron things either 
smooth or dry. 

lit. ‘Iron not smooth, iron not dry’. 

Wi EY FR APE He FS EL se 
Be Fe 
While ironing, you should press down heavily. 

#& NGAN?, to press down; # DJUNG*, heavily, 
heavy. The last three characters #§ 2 44 TSAI’ 
YAO? DE’, are not necessarily translated. 

Hie) Mh =} Be Hel ik Bs 
When you put your iron down, you should place 
it firm. 

REP A Bs ST 
If it slides off to the floor, I fear the handle will 
be broken. 

fi SO', to slide, to slip down or off ; i 
BA* DZ*, a handle; fff DWAN‘, to break in two; 
4 ff DA® DWAN’‘, to ‘strike broken’, ie. to break 
in two. 
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a ae 
The Bedroom 

eo+sa 

HE 55 
The Bedroom. 

lif SHUI‘, to sleep ; fF FANG”, room, house. 

was BL NI, WY . BE AR FT 
whe TE 55 
Djao Hsin Shwen, you may come upstairs and 
put the bedroom to rights. 

ae #E BE SHANG‘ LOU? LAI®, to come upstairs; 
$J # DA® DJEN’®, to put to rights. 

40 RE Sin FRE ZS 
Carry the lamp down stairs. 

OE Wt ai BE Yb RS Hie FP 
Wash the wash-basin clean, inside and out. 

BE Ike 7 si®° LIEN* PEN’, wash-basin; Uit., 
‘wash face basin’. # 4h) LI® WAI‘, inside (and) 
outside ; # TSA?, to rub, with a cloth for instance; 
freely translated as ‘wash’. 
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i ok GE We BP 
Wash the soap-dish clean. 

— @ HO” HO!, any little dish or box, whether 
round or square, with a cover that /Jifls off, as 
opposed to sliding off. Note change of tone in 
the second ho. 

Be 7 Md PF Ze Bl 
Carry the slop-pail down and empty it. 

@ 7K ti DZANG! SHUI* TUNG’, slop-pail; 
lit., ‘dirty water pail’. 

Be Ne A OE Hc PDT CA 
BE st JiR 
Wash the slop-pail clean, wipe it dry, and then 
put it back in its place. 

fy BL MA* GAN’, to wipe dry ; #% 3 TI° LAI’, 
to carry come, i.e. to bring ; %# Jf HWAN? YUEN’, 
to put back. 

=. ’ — y 

3a oP FB) BRA 
Now you may make the bed. 

ji L1®, to put in order; RK $j CHWANG? PU}, 
a general term for bed and bedding. 

A SA Ste, PA, — TP SE “ 
Take the pillows, quilts, and sheets all off the 
bed. 
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*, SH DJEN* TOU’, pillows; #j % PU‘ GAI', 
quilts ; Bl %## wWo' DAN}, shéets. 

As BEF; Te HP I AE Hi 
+ 2 
Do not throw them on the floor; put them on the 
chairs. 

He) 3H — PR A A, Gea 
cs 

Take the under sheet outside and shake it. 

* Wy HS — Re BA @ ODIEN‘ py! LA‘ [- 
CHWANG? WO? DAN}, the under sheet; /it., ‘un- 
derneath, that one sheet.’ #} TOU, to shake. 

He WY TS AS tl am BB iP 
Smooth the under quilt out properly. 

{fi CHEN’, straight, smooth. 

AU ip A Ai, ok PA, Sab ate, 
iy MER — PR — AY BH AL 
Spread the cotton sheets, blankets, quilts and 
coverlet on the bed in their proper order. 

% fl Mf MIEN? WO'* DAN’, cotton sheets; 
Bl mi RUNG? WO?*. DAN’, woolen sheets, ie. 

blankets; fii #4 MIEN¥DAN!?, coverlet; # — # 
= # NGAI! I? NGAI' ER* Dy’, in regular order; 
$i PU!, to spread out or on. 
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2% (Ay A, DO) Dy A) 5 8, 
Be He ME Ze 

gig The under sheet is to be tucked in on all four 

920 

921 

sides. 

1) jy sit FANG’, four sides; # j& BIEN! 
BIEN', edges; # DJAN”, to tuck in; this word is 
familiar and very common, but this character is 
borrowed for its sound and tone, having no such 
meaning of itself. 

Mibedetinf a) xm 

The several upper covers are to be put on in order. 

This sentence is the same as 918, except that 
the different covers are not named. The purpose 
of inserting it is to get two or three slightly dif- 
ferent terms. # *% NGAI! Tsit HSU?+, is an- 
other way of saying ‘in regular order’, and is ex- 
actly, the same as ® — # = ff NGar? I? 
NGAI' ER* DY’, # BA’, and $§ PU!, are very 
similar; $i PU’, lays a little more emphasis on 
the spreading out smooth; whereas BA‘, 
emphasizes laying something down on something 
else, and making it firm or comfortable for 
sleeping. 

As SE i AL 
Don't get them mixed. 

ff GAO*, to cause, to allow; this character 
is adapted to this word; it is in the right tone, 
but the sound has had to be changed from GIAO’; 
to GAO*®. In this pronunciation the word is very 
commou. 
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— De — Ds AND i AF 
One by one lay them on smooth. 

As BE ih 72 
Do not get them wrinkled. 

iit #8, Ji JAD She SHE J Py ae 
ra 7ee 

Tuck in the coverlet at the foot, but allow the two 
sides to hang down. 

ls JH) D1I® GIO’, ‘below foot’, ie. the foot; 
iy #2 DIAO* CHI*, to hang down. 

PA, SE tial AE WS 3 
Place the pillows in a leaning position. 

jj Ze KO‘ LAI’, ‘place come’, i.e. to place; 
{y% PEN!, to lean, to incline to one side or against 
something; this ‘character gives the correct sound, 
but the tone has had to be changed to first, and 
the mouth radical is added to indicate thatitis a 
borrowed character. 

oe ee BTS 

When you have placed the pillows: properly, 

smooth out the pillow-slips. 

te BH ZS Ff DJEN® TOU? TAO* DZ’, pillow- 
slips. 
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me SK Be HE 
The mosquito net is to be thrown up over the 
frame by day. 

i - DJAO* DZ’, the net; also ‘lamp globe’ 
or ‘lamp shade’. pe qt 2K DA? CHI LAI”, to 
place on or over or on top of. 

si — WERE Ge Je BEE 
7 Jal IE 
Take this pair of boots away, brush them clean, 
and put on blacking. 

#E -- HAI? DZ*, boots, shoes; # TSA’, to 
rub, to brush; ffl] SHWA?, to brush with a brush; 
#% ME’. ink, blacking. : 

BE Mi) es UE a 
Polish them and then they will look nice. 

SHWA°? LIANG", to brush until they shine. 

es LAY Wa WA Be BB 

Arrange the towels neatly on the towel-rack. 

jm -— GIA‘ DZ*,a frame or rack; & WA fF 
GAN* PA‘ DZ’, towels; Jit., ‘dry cloths’; Jf {fh LI° 
CHEN|, to arrange in peder or oabibaaitt 

HHP ay WE BE & 1h J 
Ft 
The rugs on the floor are to be taken out and 
shaken. 
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BE =f DJAN! Dz*, mats, rugs; #3 TOU*, to 
shake. 

AB ANC & SIE OR Ui FE Sb 
Don’t be in a hurry to bring them in; leave them 

outside. 

AR if. BU? MANG’, not hurry, don’t hurry, no 
hurry ; Jt 7 Sb JA FANG* DZAI‘* WAI‘ TOU’, place 
them outside, but here translated more freely as 
‘leave them outside’. Notice the duplication of 
expression, on the same principle so often noted 
heretofore, of the duplication of words, in order 
to make absolutely sure of the meaning. 

He TB) dinv He 
Then sweep the floor. 

iB ff] GEN’ DAO®, at once, immediately after. 

SF 2M Pk ET ise Bi AK 
Wait until the dust has settled before dusting. 

Je HWEI!, dust; % J DIN‘ LIAO’, fixed, <2: 
settled. K Put 

qe K Bi Th ic 
Wipe the big mirror clean. 

$i z 5 GIN' DZ’, mirror. = 
4 Hit EBS 2 ea 
fie Skis — 
Place the comb, hair-brush and clothes-brush in 
order. 
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Ke — SU’ DZ*, comb, a coarse comb; & fF 
MIN® DZ’, hair-brush; 4 JI il) f 11 FU? SHWaA? 
DZ*, clothes-brush ; ## BAI”, to spread out; $i — 
GWEI! I’, neatly, in order, 

FE Bie BE SEE Ue AE AY 
ras Di Ht pay, Be > See 

937 Put all the articles on the dresser and washstand 
in order. 

#é HE 3 su) DIWANG! TAI’, dresser ; BE fii HK 
SI®> LIEN® GWEI‘, washstand; Jit, ‘wash-face- 
cupboard’. 

ver. —_LIy Ba 
“5K y oapacniaiadlll 

a>>v Fy VE HH Sih » 

938 Finally wash the floor and all will be finished. 

4% ff§ SHA? GO°, finally, finished. 
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| ee 
The Bathroom 

o+a 

De ve Be 
939 The Bathroom. 

w DZAO”*, tobathe, to bathe the body. There- 
fore $F #SI° DZAO®* is a duplicationof words 
having the same or very similar meanings. 

ress, Sell IAS RP 
940 Djao Hsin Shwen, come here a moment. 

Be wee VP ie 5s A oJ JN Fi, 
Se 73 BE UE We ARG te 

941 Listen to me: this small tub is to be always kept 
washed clean, and leaning (up against the wall). 

RM Hi ( BE NGO® GE! NI® SHO’, I to you say, 
ie. I tell you’; here translated more freely as, 
‘Listen to me’. fil # GIO” PEN?, a tub; [i PEN’, 
to lean against, to incline against. See 925. 

DE We Fk, BE KK EE Ge 
Be 7k Fa DE FB 

942 Every morning you are to ladle the dirty water 
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out of the bath tub, and take it away and empty 
it. 

Be we ZH SI®> DZAO* PEN’, bath tub; 7K 
DZANG! SHUI’, dirty water; ff YAO*, to ladle 
out ; # CHU", go; here it answers for the longer 
phrase ‘take it away’. 

IS Bl 4b fai FUE He BP 
Then immediately wash the bath tub clean. 

Ge Wh Vc EF ACA 
A~ 

Bring two pails of clean water and empty them 
into it; 

et ka a8 
so that I may conveniently take a cold bath each 
morning. 

KY HAO®, conveniently ; BE A 7K # SI°> LEN? 
SHUI* DZAO?, to take a cold bath. 

45 32 WFR A ORY tg LSE 
ke — fh BE ak = 
I want you to heat a pail of water very hot every 
Sunday morning. 

no FF A LI® BAI‘ Ri’, Sunday; one of the 
best terms for Sunday; also may be called = B 
DJU® RI?, and # Bi AsSSIN! CHI! RI’, or simply 
Se 30] SIN’ CHI!. jf 5L TSIN' DZAO®, very early, 
i SHAO?, to burn, to heat; # GWEN”, very hot; 
not necessarily boiling. 
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Ke Di, SL AF 
947 If you heat it to boiling, so much the better. 

i fA) SHAO!' KAI’, ‘burn open’, i.e. ‘heat to 
boiling ; # #* GEN* HAO’, Ut, ‘more good)’ i.e. 
better. 

Te LOR aie) AB Be — FF 
g48 Carry it upstairs, put it down, and give mea call; 

i JQ — % HAN*® NGO® I? SHEN}, lit. ‘call 
me one voice’. 

He HE HE AE GE Fh ak Ye 
949 sothatI may get up and take a hot bath. 

if HAO’, conveniently ; here sufficiently 
translated in the phrase ‘so that I may’. 2 # 
IK #® S1* RE” SHUI® DZAO?®, lit. ‘wash hot water 
bath’. 

de HH Jy Mt Se 77 BEAR 
HE AS 

950 I want you to always have firewood laid in this 
small stove. 

2m GIA‘, to lay, as firewood for a fire. This 
character as a noun means ‘frame’ or ‘rack’; see 
930. 38 CHAI’, firewood. 

Pi x BY Ak ERR Sieh 4) FEF 
951 When you see that there has been a fire, 

Lit., “You see fire burned when’, the relative 
adverb ‘when’ at the end of the phrase as usual. 

PK RAN?, to blaze; PR j& RAN? GO?, burned, 
burned out. 
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AL ae FT TE Wc FPL 
AR RE AS 
then clean the stove and again lay firewood. 

J] % DA® DJEN’®, to put to rights, to set in 
order; FJ # Ht §f DA® DJEN® GAN! DZIN’‘, to 
make thoroughly clean, 

YE BRL FE WY HU BIE J BE 
VE 
aon are to wash the floor of the bathroom every 
day. 

We WA Ae BE BK DK 
Dust the towel-rack. 

B WH GAN’ PA‘, towels; 48 F GIA‘ pDz?, 
rack. 

DE Re BG YY Ay TE Oe De 
seit 
Arrange neatly all the miscellaneous articles of 
the bathroom. 

_  & RE LIN? suit, odds and ends, miscel- 
Janeous. 
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a 
Keeping a Cow 

=+2 

mt 2 
‘956 Keepinga cow. 

957 

958 

I WwEI', to feed; 4 NIU*, a cow; BB + 
WE! NIU”, lit., ‘to feed a cow’, i.e. to keep a cow. 

eel SL I, BM et — 8 
“Epi Wh 
Djao Hsin Shwen, we want to buy a cow to milk. 

#i GEN!, the most usual classifier for ‘cow’ 
#@ DzI*, to squeeze ; i Wy -F DzI* Lal* pz’, to 
‘squeeze milk’, i.e. ‘to milk’. 

Py ae TE BR AB WG 
Do you know a good cow? 

‘Do you know cows i ?” G2 7 REN‘ DE?, 
to ana to recognize. me Fe ze REN‘ DE? LAL, 
to have the ability to vido patias: 

ae te 2K 
959 Yes, I can distinguish a good cow. 
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REV Wy AP RB AE tk 
Good; you may go into the country to look for 
one. 

~P. $8 HSIA* SIANG!, to go into the country; 
lit. ‘to go down into the country’; the verb is not 
really complete without the ~ CHU‘ which 
immediately follows the $$ SIANG!, although the 
phrase —~ 4 HSIA*t SIANG!, is constantly spoken 
by itself. $% DJAO’®, to search. 

betes silos 

I want a cow that has recently borne a calf. 

#2 TSAI’, just, recently ; P HSIA‘,-to give 
birth to; to lay, as eggs, as P 4 HSIA* DAN?; 
jf GO*, expresses past tense, or completed action; 
ii -F ER” Dz*, ‘son’ ordinarily, but here ‘the 
young’ of an animal. The particular animal is 
clearly expressed by the occurrence of the 4 
NIU? in the sentence. 

a 8 Fi — AL J 
Se 
If the calf is one or two months old, that will be 
satisfactory. 

Lit., “Calf has one or two months, then satis- 
factory”. 

Hy — Be SAB A PW 
EL 
It is of first importance to see that the cow’s udder 
is large. 
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$B — DI' 1°, first; B B yao‘ Gin’, impor- 
tant; W &3 LAI® BAO’, udder. 

1} HH, BELEK 
Her teats also should be long and large. 

Wi i LAI® TOU?, teats, nipples. 

POR HAE — Bh, 7 8 
The cow should be large in body, and rather fat, 
not lean. 

4 -f GIA‘ DZ*, frame or framework ; Jf@ FEI®, 
fat; used of lower animals, never of persons; 3% 
SOU", lean, thin. 

“BE BK AS ste HE eS 
Ui 
The cow should be rather young, certainly not 
over ten years of age. 

hk LEN*, tender, young; %§ DIEN®, a little, 
rather; 4% jf BU* GO’, only. not more than ; $ & 
GI* SUI’, several years of age, i.e. under ten. 

Ria oe PO FR S 
A cow like this should have plenty of milk. 

lit, ‘Like this sort cow, milk ought much’. f@ 
CHIANG", like, similar to; usually READ SIANG# 
but SPOKEN CHIANG*. 9% GAI’, ought; constantly 
so used, meaning ‘ought to be’, ‘should be’. It i is 
also much used in another familiar sense meaning 
‘belonging to’, as & A ae #U GAT’ BU? GA’ TA!, 
does it belong to him? 
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4K fb) 3a te AY Py 
(i itty FE 
When you find this kind of a cow, you may argue 
the price and fix it. 

‘When’ is understood. ff’ GIA‘, price; ## 
GIANG’, to argue, asa price. This is also the 
common character meaning ‘to preach’; %& DIN‘, 
fixed, determined; jm 7 GIANG® DIN‘, to argue 
prices and come to an agreement. 

BR = PDR Be, A ey SE 
hy 
I shall limit you to thirty dollars; if you can get 
the cow for less, so much the better. 

Sf HSIEN*, to limit, a limit. 

ab I SAY Le — 50 xe 

When you have come to an agreement, you may 
pay one dollar as earnest money. 

aaj KK GIANG® CHEN’, to argue until the bar- 
gain is completed; very similar to 3% 7 GIANG® 
DIN+. 3 DIN'* is ‘fixed’ whereas }% CHEN? is ‘com- 
pleted’. %@ GIAO!, to hand over, to pay over, to 
deliver to; — JU 1? YUEN”, one dollar; % # DIN* 
TSIEN’, earnest money. 

BE HU HE FE TE) SR BE 
I want you to lead the cow home, where we shall 
keep her for a few days. 
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# TSIEN!, to lead, as a cow ora dog; /® 
WEI’, to feed, used in the sense of ‘keep’ here. 

Be 7 AA — AR 
AP gat FE Ge 49 
If the seller of the cow will send a man along to 
look after her, that will be all right. 

oF & MAI* NIU? Dy’, the seller of the 
cow; 2 — (ff JA LAI? I? GO! REN’, ‘come one 
man’, ‘a man may come’ z.e. from the family of the 
seller. # {4 GIN! YIU’, to look after, to care for, 

or ae -¥ 7J> Tie HB 

YA 
If the calf is small and unable to walk, you may 
carry it on your back. 

mW S SIAO*® LIAO’, too small; ¢ A 4 
DZOU®* BU? DE”, cannot walk; g BEI, to th 
on the back; this character read in the fourth 
tone is the noun, ‘back’. 

& 3a DR BS EE Ee 
Take on dollar for use as earnest money. 

{£ DZO’, ‘to act as’, ‘for use as’. 

& WH rh Be TE ae Jil 
Take two thousand cash as travelling expenses. 

WE J\| PAN? CHAN!, travelling expenses. The 
character JI] here pronounced CHAN’ is borrowed 
for this use. It is of course properly CHWAN?* 
and means ‘streams’; P¥ J|] SZECHWAN, the ‘Four 
Streams’ province; but it gives the correct tone, 
though not the correct sound for this word. Simi- 
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larly the character #® CHAN? which is used in 
some books for this word, gives the correct sound 
but is incorrect for tone. Therefore you may 
please yourself which one of these two characters 
you make use of. Get the spoken word right, 
whatever you do about the character ! 

7B it Pd FFE Tel RT 
Cow and calf have been led home. 

A OP EE 4 7P Fe) 9 
Tie the cow in the cowstable. 

K 4F DA* NIU”, the cow,—when wishing to 
distinguish from the calf. nN SHWAN’, to tie; 
fs] GUEN*, a pen foranimals; 4 [&] NIU? GUEN’, 
cowstable. 

A ik. Fe vd RE A We 
ih ¥- 
Set the calf free for a couple of days, and let it 
have the milk. 

fi FANG‘, to set free; {# GIN*, to let, to 
allow; %@ Wy es CHi? LAP’ D DzZ°, to “eat milk’, ex- 
actly as we say Ie 4 CHI? CHA’, ‘to eat tea’ 
when we mean ‘to stink tea’. 

Je 4p Fe BEM 
FA. 
The cow is to be fed several tens of catties of 
grass daily. 

Note the idiom; first the article or thing 
talked about,—the cow; then the time; and finally 
the remark that is made about this subject. 
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KX BE Me Hy Fh we F- 
She is also to be fed two shen of bran. 

F| SHEN!, a tenth of the => DOU® or bushel; 
BK -f FU' Dz’, bran. 

3a F A PT 
fe 9 BY 
Now the two days have gone by, and you may 
tie the calf away from its mother. 

= fil SHWAN! KAI’, ‘tie separate’ i.e. tie 
away from the cow. 

Hees SAL Ms AG Ay AB Be HP 
Wh 
Djao Hsin Shwen, come and watch me milk. 

Ber Ee mre 

After you have watched me a few times, we shall 
see whether you can learn how. 

Gil 
’ 
= 

lit, “Seen several times, (we shall) see you 
learn can able?” B fa] Gr1* HWEI’, several times, 
a few times; 74 # HSIO° DE? HWEI", can you 
learn how? ‘Similarly Bf HSIO? BU? HWEI?*, 
I cannot learn how. 

WY LY digs — FE HZ SRY FA 
Jk HB BR 

984 You may bring out a basin of clean warm water. 
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if # WEN! RE”, warm, lukewarm. 

DL BE We UF I 
You must also have a clean cloth. 

Wy LL Fe Wh et, W) BB UE 43 
We Wie At FP 0 
You are to wash the udder and teats very, very 
clean. 

TH Ah Bo ALAS i HE OL 
I fear she will kick; I dare not go to wash her. 

Which fear may be well-grounded; for any 
cow in China or elsewhere that has never been 
milked, is apt to be frightened by such an 
approach. By TI°, to kick; ys A. TI? REN?, kicks 
people; A i BU? GAN?®, not dare, I dare not. 

3 TAR 8 a ee ic i svar AF) 

BAB A nA ~1* Ay 

You have already fed her for two days; don’t be 
afraid; she will probably not kick you. 

EL #£ 1° GIN’, already; A tA BU* PA* DE” 
evidently a corruption of At tA fy BU? PA?* DY’, 
don’t fear; i A #4 GAI! BU? DE’, probably will 
not, ought not. 

GIG ABR HB He OF 
WK) JAS 3B 

Tie the calf near the cow’s head. 
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A Dy Tt 5B, TA WE WDD FE 5, 
990 Ai ya! she kicks fiercely ! lam afraid! 

We Wy AI? YA", a common exclamatory 
expression; 5f HSIUNG', fierce, fiercely. 

WN AE AE PR — A Bl 
Af) SA IE 

991 Call Lao Litofinda piece of broken tile, with 
which to scratch her neck. 

{i GIEN*, to find, to pick up, to select ; & 
WA®* PIEN*, a piece of broken tile; very com- 
monly corrupted to WA®* PIER*; fl) GWA’, to 
scrape, to scratch; 34@ 9 GING* HANG*, neck. 
The last is one of the few exceptions to the rule 
that words ending in ing drop the ‘g’ in West 
China. 

» - 2 

te xe A AT 
992 Still it won't work! 

A. #7 BU? HSIN?, a very common expression, 
best translated by some such expression as that 
given above, or ‘it will not do’, ‘it cannot be 
worked’, etc. 

ib FHA. HH 
fe Hie 

993 Bring a rope and tie her hind legs together. 

ii -— SHWEN? DZ’, rope, cord, string. i 
word is just that much wider than # -— so* , 
which is pretty well restricted to ‘rope’. ff | 
DZO” LUNG*, to bring together, brought toget 

wae ee 
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sR FB) SD 
i ah 
Now then, wash her téats and proceed to milk her. 

The word #@ BA? is understood before Wj iff 
LAI® TOU’. This is one more illustration of the 
tendency to brevity in ordinary speech, by omit- 
ting words. 

Bi Te 7A Be Mh 49 
How many cups of milk have you? 

Lit., ‘Squeezed obtained have how many cups 
4 milk ?? #% DE* is undoubtedly a corruption for 

fy DY*. 

ie the Bir A = 
I have just finished measuring; there are thirteen 
cups. 

f= YIN‘, to measure. 

WY LY Sin HE OR Ue 
You may carry it in and Strain it. 

i LU‘, to strain, whether through a cloth or 
a metal strainer. This word is often corrupted 
in speech to LI‘, probably just because LI‘ is 
easier to say than LU’. 

UE WF 0 PO — 
ve — fal 
The cloth with which you strain the milk i is to be 
washed every time you use it. 
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Lit., ‘Strain milk cloth, strain one time, wash 
one time’. 

53 FE Sh, AB TE BSW Ue 
HE i 
When the milk has been strained, empty it into 
the milk-boiler. 

‘When’ is understood, as fry I & DY? SHI° 
HOU, after #§ Got. <4 Wh GH DJU* LAI® GWAN’, 
milk-boiler; diz, ‘boil-milk-jug’. 

YA) 53 5 HE AL 409 A 
Bring the milk to a boil, using the milk-boiler. 

Lit., ‘Use milk-boiler, take milk, set boil’. 4 
DZO‘, to set on the stove, or over the fire; BA 
KAI!, to open, to boil, to come to the boiling point. 

fed fe) Fa) Se A RE iat AS 
a i 8) 
You are to use this boiler every time, so that you 
will not burn the milk. 

Ki] FU, to scorch, to burn; #& # DJU* FU*, 
to Scorch in boiling. 

i, F- $2 BAT tA AE ox 
Be We Ty Wt Mr 
When the milk has boiled, you should place it in 
a cool place to cool. 

‘When’ understood; # B DJU* KAI’, to 
raise to the boiling point; 7 LIANG? KWAI’, 
cool; fig 4 LIANG* LEN’®, to cool; dit, to expose 
until cold. 
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BEL Be] Tel BY Wo AY 
IF PIE BE OE AI) Be 

1003. You must remember that every time you milk, you 
ser first wash the teats. 

AoW +4 & Fel Tel 06 
We Ua 

1004. Your own hands also must be washed clean every 
time. 

mo . 2 Fn IAD 

I) PY AB ale As 75 fic BP 
1005 Absolutely everything must be kept clean. 

ak Ue MEN? MEN*, ‘sort sort’ Ze. everything; 
RE AN 48 , LI? BU”? DE’, cannot get away from, 
pie) ‘must be’. 

@a?ea] 
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